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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1: A Note on the Muslims of India 

Indian population is composed of groups of varied backgrounds. 

Some of these groups are large enough and are well known, while 

some others are comparatively small or lesser known and living in 

segregation or relative isolation. From the very ancient periods, the 

reach economy and culture of India attracted restless tribes, 

conquerors, merchants and travelers of diverse creeds who did much 

to shape India's turbulent history. India is known for its different 

religious minorities among them the Muslims are very significant one. 

Being a principle minority and lesser known community the Muslims 

of India deserve social and scientific study but unfortunately research 

studies on them are quite scanty partiqilarly in anthropology and 

sociology. 

The spread of Islam and the development of Muslims in India 

were a multilayered phenomenon and followed different patterns in 

different regions of the country (Titus, 1959). The bulk of the Muslims 

in India have been drawn from the diverse segments of the Indian 

population. It was spread by other means rather by the sword and the 

conversion to the faith (Islam) was not a sudden switchover of faith. It 

was a process of two ways. In one way, Islam itself undergoes a change 

in the process of converting the Hindus or others and on the other the 

former may change to suit the latter (Eaton, 2000). Muhammad bin 

Quasim was considered the first Muslim invader of India but the real 

credit for establishing a Muslim rule in India was goes to Muhammad 

Ghori who invaded India in 1191. There followed a succession of 

dynasties extending to the end of the Mughal era in 185 7, a span of 

nearly 666 years (Gill, 2008). Through out this long span of Muslim 

rule, the strong appeal of the democratic social system of Islam 
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attracted the downtrodden peoples of the depressed caste of 

. Hinduism to accept the new faith gradually. And it is to be believed 

that the present day Muslim populations of India are the result of the 

methods of peaceful penetration and constant efforts from Muslim 

missionaries (Titus, 1959). Islam came to Bengal comparative in a later 

period. The building up of Muslim society in Bengal was a long process 

of gradual growth. The composition of the society quite naturally 

differed from century to century with the immigration of foreign 

Muslims and the conversion of local people (Eaton, 2000). Islam 

entered in Bengal both by land and water. By land the Turkish 

conquerors came with their religion and culture, while the Arab 

traders came through waterway. About the end of the twelfth or the 

beginning of the thirteenth century, Bakhtiyar Khalji, a Turki general 

of the Delhi Sultan Kutubuddin Aibok, marched into Bihar and Bengal. 

He defeated Lakshman Sen of the Sen Dynasty and conquered large 

parts of Bengal. His military exploits in the east resulted in 

conversions to Islam. With the military occupation of Delhi by the 

Mughals, a fresh wave of Muslim migration to Bengal started (Mondal, 

1994, 199 7). These stream of Muslim invaders from various corners 

led expeditions and converted the common masses as well some 

Hindu Rajas respectively (Gill, 2008). These newly converted Muslim 

rulers and other officials played one of the most vital roles to 

propagate Islam and to constitute Muslim society in Bengal either by 

establishing marriage alliances or by the mass conversions of the 

indigenous peoples (Mondal, 1997). 

The Muslims in India are sharply divided into three categories -

Asrafs, Ajlafs and Arzals. The former have a superior status derived 

from their foreign ancestry. The Asrafs, or those who claim a foreign 

descent, are further divided into four castes, Sayyads, Shiekhs, 

Mughals and Pathans, in that order of rank. The Ajlafs are alleged to 

be converts from clean occupational castes of Hinduism, and are 

therefore drawn from the indigenous population. The Arzals are the 
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indigenous converts from unclean occupational castes and these last 

two categories in turn are divided into a number of occupational 

castes (Mondal, 1994). The term 'jat', equivalent to 'jati' in the Hindu 

caste system, is used to refer to caste like stratifications, and the 

Asrafs are referred to as 'oonchi jat' (high caste) and the Ajlafs and 

Arzals are as 'neechi jat' (low caste) respectively. Muslim jats are 

related to each other in a hierarchical manner and the superiority or 

inferiority of a jat is determined by the relatively pure or impure 

nature of the occupation associated with each. 

Muslims constitute the second largest religious group in India 

(13.4%) and thus the largest religious minority according to 2001 

census. India's Muslim population is amongst the largest in the world, 

exceeded only by Indonesia's. Numerically, the majority of the 

Muslims in India are living in four states UP, Bihar, West Bengal and 

Maharashtra which had at least ten million Muslims each. UP has the 

largest Muslim population in India with 22 percent of India's Muslims 

living there according to the 2001 census and the state West Bengal 

has a Muslim population of about 25.2 percent according to 2001 

census. They are not only minority in numerical strength but also in 

terms of their socio-economic and political status. They are a 

backward community in terms of their education and participation in 

political and public affairs. In March 2005 the Hon'ble Prime Minister 

appointed Justice Rajindar Sachar to prepare a report on the socio

economic and educational condition of the Muslims in India and the 

report was published in November 2006. The report shows various 

statistics regarding the socio-economic condition of the Indian 

Muslims and recommended policies for improving or upliftment of the 

community. The Muslim Population has for historical reasons a more 

urban profile than the rest of the population. According to the 2001 

census 35.7% of the Muslim population was urban compared to 27.8% 

for the overall population of the country. The report says that the 

Muslim child mortality in both indicators i.e., IMR (Infant mortality 
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rate) and U5MR (Under five mortality rate) is lower than the average of 

the overall population. The report attributes it to probably higher 

levels of urbanization among Indian Muslims and points out that 

within urban areas the Muslim child mortality rates is closer to the 

average mortality rates prevalent in urban India. The report endorses 

the various surveys such as NFHS-1, NFHS-2 and the Census which 

shows higher than average TFR (Total Fertility Rates) for Muslims 

when compared to the overall population. The TFR for Muslims is 

supposedly higher than the average for the rest of the population. The 

report stresses that the overall trend since the past two decades has 

been a decline in fertility rate among all religious groups including the 

Muslims (Sachar, 2006). 

However, the bulk of the Indian Muslims are converted from 

depressed Hindu castes to Islam with the hope of escaping from the 

ritual degradation and caste oppression of Hindu society. But contrary 

to their expectations, these converted Muslims were subject to a 

variety of prejudices and discrimination by the Muslim upper classes. 

The conversion of these groups of people remained largely confined to 

the realm of faith and did not succeed in mitigating their socio

economic backwardness and exploitation. The Muslim elites merely 

took an interest in the religious education of these converts and did 

not encourage their modern education. As a result of their educational 

and social backwardness, these backward groups continue to practice 

their traditional menial and servicmg occupations. Their 

representation in educational institutions and government jobs are 

grossly inadequate. These Muslims have been designated with similar 

groups of other religious communities as 'backward classes' by 

various commissions set up from time to time by the union and state 

governments and have been entitled to draw the benefits of 

reservations in government jobs and seats in educational institutions. 

Hence, there is a need of urgent study of these lesser known Muslim 
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communities for affirmative action for their social, economic and 

political development. 

1.2: Background and Statement of the Problem 

The Darjeeling Himalayan region is an example of social, 

cultural and religious diversity which creates interests for research 

studies on various Himalayan communities. The present study is an 

ethnographic and exploratory study of the Muslims, an obscure 

community of Darjeeling Himalaya. An effort has been made here to 

sketch an account of the society and culture of the Muslims through 

an extensive field work in the Himalayan town Darjeeling, West Bengal. 

The study helps to dispel an established monolithic believe regarding 

the social and cultural homogeneity of the Muslims and come to prove 

the differences in their religious ideologies, cultural practices and 

ethnic characters. All these differences constitute the Muslims society 

of Darjeeling Himalaya a heterogeneous outlook In order to 

understand Islam and Muslims in Darjeeling Himalaya, it is of vital 

importance to look at these groups or social segments individuality, 

cultural practices and traditions. 

Religion has always fascinated by anthropologists and 

sociologists since the beginning of these disciplines. It was a common 

perception that Anthropologists were interested only on studying tribe 

and ethnic groups. But it is not true in contemporary times although 

they initially focused mainly on the so-called 'primitive cultures'. Islam 

as a monotheistic believes was first attracted by the historians and 

they wrote a series of books on the history and development of the 

faith. Those days, anthropologists considered studying Islam less 

attractive than studying 'primitive' religions since many of them 

perceived Islam as lacking interesting cultural and symbolic features, 

such as complex symbolic rituals or ceremonies. In other words, Islam 

appeared too plain or simple to them to conduct study (Marranci, 

2008). But in India anthropologists met Muslims mainly in urban 
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centers with complex kinships, lineages, and compound hereditary 

economics and social status which was totally deviated from their 

popular believe on Islam and Muslims. Thus for the first time they 

have needed a comparative approach for Muslim societies. 

There are a good number of studies on caste or social segments 

and stratification of the Hindu society came into existence in the 

academic intelligentsia during the colonial times but research studies 

on Muslim societies in India were very scanty and inadequate. It may 

be broadly stated that it was the British who first realized the need of 

study the Muslims to understand thoroughly the people with whom 

they had constant transitions and daily intercourse in the relations of 

public officers, soldiers and subjects in administering the goverment 

of the country (Sharif: 1832). The British were interested mainly in 

mapping the phenomenon of distribution in space and social-cultural 

diversity of India and their accounts were always in the form of 

general ethnography. However, from the middle of the 19th century 

some gazetteers prepared by them have given some idea of the Muslim . 

groups and their backgrounds in varying details. Most of the compilers 

of these glossaries such as Crooke (1896) and Risley (1891) 

deliberately referred to the Muslim groups as caste while Ibbetson 

(1883) have referred them as classes. Max Weber (1958) observed 

extreme assimilation of caste order in Indian Islam. Subsequently 

Hutton (1946), Smith (1947), Bose (1951) and Srinivas (1968) also 

notice caste or some of its elements in Indian Muslim society. All of 

them mainly viewed the Indian Muslim society from the perspective of 

caste which is the larger system embracing different religious 

communities in India. 

However, within the dawn of the independence considerable 

interest in the advancement of research studies among the Muslims 

has been gradually increased for the academic as well as 

developmental necessities. Hence, their observations on the Muslim 

communities in India reveal the fact that the uniqueness of the Indian 
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Muslim society lies both in its structure as well as in its activities. It is 

noticed that empirically the Muslim society is deeply segmented in 

various orders and there are tremendous social divergences among 

them (Ahmed, 1973; Ansari, 1960; Bhattachariya, 1973; Marriott, 1960; 

Siddiqui, 19 7 4, Mondal, 1994). 

According to 2001 census the Muslims constituted 13.4 percent 

of the total population in India and became the largest minority 

community of the country. In west Bengal they constituted 25.2 

percent of total population of the state. They are not only minority in 

numerical strength but also in terms of their socio-political status. 

They are a backward community in terms of their education and 

participation in political and public affairs. They inhabit in almost all 

the districts of West Bengal but a lowest concentration is in the district 

of Darjeeling. The district Darjeeling is divided into two parts on the 

basis of its topography - one is bill part and another is plains. The hill 

part consists three sub-divisions namely Darjeeling Sadar, Kurseong 

and Kalimpong. Where as the plain part consists only one sub-division 

i.e. Siliguri. The Darjeeling Himalayan region consists these three bill 

sub-divisions where Muslims are found concentrated majority in the 

Darjeeling Sadar subdivision and mostly in the town Darjeeling. 

The social and cultural life of the Muslims in the multi-ethnic 

environment of the Darjeeling Himalayas shows a very distinctive 

character as it bears both the Islamic great tradition as well as the 

local or little traditions. The system of caste of the dominant Hindu 

society has a great impact on social and cultural life of the Muslims of 

this region. According to Mandelbum (1970:548) Indian Muslims share 

some of the basic socio-economic characteristic of the region in which 

they live in and which is reflected in their jati arrangement. 

The Indian Muslims are broadly divided into three categories 1) 

Asraf or Khas who claim a foreign descent and 2) the Ajlaf or Aam i.e. 

the indigenous converts and 3) Arzal or Raizal i.e. degraded section, 
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though theoretically Islam advocates for an egalitarian social order. 

Superiority or inferiority of a biradery or caste like group is 

determined by the relative pure or impure nature of the occupation 

associated with each section. Siddique (1974) identified nearly 60 

endogamous castes like ethnic groups among the Muslims of Kolkata. 

Mondal (1997) identified 15 important ethnic and occupational Muslim 

groups of Siliguri, a sub-Himalayan city of Darjeeling Himalaya. The 

census of India in 1901 listed 13 3 Muslim groups who had some 

features of Hindu caste system like hierarchy of social groups, 

endogamy and hereditary occupational activity etc. Some of these 

backward occupational groups those who belong to Ajlaf category are 

Ansari or ]olha (weaver), Fakir (religious mendicants), Mansuri or 

Dhunia (cotton carder), Kureshi/Kasai (butcher) etc. Many of these 

lower status Muslim social/ethnic/caste/occupational groups are 

currently placed under the category of OBCs. The Govt. of West Bengal 

identified eight such OBC Muslim groups on the basis of the nature of 

their occupation and the extent of backwardness among them. In 

March 2005 the Hon'ble Prime Minister appointed Justice Rajindar 

Sachar to prepare a report on the socio-economic and educational 

condition of the Muslims in India and the report was published in 

November 2006. The report shows various statistics regarding the 

socio-economic condition of the Indian Muslims and recommended 

policies for improving or upliftment of the community. The report was 

reviewed by Mondal (2007) and some others. 

However, Darjeeling has a thriving Muslim population basically 

migrated since the colonial times. The establishment of Darjeeling and 

the economic opportunities available on there attracted marginal 

occupational groups of Muslims to migrate during the early colonial 

times. They have largely been a syncretic and pluralistic culture. From 

time to time they migrated from various regions and lived together 

along with the Nepalis and other hill communities in harmony. 

Because of the long history of contact and cohabitation with the 
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Nepalis or other bill cmnmunities, the Muslims of Darjeeling form a 

new type of identity intermingling of different cultural influences like 

language, literature, food, habit etc. They are quite similar to Pahadis 

in terms of language, appearance, and costumes. They claim that their 

culture is very much mixed with Pahadi ambience. Over time, they 

adopted typical Pahadi norms in clothes, language and cultural 

patterns, though not leaving their religious customs. In this context it 

is very important to known the dynamics of their identity and cultural 

process. The present study is an attempt to explore the social-cultural 

and economic features of the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya in the 

light of the changing realities. 

1.3: Important Concepts Used for the Present Study 

1.3.1: Ethnic Group 

The terms ethnic group is derived from the Greek word ethnos, 

normally translated as "nation". The terms refer ·currently to people 

thought to have common ancestry who share a distinctive culture. 

However, within the social sciences the usage has become more 

generalized to all human groups that explicitly regard themselves and 

are regarded by others as culturally distinctive. Among the first to 

bring the term "ethnic group" into social studies was the 

German sociologist Max Weber. He proposed a definition of ethnic 

group a human group that entertains a subjective belief in their 

common descent because of similarities of physical type or of customs 

or both. Ethnic group is a term associated with a hereditary group 

which is defined by both its members and others as a separate people 

socially, biologically and culturally (Marriott, 1958; Mondal, 2006). 

According to Vivelo, ethnic group is a self perceived group of people 

who hold common set of culture and tradition which is not shared by 

others with whom they are in contact. This belief must be important 

for group formation; furthermore it does not matter whether an 

objective blood relationship exists (Weber, 1978). 
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1.3.2: Ethnography 

The literal meaning of ethnography is "writing about peoples" 

(Barnard: 2007). Ethnography has its roots in social anthropology, 

which traditionally focused on small scale communities that were 

thought to share culturally specific beliefs and practices. 

Anthropologists used the word in two ways. On the one hand it refers 

to doing field work and taking notes. On the other, it refers to the 

practice of writing or to the finished writings themselves (Barnard: 

2007). The world English Dictionary defines ethnography as a branch 

of anthropology that deals with the specific description of individual 

human societies. Ethnography indicates field work in a community 

. usually by means of participant observation. The practice of 

ethnography usually involves fieldwork in which the ethnographer 

lives among the population being studies. At the conclusion of a 

period of fieldwork, the ethnographer writes about his or her 

experiences. The writing includes a catalog of daily life, along with a 

discussion of rituals, phenomena and an assortment of other events. 

(Ember & Ember, 2006) 

1.3.3: Identity 

Identity in its anthropological or sociological sense as a concept 

which brings together the 'inside' and the 'outside', the personal and 

the public worlds (Hall, 1992). For Hall here is at the same time a 

projection of oneself into a given cultural identity and the 

internalization of its meaning and values in a way which fixes identity 

to the subjective and objective, social and cultural positions one 

occupies (Hall, 1992). Identities are analytically complex to study 

because they are constructed and shifting, not fixed, entities, which 

can be negotiated, contested and reformulated as categories of 

representation (Kumar, 1997). 
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1.3.4: Islamization 

It is a cultural process whereby groups and individuals 

distinguish themselves from non-Muslims by purifying themselves of 

the so-called un-Islamic customs and practices. It is a form of group 

mobility as well as individual mobility. It involves adoption of customs 

and practices of higher status Muslims. It initiates, to behave 

according to Islamic perception and it uses Islamic view of life as a 

model of living and code of conduct as an ideal type. The process of 

Islamization can be classed into four categories. First one is the 

upward social and cultural mobility in the status of groups through 

conversion to Islam. Second one is the adoption of customs and 

practices of the upper class Muslims or asrafs by the lower status 

Muslim groups of so called azlaf or arzal categories. Third is the 

adoption of religious arthodoxy by the Muslim groups and the fourth 

and last one is the adoption of some Islamic values and style of life by 

non Muslims due to acculturation (Mondal, 1988). 

1.3.5: Marginal Community 

The term "marginal" is borrowed from the discipline economics 

to apply in determining the position of human groups on a national 

scale of socio-cultural development within a society. The term 

"marginal community" indicates a group of people who because of 

their physical or cultural characters are single out from the others in 

the society in which they live for differential and unequal treatment 

and who therefore regarded themselves as objects of collective 

discrimination (Wirth: 1945). In case of Muslim communities in India 

the core element of the term are economic impoverishment, physical 

isolation and a conspicuously large content of pre-Islamic elements of 

culture in the form of little tradition, which helped in determining the 

marginal position of the group in the Muslim society (Siddiqui, 2004). 

The relative segregation or isolation of a group, its scanty numerical 

strength, impoverishment, occupational pursuits held in low social 

esteem as well as rigid maintenance of exclusive community 
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boundaries can be also to be taken as consideration of marginality of 

the group (Siddiqui, 2 004). 

1.3.6: Minority 

Minority is an ancient social grouping after fanilly according to 

anthropologists. In sociological context the term "minority" can be 

interpreted in terms of social relationship between larger and smaller; 

superior and inferior; and super-ordinate and subordinate. This 

relationship is based on social ranking or status within a stratified 

group or society which has become institutionalized and is generally 

accepted as legitimate (Massey, 2002). Glazer and Moynihan defines 

minority as a "groups of society characterized by a distinct sense of 

difference owing to culture and descent - forms a social life that are 

capable of renewing and transforming themselves" (Connor, 1984). 

The whole concept of 'minority' may be based either on primordial or 

instrumental point of views. Primordial point of view refers to identity 

and security where as instrumental perspective refers to the 

exploitation of identity factors by the vested interests which are used 

as a bargaining process for achieving desired results (Massey, 2002). 

The UN Convent on Civil and Political Rights mentioned in their article 

numbered 27 that there are objective and subjective criteria are used 

to understand the concept of minority. The objective identification 

criteria of a minority group are -

1. Group must be numerically less as compared to majority. 

2. Determination must be based on population of that state. 

3. The group must have certain stable constitutive features like 

race, religion, language or culture. 

4. The group must be in a non-dominant position. 

5. Members must be nationals of the country. 

Where as subjective criteria for identifying minority refers to the 

will of the members of the group to preserve their constitutive 

features in relation to other members of the society (Massey, 2002). 
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1.3.7: Muslim ]at 

The doctrine caste, a basic principle of Hindu religion, insists on 

a social segregation of groups to one another. There exists a well 

defined social hierarchy on the basis of their hereditary occupational 

specializations. However, the philosophy of caste is quite 

contradictory to the ideological beliefs of Islam which implicitly 

emphasizes equality and universal Muslim brotherhood. As the 

majority of the Indian Muslims are the indigenous converts, the social 

polity of the Muslims gradually began to split during the course of 

time on the lines of the already established Hindu caste system 

(Ansari, 1960). Castes among Muslims developed as the result of close 

contact with Hindu culture and Hindu converts to Islam. Those who 

are referred to as Asrafs are presumed to have a superior status 

derived from their foreign Arab ancestry, while the Ajlafs and Arzals 

are assumed to be converts from Hinduism, and have a lower status 

(Mondal, 1983). According to Mandelbum (1970) Indian Muslims share 

some of the basic socio-economic characteristic of the region in which 

they live in and which is reflected in their caste or jati arrangement. 
~ 

The Indian Muslims are brQadly divided into three categories 1) Asraf 

or Khas who claim a foreign descent and 2) the Ajlaf or Aam i.e. the 

indigenous converts and 3) Arzal or Raizal i.e. degraded section, 

though theoretically Islam advocates for an egalitarian social order. 

Superiority or inferiority of a biradery or caste like group is 

determined by the relative pure or impure nature of the occupation 

associated with each section (Mondal, 1994; Siddiqui, 1974). 

1.3.8: Other Backward Class and Muslim OBCs 

Other Backward class is a collective term, used by 

the Government of . India, for castes which are economically and 

socially disadvantaged. Sociological studies on the social structure of 

Muslims in India have emphasized on the presence of descent based 

social stratification among them. Features of the Hindu caste system, 

such as hierarchical ordering of social groups, endogamy and 
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hereditary occupation have been found to be amply present among the 

Indian Muslims. The census of India in190 1 listed 13 3 Muslim groups 

who had some features of Hindu caste system like hierarchy of social 

groups, endogamy and hereditary occupational activity etc. Some of 

these backward occupational groups those who belong to Ajlaf 

category are Ansari or ]olha (weaver), Fakir (religious mendicants), 

Mansuri or Dhunia (cotton carder), Kureshi/Kasai (butcher) etc. Many 

of these lower status Muslim social/ethnic/caste/occupational groups 

are currently placed under the category of OBCs. These Muslim groups 

as a result of their educational and social backwardness continue to 

practice their traditional menial and servicing occupations. Their 

representation in educational institutions and government jobs are 

grossly inadequate (Mondal, 2003). 

1.4: Review of Literature 

It may be broadly stated that it was the British who first realized 

the need of study of the Muslims and expressed a deep interest to 

prepare a concise book where a full account of all necessary rites, 

customs and usages observed by the Musalmans would be written in a 

familiar style for the Europeans who would not only read it but would 

derive much useful knowledge from its perusal to understand 

thoroughly a people with whom they had constant transitions and 

daily intercourse in the relations of public officers, soldiers and 

subjects in administering the government of the country (Sharif, 1832). 

Hence, on personal request from Dr. H. A. Herklots, a surgeon on the 

Madras establishment of the East India Company, Jafar Sharif wrote 

the book Qanun-l-Islam or the Customs of the Muslims in India in the 

year 1832 where he traces the customs, traditions, ceremonies, 

religious practices and superstitions imposed on Indian Muslims. The 

account begins with the ceremonies of the mother's pregnancy, rites 

performed by the parents during the maturity of the children and the 

ceremonies of matrimony followed by the fests and festivals which 

occurred in the different months of the year. The French and 
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Portuguese administrators also studied the social and cultural life of 

the Indian Muslims in their respective areas. One of the famous works 

was "Memoires Sur Dons L'Inde". It was written by profound 

orientalist Monsiur Garcin de Tassy in 1832. The memoir was an 

attempt to show how Muslims in India have adopted certain religious 

practices which are in contravention of the Muslim scriptures. Ali 

(1832) on her "Observations on the Mussulmauns of India" described 

the social and cultural life of the Muslims who occupies the higher 

socio-economic position particularly the Shia sect of Muslim 

community residing in India. It was like the description of the 

practices and events, which she saw as a wife of a Shia Muslim family 

in Lucknow city. 

From the middle of the 19th century some gazetteers prepared 

by the British administrators like Ibbetson (1883), Risley (1891), 

Crooke (1896) etc., have given some idea of the Muslim groups and 

their backgrounds in varying details. Their observations reveal that the 

system of caste of the dominant Hindu societY has a great impact on 

social and cultural life of the Muslims of this sub-continent. On the 

basis of these observations, the census of India in 1901 listed 13 3 

Muslim groups who had some features of Hindu caste system like 

hierarchy of social groups, endogamy and hereditary occupational 

activity. 

In postcolonial period various Social Anthropologists and 

Sociologists have studied the Indian Muslim communities for the sake 

of academic necessities as well as for policy making and planning. 

However, their studies are categorized into three broad interrelated 

areas viz., Muslim social structure, sociological study of Islam in India, 

and the interaction of Muslims with non Muslims. Ghaus Ansari (1960) 

who in his book entitled "Muslim caste in Uttar Pradesh: A Study of 

culture contact" shows the origin, growth and development of caste 

system among the Muslims of Uttar Pradesh. Although his monograph 

was based on published census reports where he carefully identified 
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the existing castes among the Muslims and analyzed the structure of 

Muslim society. He had also discussed the inter-caste relationship 

within the community. Misra's (1963) work on the Muslim 

communities in Gujarat, which showed that there are 130 different 

Muslim communities in Gujarat, there, is virtually no work which 

brings out the variety of Muslim communities and their social 

organization in other parts of the country. Gupta (1956) and Ahmad 

(1962) also observed the system of caste and their hierarchical order 

among the Muslim of Northern India. 

Since the late sixties of the last century scholars have devoted 

their attention to develop a theoretical framework as well as 

methodological conceptions for proper understanding the problem of 

their studies on Muslim society and also to go on the more 

contemporary situation. Ahmad's (1973, 1976 & 1984) work on Muslim 

social structure, family, marriage, kinship, rituals etc., are the best 

examples of that category which lead to the conclusion that social 

scientists are somehow interested in working on the Muslim social life 

and organization though a vast area of their identity issues are 

remained unexplored. 

However, brief accounts of related works particularly on the 

social-cultural attributes of the Indian Muslims are discussed here. 

Reviews of some important studies associated on Muslims of 

Himalayas are noted below though no such serious Anthropological or 

Sociological studies were conducted among them. 

1.4.1: Works on Muslims of India 

Aggarwal's (1971) published monograph Caste, Religion and 

Power on the Meos of Mewat, Rajasthan is a well known monograph 

during his time where the research started with the interesting 

question of why the Meos, who for about 300 years had been nominal 

Muslims whose religious practices included many Hindu rituals, 
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became more committed to their Muslim identity after the partition, 

when the reverse might have been expected to happen. 

Ahmed (1973) complied a collection of 12 articles in his edited 

book "Caste and Social Stratification among Muslims in India". Eminent 

Anthropologists and Sociologists from various corners of India 

contributed and focused on the concept of caste in Islam and the 

social stratification in Indian Muslim society. The papers were based 

on the empirical observations of the contributors. 

Ahmad (1976) edited a book entitled "Family, Kinship and 

Marriage among Muslims in India" which was the second volume of 

the series of four on the social structure and religious beliefs of 

Muslims in India. There were 12 papers dealing with various aspects of 

family, marriage and kinship pattern of the Indian Muslims based on 

empirical field observations by the authors. 

Ahmed (1984) edited a book entitled "Rituals and Religion 

among Muslims in India", in which various aspects of belief pattern 

and system of religious practices of Indian Muslims was critically 

examined. The focus of the book was on religion as the Muslim 

communities in India practice it. According to him the Islamic faiths in 

India are very much influenced by indigenous character. 

Ali (1832) on her "Observations on the Mussulmauns of India" 

described the social and cultural life of the Muslims who occupies the 

higher socio-economic position particularly the Shi'ah sect of Muslim 

community residing in India. It was like the description of the 

practices and events, which she saw as a wife of a Shi'ah family in 

Lucknow city. 

Ansari (1960) in his empirical study entitled "Muslim caste in 

Uttar Pradesh: A Study of culture contact" shows the origin, growth 

and development of caste system among the Muslims of Uttar Pradesh. 

1 0 MAY 2013 25063t 
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of Muslim society. Author had also discussed the inter-caste 

relationship within the community. 

Ansari (1989) edited the book "The Muslim Situation in India" 

which has examined the situations and problems of the Indian 

Muslims. The author critically analyzed the reasons of backwardness 

of the Muslim community in India. 

Dube's (1969) Matriliny and Islam on the Muslims of 

Lakshadweep took up the theoretical issue of how a matri-lineal 

kinship system works in a society which otherwise adheres to Islam 

'which in its ideology as well as in its prescriptions, mandates and 

injunctions assumes and emphasizes a patrilineal social structure 

Famous nineteenth century French Indoligists, Graein de Tassy's 

book is a pioneering work on the Islamic practices, customs and 

festivals of early Indian Muslims. De Tassy never visit India like many 

other early French Orientalists but was self taught. He learnt Urdu 

(Hindustani) and the book (Memoir) was an attempt to explore how the 

Muslims in India adopted certain religious customs and practices 

which had no sanction in Quran and not found in other Muslim 

countries. Originally the Memoire was written in French and published 

from Paris. But the present volume was translated from French to 

English by Waseem (Oxford: 1995) which contains to his reviews of 

Mrs. Hassan Ali's observations on the Musulmans of India (1831), and 

Jafar Sharif's "Qanoon-i-Islam" (1831) which were appeared 

respectively in Nouveau Journal Asiatique (June, 1832). 

Hasnain (2009) in his edited book "Beyond Textual Islam" write 

about the ways of understanding the perception of Islam from a global 

view point. The book is composed of book views and field views to 

understand the Islam covering the Muslims of North Caucasus, Bosnia, 

Bangladesh and India There are two ways to understand the all about 

of Islam. The philosophical and theological view point was the "textual 

Islam" which was reflected from various books and scripts. And 
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another way was to understand the Islam from its contextual part i.e. 

from people's perspective. The historical development of the religion 

and the Muslims way of living under the guidance of 'Islam' was the 

focal point of contextual part. The book also revealed the fact that the 

followers of Islam i.e. the Muslims are not only follow the religious 

scriptures for their very survival but there are some thing beyond it. 

The book also discussed issues from Jihad, Rise and Fall of Muslim 

Empires, Islamic Democratic Theory, Ethnic Identity and Exogamy to 

Popular Islam and Misogyny, Modernization of Madrasa Education and 

aspects of livelihood of Indian Muslims. 

Hunter (1871) in his famous book "Indian Musulmans" described 

mainly the economic, social, educational life of the Muslims and also 

noted political issues of the Wahabi activists in India. Many Muslim 

intellectuals criticized his work at that time. 

Imam (1975) edited a book entitled "Muslims in India" which 

contains 13 articles on different aspects of the Indian Muslims. Most 

of the paper were related to historical and political issues, socio

economic changes and a very few on the organizational structure of 

the Indian Muslims. 

Miller (1976) has made a general portrayal or monograph of the 

Mopilla Muslim community of Malabar Coast with glimpses of their 

history and culture. The Mopillas with their ethnic individuality have 

left a rich legacy in the socio-historical sphere of Kerela. Their impact 

on Kerela's life and culture is significant. The authors made a brief 

note on the spread of Islam on the Southern India particularly the 

coastal regions of Malabar and their rivalry with the Portuguese. 

Sharif (1975) on request of Dr. G.A. Herklots wrote the book 

"Qanun-I-Islam" in 1832 which was translated by Dr. Herklots in to 

English where the manners, social habits and religious rites of the 

Indian Muslims particularly the Muslims of Southern India were 

cmnpiled. The book beautifully described the rituals from birth to 
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death including various festivals, dress, ornaments, foods, drinks, 

games, magical believes and practices of the Muslims of South India 

popularly known as Dakshini Muslims. The work was one of the oldest 

work on the customs and traditions of the Indian Muslims. 

Titus (1930) has made a significant contribution on "Islam in 

India and Pakistan: A Religious History of Islam in India and Pakistan" 

In his writings he systematically described the religious objectives of 

the Muslim conquerors, spread of Islam, organizational structure, 

religious orders as well as on interactions and interrelationship with 

the Hindus. 

Basu (1985) has conducted an anthropological research on the 

slum dwelling Muslims of Calcutta during 1972-73 under the banner 

of Anthropological Survey of India and enlisted the findings in the 

book entitled "Anthropological profile of the Muslims of Calcutta". On 

the basis of some somatometric and somatoscopic observations he 

mainly examined the question of affinity within the Muslim groups as 

well as ethnicity and morphological variations. Many Muslim authors 

have also discussed the geographical variations, social groups and 

occupational activities of the Muslims on the basis of jati arrangement. 

Bhattacharaya (1991) in his book "Moslems of Rural Bengal: A 

study in social stratification and socio-cultural boundary maintenance" 

has discussed the social stratification of the Bengali Muslim society 

particularly the Muslims of rural Birbhum. He noted that though 

theoretically Muslims form a egalitarian society, there are caste like 

stratification in practical life which is the result of the direct influence 

of dominant Hindu community living with them. 

Mondal (1994) in his empirical study on "Dynamics of Muslim 

Societ)l' presented an analysis of social organization, social structure, 

social stratifications and social segmentation of the Muslims of West 

Bengal in particular and India in general. According to him the social 

and cultural life Muslims displays a distinctive character as it is 
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influenced by both the Islamic great tradition as well as the Indian 

local traditions. He also critically analyzed the interaction of Islamic 

great tradition with the little traditions with in the Islamic framework 

of Bengali Muslim society. The study also displayed the demographic, 

socio-economic and educational conditions of the Muslims. 

Mondal (1997) conducted a field study in Siliguri town to 

examine the historical background and socio-demographic life of the 

Muslim community living in this sub-Himalayan city. He also discussed 

the nature of inter-relationship between these segments and their 

functional relationship with the city population. The nature of social 

identity and religious identity of the Muslims were also critically 

discussed by him. 

Mondal (1997) in his book "Educational Status of Muslims: 

Problems, Prospects and Priorities" has beautifully analyzed the level of 

education, educational status, problems and prospects of Muslim 

education in West Bengal. Empirical facts for this study were collected 

from 6 villages of three different ecological settings of rural West 

Bengal. He also critically examined the relation between formal 

modern education and informal religious education. He identified 

various factors acting as barriers towards modern education among 

the Muslims in general and West Bengal in particular. 

Mondal (2005) in his another comprehensive study on "Rural 

Muslim Women" has made a discussion on the condition of Muslim 

women in India with particular reference to North Bengal. He 

explained the role and status of the Muslim women within Muslim 

society, their socio-economic life and the changes and problems that 

they are facing in the line of contemporary changing global situation. 

Siddique (1974) in his pioneer research work "Muslims of 

Calcutta: A Study in Aspects of their Social Organization" identified 

nearly 60 caste like ethnic groups among the Muslims of Calcutta city. 

He stated that most of the segmentations of the Muslims of Calcutta 
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are on the basis of nationality, regionality and ethnicity. He critically 

examined the higherarchy or social stratification among the Muslims. 

He also critically described the spiritual believes system and sacred 

places of the Calcutta Muslims. 

1.4.2: Works on Muslims of Darjeeling and Adjoining Mountain 

Areas 

Dastider (1995) in her book "Religious Minorities in Nepal" stated 

that the etbno-cultural affiliation of the Muslims in Nepal gives a 

distinct identity in a predominantly Hindu-Buddhist set up. She gives 

the demographical profile of the Muslim community of Nepal and 

raised various issues of their identity crisis, national integrity etc. She 

finally called for a new framework of study for ethnic and religious 

minorities of Nepal. 

Dastider (2010) on her works among the Muslims of Nepal 

profiles the society and culture of the Muslims in a multietbnic, 

multilingual and multicultural environment of Nepal, a predominantly 

Hindu kingdom of Eastern Himalaya. She raises various issues central 

to the projection of Nepal as a land of ethnic harmony. 

Mondal (1997) has done an excellent research works among the 

Muslims of Eastern Himalayan region. In the article "Muslims of Nepal: 

Aspects of Their Economy, Society and Culture in Relation to Habitat'', 

he carefully described the demographic details of the Muslims residing 

in Nepal. The paper also provided us the ethnic variations and socio

religious components of the Nepalese Muslims. He also discussed the 

inter-relationships of social segments within their religious framework 

and relation with the larger Nepali society. 

Mondal (2000) made an interesting research work on the 

Muslims residing the mountainous state of Sikkim. In the paper 

"Muslims of Sikkim" he gives the socio-demographic profile and 

discussed the social structure, economic activities, social categories 

and identity dynamics of the Muslims of this Himalayan state. 
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Mondal (2001) has published another article entitled "Tibetan 

Muslim refugees in India: The problem and prospect". In this paper he 

mainly discussed the settlement, social organization, adaptation and 

the traumatic experience of the Tibetan Muslims in exile. He also 

critically raised some questions regarding the abuse of human rights 

of the Tibetans with special reference to Tibetan Muslims. 

Mondal (2001) in his study "The Muslim Minority in the Buddhist 

Kingdom of Bhutan: A Socio-cultural Perspective", has gave an 

ethnographic profile of the Muslims of Bhutan. Their socio-cultural 

life, occupational categories and the relationship with the larger 

Bhutanese society was also examined by him. 

Mondal (2004) has given a brief profile about the Nepali Muslims 

residing in Eastern Himalayas. In his study he also discussed their 

origin, history as well as the society in an abridged form. 

Nadwi (2004) was probably the first person to write a book on 

the socio-historical accounts of the Tibetan Muslims in Urdu which 

later tra;nslated in English and published in 2004. The translation was 

carefully done by the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives from its 

original Urdu text "Tibet and Tibbati Musalman". The author in this 

book attempt to illustrate the historical accounts of the Muslim 

community in Tibet though the social cultural life with detailed 

description is invisible here. Tibet is the land of Buddhism and cut off 

almost all the global currents until the Chinese occupation during 

fifties of last century. Tibetan Muslims form a very visible segment of 

the Tibetan society. Their cultural contribution has helped to enrich 

many aspects of Tibetan civilization. The book has five parts or 

sections. The initial section of the book is about the origin of Tibet, its 

geographical location, climate, its early kings, people's life ways, and 

the emergence of Dalai Lama and so on. Second part narrates the 

propagation of Islam in Tibet, the early invasions and the history of 

early immigrant Muslims. According to Nadwi Tibetan Muslims 
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belongs to two distinct immigrants group - one group came from east 

which ultimately formed a group after marriage with ethnic 

inhabitants popularly known as Huis or Hopaling and the other came 

from Kashmir or Ladakh whose lives are very intimately connected 

with the Tibetan society. Popularly they form the Tibetan Muslim 

identity. They have their own society, council, economy. The third part 

is the historical mirror. Fourth section discussed the Chinese 

occupation in Tibet and the migration of Tibetans to India. And the 

last part gives us the picture of the problems and difficulties of the 

Tibetan Muslim refugees. 

Siddiqa (1993) in her book "Muslims of Nepal' described the life 

and culture of the Muslims residing in the Terai and hill regions of 

Nepal. Their organizational structure, life style, gender issues and 

other problems were also discussed by her. This book is basically 

ethnography of Muslims of Nepal. 

1.5: Research Gap 

It is ubiquitous that the anthropological and sociological 

research studies among the Muslims in India are scanty because of the 

less attention by the Anthropologists and Sociologists. All the early 

works on the Indian Muslims are done by exclusively historians and 

obviously their approach was not sociological or anthropological. They 

only systematically describe the historical development of the Islam 

and Muslims in India. However, after independence some serious 

anthropological or sociological studies on them were initiated by some 

notable scholars where the differences between text and context are 

detected. 

From above these reviews it is clear that the studies on the 

Muslims of Himalayan region particularly of the Eastern Himalayan 

part are scanty and inadequate. Only a few studies are available 

covering the historical, political and religious issues of Muslims of 

Nepal, Tibetan, Sikkim and Bhutan. But very little is known about the 
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socio-cultural dynamics of various Muslim groups, specially the 

marginal and weaker sections of Muslims of Darjeeling Himalayan 

region. Muslims in Darjeeling Himalaya consider themselves ethnically 

separate to some extent from the rest of Muslim communities in India 

and adjoining Himalayan regions. Thus this present study presents an 

excellent opportunity to study the economy, society, culture and 

identity of the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya. It is expected that this 

research study certainly fill up the gaps in our knowledge about 

religious minority or more particularly the Muslims of Eastern 

Himalayas. 

1.6: Aims and Objectives of the Present Study 

The aim of the present study is to explore and examine the 

socio-cultural life of the Muslims living Darjeeling, an internationally 

known town of Eastern Himalaya. To delineate this basic aim the study 

has been framed to fulfill the following objectives. 

1. To explore the origin of the Muslims i.e. the history of migration 

of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town. 

2. To examine the demographic and socio-economic attributes of 

the Muslim groups living in Darjeeling town. 

3. To explore the major economic activities of the Muslims living in 

Darjeeling town. 

4. To examine the social structure and social organization of the 

Muslims living in Darjeeling town. 

5. To examine the dynamics of their culture and identity. 

6. To examine the role and status of women in Muslim Society of 

Darjeeling town. 

1. 7: Research Questions 

Some research questions are formulated as per the aims and 

objectives of the present study. These are -
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+ Why the Muslims of Darjeeling is segmented into various orders or 

groups and how it persists though theoretically Islam advocates an 

egalitarian social order? 

+ What are the groups that constitute the social structure of the 

Darjeeling Muslim society? 

+ How the Muslim groups constitute the overall configuration of the 

Muslim society in Darjeeling. 

+ What are the major economic pm·suits of the Muslims living in 

Darjeeling? 

+ What are the major cultural attributes of the Muslim groups 

associated with their life ways? 

+ What is the role and status of Muslim women? 

+ How the Muslims are accommodating with the changing realities of 

Darjeeling hills? 

1.8: Research Methodology 

1.8.1: The Locale of the Study 

The present study has conducted at the town Darjeeling which is 

a mountain town situated at the Sadar sub-division of district 

Darjeeling. According to 2001 census the district has a least Muslim 

population of about five percent and the majority are concentrated 

only in two towns - one in hills i.e. Darjeling town and another in 

plains i.e. in Siliguri town. The district Darjeeling is the northern most 

district of the state West Bengal, India which has four sub-divisions 

and out of four three are in Darjeeling Himalayan region. However, the 

title indicates that the present study is an exploratory work of the 

Muslims living in Darjeeling town. 

The town Darjeeling lies in northern West Bengal of the district 

Darjeeling, India. The district lies between 26° 31' and 2T 13' north 

latitude and between 8T 59' and 88° 53' east longitude. Darjeeling 

stands at a height of 2134m (7053 ft) on a mountain ridge, Comprising 

mainly of mountain terrain. Almost every year Darjeeling's 
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temperature drops below freezing during the winter season, from 

November to February. In summer, Darjeeling is delightfully cool with 

the maximum temperature reaching about 20T. Rain falls mostly 

during months from June to September. The annual recorded rainfall 

in Darjeeling is 320 ems. 

There is a lack of authentic statistical account of the Muslim 

population and their migration to Darjeeling. Some secondary sources 

revels that Darjeeling town has a thriving Muslim population since the 

colonial days. Arthur Campbell, a 'Surgeon of the East India Company 

and lieutenant Robert Napier were responsible for establishin~ the hill 

station Darajeeling. After that the development of Darjeeling as a 

sanatorium and health resort proceeded briskly. Campbell's efforts to 

develop the station, attract many people to cultivate· the slopes and 

stimulate trade resulted in a hundredfold increase in the population of 

Darjeeling between 1835 and 1849 (Dash, 1947; Sen, 1989). The first 

road connecting the town with the plains was constructed between 

1839 and 1842. In 1848, a military depot was set up for British 

soldiers, and the town became a municipality in 1850.Conunercial 

cultivation of tea in the district began in 18 56, and induced a number 

of British planters to settle there. Scottish missionaries undertook the 

construction of schools and welfare centers for the British residents, 

laying the foundation for Darjeeling's notability as a centre of 

education. All theses above mentioned activities were actively or 

passively stimulus the migration to the town. 

By the last decade of nineteenth century, Darjeeling was 

transformed from a sanatorium into a vibrant urban centre. Migration 

took place to the town. Initially migration was usually temporary i.e. 

migrated persons maintained a close link with their place of origin. 

The settlement pattern however, underlines a distinct element of 

racism and cultural isolation. During early colonial times native 

Indians were not allowed to enter the present Chourasta as of the 

European settlements. All the natives' houses were just below the 
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houses or places of Europeans. Even the palace of Bardhaman 

Maharaja was just below them where the marginal Muslims are 

dominated. 

Table: 1.1 

Religious Distribution, Darjeeling town- 1891 

Hindu Christian Muslim Buddhist 
Male 5535 363 1030 1937 
Female 3073 161 268 1720 

* category 'others' includes Sikh - 2 7 and Parsi - 3 
(Ref. Census 1891) 

Jain Others* 
28 30 
N.A. N.A. 

If we look into the Darjeeling town's religious distribution of 

1891 census (table: 1) we would found that most of the migrated 

communities were without females or low number of females. And 

more particularly the number of females was insignificant among the 

Muslims. Hence, it is to be clearly speculated that majority of these 

non-familial male Muslims later got married the local native hill girls 

and settled permanently at Darjeeling. 

During the colonial times, Muslim households were only found 

at the present Zakir Hussain Basti or Butcher Basti. Later very few 

families built households at Tungsung basti and Lebong though the 

major concentration was in Butcher basti. For the present study 

household survey was conducted at Butcher basti, Kakjhora, Lebong 

and Tungsung basti and few others were found scattered. On the basis 

of their concentration, the Muslim habitation at the town is divided 

into three broad categories for the proper understanding of the 

present study. These are -

+ High (more than 50 families) 

+ Medium (20-50 families) 

+ Low (less then 20 families) 

Butcher basti (present name Dr. Zakir Hussain Basti) has the 

largest concentration of Muslim population. And it is categories as 
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only the single 'High' region because of the maximum number of 

families reside there permanently since the very inception of the town. 

It is now a multi ethnic locality but initially exclusively for the Muslim 

butchers and other Muslim occupational groups. According to the 

classification Kakjhora only falls under the category 'Medium' and 

considered as a very new habitation for the Muslims. Tibetan Muslim 

families are exclusively residing there. Lebong and Tungsung basti are 

considered as 'Low' as only a few i.e. less than 20 families are found to 

be residing there though these two locality are considered very old 

habitation for the Muslims of Darjeeling town. 

1.8.1.1: History and Growth of Darjeeling Town 

Darjeeling is a small mo11ntainous town in the Darjeeling district 

of the Indian state of West Bengal and situated on the lower range of 

Eastern Himalaya. It is surrounded by the Indian state of Sikkim in the 

North, Nepal in the West and Bhutan in the East. The town is blessed 

with tranquil natural surroundings. One can view the enchanting 

beauty of the Himalayas, at the foot of which the town lies. The 

district Darjeeling lies between 26° 31' and 27° 13' north latitude and 

between 87° 59' and 88° 53' north longitude. The 'Queen of Hills', 

Darjeeling town is arguably the most popular tourist destination in 

northeast India, Situated at 2134m (7053 ft) mountain ridge. The town 

covers an area of 11.44 sq. kms. Almost every year Darjeeling's 

temperature drops below freezing line during the winter season, from 

November to February. In summer, Darjeeling is delightfully cool with 

the maximum temperature reaching about 20"C. The rain falls mostly 

during the months from June to September. The annual recorded 

rainfall in Darjeeling is 320 ems. Tista, Great Rangit, Mechi, Balason, 

Mahananda, Lish, Gish, Chel, Ramman, Murti and ]aldhaka are the 

major rivers of the district (Dash, 1947, Sen, 1989). 

There are many opinions regarding the origin of the name 

Darjeeling. Some sources revealed the facts that the name 'Darjeeling' 
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came from the Tibetan words, 'dorje' meaning thunderbolt and 'ling' a 

place or land, hence it is the place of the land of the thunderbolt 

(Dash, 194 7). Some other sources argue that the name Darjeeling 

derived from the word "Dorje lama", a Buddhist priest of extreme 

supernatural power who stayed at a "Gumpha" (monastery) near 

modern day kachari building (Dozey, 1916). A.L. Waddell who visited 

Darjeeling in 1889 informed that Darjeeling means "the cave of the 

Mystic Thunderbolt". Before the British ownership to Darjeeling, the 

then king of Sikkim Fun-So-Nayam-Gay builds a "Gumpha" at the 

observatory or Mahakal pahar of Darjeeling. According to Lepcha 

tradition Darjeeling derived from the combination of three word -

" rdo" meaning stone, "rje" meaning noble or valuable or precious or 

sacred and 'gling" meaning place or continent. So the Lepchas believed 

that it was a religious place for Tibetan Buddhist Lama's who have the 

precious or sacred stone 'rdorjee'. Some other views states the fact 

that Darjeeling is a corrupted form of a Sanskrit word 'Durjoy Linga' 

of Hindu mythical god Shiva or the undefeated mountain peak. 

However the British administrators later made 'Dorjee- ling' or 'Dorje 

- lama' or 'Durjoy - linga' to Darjeeling (Dash, 1947; Ojha, 1997; 

O'Mally, 1907; Sen, 1989). 

The District Darjeeling is composed of 4 subdivisions -

Darjeeling, Kuerseong, Kalimpong and Siliguri. The first three 

subdivisions composed the Darjeeling Himalayan or hill regions and 

the last one is the plain. Until the beginning of the 18th century the 

area around present day Darjeeling district (including hills and plain) 

was a part of the Kingdom of Sikkim. The tract was full of forests and 

jungles. The aggressive Gurkhas of Nepal took over the rule to the 

present day Darjeeling for a long period of time. These annexations by 

the Gurkhas, however, brought them into conflict with the East India 

Company. War between Nepal and East India Company (Anglo

Nepalese War) broke out in 1814 and came to an end in 1815 with the 

defeat of the Nepalese and the subsequent signing of the Treaty of 
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Sugauli. Resulting, East India Company signed another treaty with 

Sikkim in 1817 known as the Treaty of Titalia in which former 

territories, which the Nepalese captured, were restored to the King of 

Sikkim and the country's sovereignty guaranteed by the British in 

return for British control over any disputes which arose with 

neighboring states. In 1828, a dispute occurred between Nepal and 

Sikkim. The then Governor General sent two Officers - Captain Lloyd 

and Mr. ]. W. Grant to help resolve the dispute. They found the 

Darjeeling region very suitable as a sanitarium for British troops and 

also its military significance. So the company negotiated with the king 

of Sikkim to lease the area. Following a lot of pressure from the 

British, Sikkim finally in 1835 gifted Darjeeling to British India against 

an annual payment (Dozey, 1916; Dash, 1947; Ojha, 1997; O'Mally, 

1907; Sen, 1989) 

After that the tract Darjeeling appears to have become 

autonomous in structure and in hybridization of its culture. During 

those periods the tract Darjeeling was known as "British Sikkim" and 

became a buffer between Nepal and Bhutan. Having acquired the tract 

Darjeeling, Captain Lloyd and Dr. Chapman were sent in 1836 to 

explore the tract and to investigate the capabilities of the place as a 

hill station. They spent the winter of 1836 and a part of 1837 here and 

on the basis of their report it was decided by the East India Company 

to adopt Darjeeling as a sanatorium (Sen, 1989). In 1840 Dr. Alexander 

Campbell, the British Resident in Nepal was transferred to Darjeeling 

as Superintendent. Dr. Campbell spent last 22 years of his service as 

Superintendent of Darjeeling and devoted himself to the task of 

developing the station, attracting immigrants to cultivate the 

mountain slopes and stimulating trade and commerce. Every 

encouragement was given to the settlers and immigrants from the 

neighbouring states of Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan, where Rajas were 

despotic and where slavery was prevalent. Dr. Campbell actually tries 

to render Darjeeling not only a sanitarium for the British troops but 
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also a commercial centre for traders. Surrounded by Nepal, Bhutan, 

Tibet and Sikkim, Darjeeling had an opportunity to develop as an entry 

port of Central Asian trade as the challenges of Tibet as a potential 

centre of trans-Himalayan trade was irresistible. W.B. Jackson, an 

inspecting officer, wrote in 1852 (Ojha, 1997; Sen, 1989) 

"What has been done here, has been done by Dr. Campbell alone. 

He found Darjeeling an inaccessible tract of forest, with a very scanty 

population by his exertions an excellent sanitarium has been established 

for ·troops and others; a Hill Corps has been established for the 

maintenance of order and improvement of communications; no less 

than 70 European house have been built, with a bazaar, jail and 

building for the accommodation of the sick in the depot; a revenue of 

Rs.SO,OOO has been raised and is collected punctually and without 

balance, a simple system of administration of justice has been 

introduced, well adapted to the character of the tribes with whom he 

had to deal; the system of forced labour formerly in use has been 

abolished and labour with all other valuables has been left to find its 

own price in an open market; roads have been made; experimental 

cultivation of tea and coffee has been introduced and various European 

fruits and grapes; and this has been affected at the same time that the 

various tribes of inhabitants have been conciliated and their habits and 

prejudices treated with caution and forbearance which will render 

further progress in the same direction an easy task." 

From 1860 onwards, the rapid growth of tea industry made a 

drastic change in the growth and development of Darjeeling town in 

particular. Various communities of different creeds and ethnic 

. backgrounds attracted to its rapid urbanization process came and 

settled permanently and developed a cultural complex for their 

survival interest in spite of their cultural differences. Some trading 

communities like the Tibetans, Biharis, Marwaris and a considerable 

number of marginal Muslim communities used to come the town for 

business purposes as seasonal migrants. Some times these non-
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familial single male individuals settled permanently to marry the local 

girls. A large number of Nepali communities from Nepal settled 

Darjeeling as the labourers of tea estates. During the year 1849, 

population rose from 100 to 10, 000 and the population was found to 

be more than 22000 when a rough census was taken in the year 1869. 

This was due to the huge influx of the immigrants and migrants noted 

by Sir Joseph Hooker (Dash:, 1947). 

The land acquired by the British government was named as 

district Darjeeling (officially recognized as a district in 1840) and 

included in the Rajsahi division until October 1905 and transferred to 

the Bhagalpur division as a result of Bangavanga (partition of 

Bengal).With the rearrangement of the provinces in 1912, it was again 

retransferred to the Rajsahi division and since then it is in the 

jurisdiction of the said division until the year of the India's 

independence. The independence of India in 194 7 saw the district 

Darjeeling being merged with the state of West Bengal consisting of 

the hilly towns of Darjeeling, Kurseong, Kalimpong and some parts of 

the plains including Siliguri (Dash, 1947; Ojha, 1997; Sen, 1989). 

1.8.1.2: Ethnic Composition of Darjeeling Town 

The ethnic and social plurality is perhaps the most powerful 

demonstration of Darjeeling Himalayan town. The social groups of 

diverse ethnic and linguistic backgrounds create a cultural mosaic with 

ethnic distinctiveness. Various racial groups mostly of mongoloids 

constitute the social contour of Darjeling Himalayan society. Majority 

of them are of Nepali speaking caste and tribe groups along with some 

Lepchas, Bhutias and Tibetan Buddhists. Apart from this, many 

communities from plains like Bengali, Bihari and some Marwari 

families of both Hindu and Muslim origin are also accommodated 

within the social contour of the Darjeeling hill town. The region has 

now populated by lacks of people belonging to different creeds and 

ethnic varieti.es hut there were not m.ore than thousand inhabitants 
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when the East India Company first came into contact Vvith the place. It 

was reported by them that the original inhabitants of the Darjeeling 

hills are the Lepchas (O'Mally, 1907; Dash, 1947). 

1.8.1.3: Muslim Localities of Darjeeling Town 

The present study is conducted among the Muslim groups living 

in five settlements of Darjeeling town which includes Butcher basti, 

Kakjhora, Tungsung basti, Darogabazar and Lebong. Out of all these 

five settlements, Butcher basti is the largest settlements where 

Muslims are living since the very inception of the town. The rest 

localities are developed gradually after the expansion of Muslim 

families by marriage. However, on the basis of the population 

concentration, the Muslim habitation at the town may be divided into 

three broad categories. These are -high concentration (more than 50 

families) which includes only Butcher basti, medium concentration (20-

50 families) which includes only Kakjhora and low concentration (less 

then 20 families) which includes the families together living in 

Tungsung, Lebong and Darogabazar. 

1.8.2: Conceptual Framework 

Ethnographic studies among the Muslims are a very recent 

development in India where an in depth understanding of history, 

society, culture, economy, values and traditions of a group or 

community is obtained. Hence, the theoretical frameworks as well as 

the methodological conceptions are thus limited for studying the 

Muslim society. However, it is the late fifties of the last century, a few 

scholars of both the India and abroad has paid much attention for 

studying Muslims and their works certainly bridge the gap in the 

existing monolithic ideas of our knowledge about the Muslims and 

their society. The present study is categorized as exploratory and 

descriptive as it intends to gather preliminary information of the 

Muslims living in Darjeeling. Being an ethnographic enquiry of the 

Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya the present study has a holistic 

· .. _ 
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approach that perceives human action is a part of whole system where 

individual and social actions are conceptualized as the manifestation 

of cultural standards and principles of social-cultural system. The 

principle of the study has been carried out primarily on the basis of 

structural functional approach for which extensive and intensive field 

work has been carried out. The covert (Islamic ideology or textual 

Islam) and overt (local traditions or live Islam) aspects of the society is 

also examined as an existing phenomena. The differences between text 

and context have been focused in the study as the Muslim society in 

India is deeply fragmented into various social orders. 

1.8.3: Research Design 

The design of the present research has been formulated on the 

basis of the nature of the topic. Tools and techniques of data 

collection have been decided on the basis of study area and the people 

of the study as per airils and objectives. The study is exploratory in 

nature and categorized as descriptive research with diagnostic outlook 

based on Anthropological approach in a holistic manner. The study is 

a primary research i.e. data has been collected from field yet in some 

cases data has been supplemented by secondary sources. Hence, the 

approach of the study is primarily structural-functional to understand 

the overall configuration of the Muslim society in Darjeeling town. The 

present thesis is the result of my intensive field work during the 

period between 2007 to 2011 at the town Darjeeling. The Muslims 

living in the town are the focal theme of this study. In mid September 

2007, I visit Darjeeling town for the first time as pilot survey for my 

present study. During my one week stay in one of my friend's house at 

the town, I met some influential Muslims who were prominent figures 

in Darjeeling Muslim society. Among them ]anab Md. Ali Akhter is a 

prominent social activist among the Muslims and was the then 

secretary of Anjuman-E-Islamia who gave me permission to stay at 

Anjuman Guest House whenever I want with free of cost. I visited all 

the major and minor concentration of Muslim families in the town and 
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returned from the field after a week and reviewed some available 

literatures to prepare my synopsis for Ph.D. registration. 

I started my full fledged doctoral field work in mid November 

2008 after the registration of my Ph.D. topic and which was delayed as 

because of some political disturbances of Gorkhaland movement at 

Darjeeling hill regions. Therefore, I had to visit Darjeeling town several 

times and had to complete my field work in many successful and 

unsuccessful field trips from 2008 to February 2011. 

1.8.4: Selection of the Informant 

Empirical data has been collected exclusively from the Muslims 

living permanently in Darjeeling town at least of three generations for 

this present study. Temporary settlers or seasonally migrated families 

have totally been expelled for this study. To map out the households 

or families of the Muslim ethnic or social groups, kinship linkage has 

taken into consideration and persons living under the same roof have 

considered being a household. Basic socio-economic information has 

collected from the senior member of the households or the adult 

members. The names of the household heads often collected from the 

Anjuman-E-Islamia office as a good number of old Muslim families of 

the town are the life members of Anjuman. There are approximately 

500 permanent Muslim households living in Darjeeling town which 

was given to me as an unofficial record from Darjeeling Municipality 

and Anjuman-E-Islamia office. For the present study, approximately 30 

percent of these households were taken into consideration. Stratified 

random sampling technique was adopted to select the households as 

well as the informants or respondents. In many cases age old male and 

female were my informants or respondents. To collect an overview of 

the Muslims in the town some non Muslim individuals were also 

interviewed. Two types of informants were selected for this study -

one is the key informants and second one is the occasional helpers or 

informants. To obtain the necessary information regarding the rite de 
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passage of the Muslim groups the key informants were selected and 

interviewed. They were also used for furnishing most of the qualitative 

data on the basis of some set of questions framed for the present 

research. 

1.8.5: Rapport Establishment 

The present empirical study was depends primarily on the 

informants i.e. the Muslims of Darjeeling town. Naturally before 

entering to start my fieldwork among them, there was a process of 

easy and friendly relationship between the informants i.e. the Muslims 

and the researcher i.e. me where the art of establishing rapport was 

very crucial for me as there was a year long agitation for a separate 

administrative setup for the Nepali speaking ethnic communities. 

There was no hard and fast rule for the same but finally I convinced 

them about my conscious choice and decision of my research topic. 

Initially I went to some influential Muslim personnel's of Darjeeling 

who were my key informants. I explained them my objectives and 

finally convinced them to provide me information. Repeatedly I visit to 

my field area and made them convinced that providing data would not 

harm them in the complex process of the existing Gorkhaland 

movement of the Darjeeling hill regions. 

1.8.6: Sources of Data 

As the study is an exploratory or descriptive one, first hand 

primary data has been collected from the field. Secondary data from 

various sources has also been accommodated to furnish the thesis. 

Standard Anthropological tools and techniques were adopted for 

collecting data from the field. Data from relevant published books, 

journals and old census reports has used to furnish the present thesis. 

1.8.6.1: Primary Sources 

The primary data for the study was collected through intensive 

field work among the Muslims of Darjeeling town. Standard 

anthropological tools and techniques were adopted for the same. A 
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schedule was prepared for conducting household census survey and 

basic socio-economic data was collected. Thereafter key informants 

were interviewed both in the form of structured and unstructured. 

Case study method was adopted for collecting primary data regarding 

the rite de passage of the Muslim groups, women status and other 

cultural aspects. Finally observation was an important tool to uncover 

the social and material condition of the Muslim communities living in 

Darjeeling town. 

1.8.6.2: Secondary Sources 

Secondary data from various published and unpublished 

materials were consulted to furnish this thesis. Published books, book 

chapters, journal articles, unpublished Ph.D. thesis and various census 

reports along with some statistical hand books were considered as 

secondary sources for the study. 

1.8. 7: Tools and Techniques of Data Collection 

The study is based on data collected through intensive field 

investigation. Both primary and secondary data has been collected. 

The primary data has been collected through anthropological tools 

and techniques, viz. census survey, interview, case study, genealogy 

and observation. The census schedule was prepared for collecting 

basic demographic and socio-economic characteristic of the Muslims 

living in Darjeeling town. Observation at the 'field' includes two 

objects space and item at observation. In physical science, space is the 

laboratory and item of observation are specimen. But in social 

anthropology space is the society and item at observation is the 

relation. I took part in various functions, daily activities and rituals as 

a participant observer. Both the structured and unstructured interview 

was taken as a part of data collection from the field. Genealogical 

method helped in tracing ancestral places and occupational mobility 

of the Muslims. Finally case studies have been playing a key role in 
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collecting various important data viz. rite de passage, history of 

migration, inter-ethnic or intra-ethnic relationship, and etc. 

1.8.8: Data Processing and Data Analysis 

As the study is an explorative or descriptive type, majority of 

the collected data are qualitative though quantitative data are also 

present. The data has been analyzed on the basis of qualitative and 

quantitative techniques. The qualitative facts have analyzed on the 

basis of systematic description of the facts while the quantitative data 

have mostly analyzed through tabulation and standard descriptive 

statistical techniques. 

1.8.9: Organization of Chapters 

The thesis contains nine chapters on the basis of in-depth field 

studies among the Muslims living in Darjeeling town. 

The first chapter is Introduction which introduces the problem 

including the background, a brief description of major concept used in 

the study, review of literature, research gap, aims and objective along 

with some research questions of the study, research methodology, 

research ethics, significance of the study and limitations of the study 

were described. 

Chapter 2 provides the historical process of the Muslims in India in 

general and Darjeeling hill in particular. Here a profile of the historical 

development of Muslim communities in Darjeeling town has depicted. 

Chapter 3 depicted the socio-economic and demographic profile of the 

Muslims of Darjeeling on the basis of collected data from sample 

population. 

Chapter 4 is the economic profile of the Muslims communities of 

Darjeeling town where the major economic activities along with the 

economic status of different Muslim group is discussed. 

Chapter 5 deals with the social structure and organization of the 

Muslims where the diversification of Muslim society is depicted on the 
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basis of tradition, spiritualism and regional characters. The family, 

marriage and kinship pattern of the Muslim communities is also 

analyzed in a systematic way. The notion of social gradation and inter

ethnic stratification along with interrelationship of social segments of 

the Muslim society is also discussed. 

Chapter 6 contains the Cultural attributes of different Muslim groups 

and dynamics of their Identities. Their dress, food and life cycle rituals 

are discussed in a comprehensive way according to group wise. Apart 

from this the major Muslim festivals organized by the Muslim groups 

of the town is also discussed. 

Chapter 7 provides the role and status of Muslim women living in 

Darjeeling hill. There are four major sub-headings in this chapter by 

which a profile of the Muslim women is depicted 

Chapter 8 deals with the multidimensional processes of the Muslims 

adaptation and integration with the greater society of Darjeeling 

Himalaya. It also explains some of their determinants like socio

economic adaptation, social integration, cultural syncretism and their 

participation in inter-ethnic associations. 

Chapter 9 confers on major findings, concluding remarks and some 

aspirations and hopes regarding their crisis which prepared on the 

basis of produced data presented in the above said systematically 

arranged chapters of the thesis. 

1.9: Research Ethics 

Anthropologists have been conducting fieldwork for the 

documentation of human variation. But the Anthropological research 

presents some unique problems that are not encountered in any other 

kind of academic research as we the Anthropologists always study the 

"other". Here a code of ethics should be remembered while conducting 

field work in a community. Research ethics means guidelines or codes 

for fieldwork that is to be saying that an anthropologist should do no 
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harm to a study population. An ethical behavior goes beyond simply 

"not harming" his study populations i.e. respect for persons, respect 

for their culture, not to say anything which hart them etc. For the 

present study I spend more and more time among them during the 

times of my field work and the data were collected after prior consent 

of the informants. A detailed explanation of the objective of research 

was given to my informants while visiting their households. I stayed in 

the mosque and never allow the Muslims of Darjeeling town to think 

that I am a stranger to them. 

1.10: Significance of the Study 

The present study on "Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya: Aspects 

of their Economy, Society, Culture and Identity" is exploratory in its 

nature and is expected to provide a scientific information and insights 

about the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya or more particularly the 

Muslims living in Darjeeling town. The data collected from the field 

will in fact provide a guideline for the researcher, planner and 

administrators belonging to various fields and departments. The 

findings of the present study will surely enhance the knowledge about 

a backward community like Muslims in Darjeeling as there is no 

proper information. The study made an attempt to present an 

ethnographic detail of the Muslims living in Darjeeling Himalaya. 

Afterwards an effort is made to give an idea of the integration of the 

Muslims within the larger framework of the Himalayan society 

particularly the Darjeeling Himalayan society. 

The NGOs and social workers working in the sector of 

community development can also used this study for developing 

welfare projects for these peoples as Muslims are considered as a 

backward community in terms of their society, economy and 

education. The findings of the study shall help information of 

planning's and policies for the Muslims as well as for the Darjeeling 

town itself. 
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1.11: Problems and Ijmitatioruof the Study 

There are some limitations and problems in this present study. 

Firstly due to lack of secondary sources on the Muslims living in 

Darjeeling hills it was very difficult to collect appropriate introductory 

information about the Muslims under study. And secondly when I 

started my field work, the re-emergence of Gorkhaland movement has 

just initiated. The indefinite strikes declared by Gorkha ]ana Mukti 

Morcha hampered me a lot while doing field work at Darjeeling town. 

Some times I had to leave the station as of their sudden indefinite 

strikes. And moreover due to the political situation of the hills the 

Muslim of Darjeeling town initially did not take me easily as I am a 

stranger from the plains of Bengal. So a long period of time was spent 

to rapport with them. I spent almost the first and second phase of my 

field work in building rapport with the peoples and the local political 

leaders of both the Muslims and Nepalis. I had to convince these 

people by stating the fact that the data obtained from them is only for 

the sake of my individual research and some secrecy regarding their 

religious sects and sub sects should strictly be maintained from their 

other co-religionists. Thirdly the language but any way I learnt a little 

bit Nepali (which I learnt earlier days from my Nepali friend during my 

stay at North Bengal University student's Hostel as a student of PG 

course) or Urdu for the successful communication with the informants 

during my field visit. Finally some cultural events has not observed as 

a participant observer though I took residence among them in the 

Anjuman guest house sharing their food and observed their life way 

activities whenever and wherever chanced received. However, 

irrespective of all these limitations and problems, I have tried to spend 

more and more time with themselves during my field stay at 

Darjeeling. Apart from this I hope this study will surely become an 

ethnographic detail of the Muslims living in Darjeeling Himalaya. 



CHAPTER- 2 

MUSLIMS OF DARJEELING HIMALAYA- A 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

2.1: Introduction 

This chapter provides the historical process of the Muslims in India in 

general and Darjeeling hill in particular. The spread and development 

of the Muslim communities in Darjeeling town is particularly 

described in the following lines. There are five broad subheadings in 

this chapter and the first one is the introduction of the chapter. In the 

second one, the development of the religion Islam and the community 

Muslims in India is systematically described. In the third, the spread of 

the religion Islam and the development of the community Muslim in 

Bengal are represented in words especially with sharpness and detail. 

The fourth one is the note of the Muslim communities i-!1- Darjeeling. 

Himalayan region and or more particularly the town Darjeeling where 

in three successive sections the development of the Muslim 

communities from pre-colonial and post colonial to contemporary 

times are accounted. The last one is the findings of the chapter which 

is the capsule of the whole chapter in an explanatory manner. 

Islam, a new monotheistic religion was emerged in Arabia by the 

propagation of Prophet Muhammad during the early part of the 

seventh century A.D. Before his birth, the Arabian world was the land 

of idolaters. The peoples were divided into tribes within nomadic state 

of life having no organized government and the tribes were very 

hostile to each other. Among these tribes Muhammad was born in the 

tribe Quresh (Ansari, 1959; Gill, 2008). He was successful to preach his 

new faith publicly during the course of time. The conception of one 

God and the abolition uf all social ranks and inequalities created an 

atmosphere of enthusiasm among the followers of his new faith of 
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Islam (Mondal, 1994). Within a short period of time the religious zeal 

of Islam led the followers to preach and profess the message into 

distant lands. During the lifetime of the prophet battles fought in the 

name of Islam were confined to the boundaries of the deserts of 

Arabia. And after his death the Muslim armies of Umar and Uthman 

were spreading Islam towards the north, west and east and less than a 

century after its inception, its presence was felt throughout the Middle 

East, North Africa, Spain, Iran, and Central Asia (Ansari, 1959; Mondal, 

1994; Sharif, 1921 and Titus, 1959). 

In India, Islam was spread by other means rather by the sword 

and the conversion to the faith (Islam) was not a sudden switchover of 

faith. It was a process of two ways. In one way, Islam itself undergoes 

a change in the process of converting the Hindus or others and on the 

other the former may change to suit the latter (Eaton, 2000). When 

Islam came in India, it itself underwent constant changes due to the 

interaction with Indian great tradition and little traditions and 

influenced ach other (Mujib, 1972). 

2.2: The Spread of Islam and Muslims in India 

India, from the ancient periods with its hart shaped peninsula is 

compassed by two great natural barriers, the mountain wall of the 

Himalayas and the sea. But these could not keep her completely 

isolated from the rest of the worlds. The Khyber and other mountain 

passes in the northwest and sea routes in the south have come the 

armed conquerors, restless tribes, merchants and travelers who did 

much to shape India's turbulent history. Long before the coming of the 

Muslims, there were the Aryans from Central Asia, Huns, Greeks, 

Scythians, Parthians, Kushans and other groups and communities who 

not only invaded but also merged themselves with the local people 

with their rich cultural heritage and form the composite structure of 

Indian civilization irrespective of their social and cultural 

dissimilarities. 
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During the early times Muslims entered into the gigantic triangle of 

India by three main entrances. First, there is the sea and by this open 

door only peaceful penetration of Islam was done by the Arab 

merchants from Hadramawt and Iraq. Secondly, there is the land 

entrance from Mesopotamia and South Persia through Baluchistan, 

south of the mountains of Makran into Sindh. Arab armies only once 

succeed in effecting a successful entry by it into India. And the third 

entrance is through the Khyber Pass on the North West Frontier 

through which thousands of groups from various origins and 

backgrounds have passed down (Titus, 1959). 

Muhammad bin Quasim was considered the first Muslim invader 

of India but the real credit for establishing a Muslim rule in India was 

goes to Muhammad Ghori who invaded India in 1191. There followed a 

succession of dynasties extending to the end of the Mughal era in 

185 7, a span of nearly 666 years (Gill, 2008). 

However, Muslim interaction with India had begun much earlier. 

According to some of the historians, Muslim expeditions were sent to 

the West Coast of India during the caliphate of Umar (A.D. 634-644). It 

is also said that the then governor of Oman, Ath-Thaqafi, sent a naval 

expedition to Thane near present day Mumbai in the year A.D. 637. 

According to Al-Baladhuri, Uthman was the first caliph who planned to 

invade India as the early caliphs considered such an invasion a solemn 

religious duty (Gill, 2008; Titus, 1959). However, it is not an actual 

truth that Islam was spread in India by the sword or military 

occupation. The spread of Islam was a multilayered phenomenon and 

followed different patterns in different regions. We shall have also 

considered the peaceful penetration of Islam in India by the Arab 

traders, religious devotees, preachers and Sufi gurus. With the strong 

- appeal of the democratic social system of Islam, the downtrodden 

peoples of the depressed caste of Hinduism gradually accepted the 

il:ew faith. And it is to be believed that the present day Muslim 

populations of India are the result of the methods of peaceful 
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penetration and constant efforts from Muslim missionaries (Titus, 

1959). 

Many of the present day historians believed that Islam first 

came into India in the Western coast of Kerala during the lifetime of 

Prophet Mohammed himself. And Prophet Mohammed is said to have 

sent messengers to the Roman (Byzantine) Emperor, the Persian 

Emperors and to the Kings of China and Kerala. In this phase of 

history of Islam, it was still a missionary religion. And the ]ehad or the 

religious obligation to convert was started off a few decades later 

(Miller, 1976; Engineer, 2000 & Titus, 1959). 

Islam was introduced to some parts of western coast of India 

and Sindh by the Arab traders because trade relations between Arabia 

and Indian sub-continent were very ancient. The Arabs were the people 

who, in these regions long before the advent of Islam and in the wake 

of an Arabian invasion of Sindh led by Muhammad bin Quasim in A.D. 

711, maintained the commercial routes between India and Europe. 

Many of these early Muslim Arabian traders married the local women 

and their offspring spread in different parts of that region. A number 

of local peoples living in the coastal areas of Kerala were moved by the 

principles of Islam and got converted. These traders had a great 

influence in the establishment of Muslim settlements and spread of 

the new faith on the Western coast of India (Titus, 1959; Miller 1976). 

However, the peaceful spread of Islam was suddenly changed 

when the ]ehad started off and the army of Islam secured victory after 

victory over all the prominent empires of those days. The Arab 

occupation of Sindh was properly started in the year A.D. 711, only 

seventy nine years after the death of Prophet Muhammad. Hajjaj bins 

Yusuf, the governor of Basrah sends his armies under the leadership of 

a young Umayyad General Imaduddin Muhammad bin Quasim to affect 

an occupation of Sindh. He captured the whole of the lower Indus 

valley and established a powerful kingdom which became the 
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easternmost province of Umayyad caliphate. During the later half of 

the tenth century, a series of strong attacks were launched by the 

Mahamud of Ghazni (971-1031), who swept across Northern India 

down to Gujrat. Mahamud in his twelve or more successive attacks 

between 1001-1027, only ransacked and plundered the country and 

forcibly converted the peoples into Islam. After the death of Mahamud, 

Muhammad Ghori succeeded him. Nearly after a gap of 160 years, 

Ghori invaded India with a massive army. His occupation is significant 

as it was the beginning of the continuous Muslim rule in India on a 

durable basis. He extended his reign up to Bengal. He appointed a Turk 

slave Qutub-uddin-Aibok as the governor of his newly captured Indian 

territory and established first Muslim Dynasty in India (Eaton, 2000.; 

Gill, 2008; Titus, 1959). This eventually led to the formation of the 

Delhi Sultanate. The sultanate was in constant flux as five dynasties 

rose and fell namely Mamluk or Slave (1206-90), Khalji (1290-1320), 

Tughluq (1320-1413), Sayyed (1414-51), and Lodi (1451-1526). Thus by 

the beginning of the thirteenth century, there was the emergence of 

Muslim community in India. By the end of 16th century, the Delhi 

Sultanate was replaced by the Mughals. Since then until the coming of 

the British, India remained a Muslim kingdom. 

All the above historical facts clearly reveled that the Muslim 

rulers in India taken both the militant method and peaceful 

proselytize for conversion of the people to the Muslim faith (Miller, 

1976 and Titus, 1959). During the total period of Islamic rule, 

thousands of Muslim immigrants settled all over the India and their 

numbers were swelled by local converts. Trade served an important 

passage for the spread of Islam in Indian peninsula as much before the 

era of Muslim rules West Asian merchants came to Maladar and other 

Indian coastal parts to purchase spice and aromatic woods. They were 

not only enterprising merchants but also a keen devotion or obligation 

to spread the message of Islam in India (Gill, 2008). However, the 

movement that did play an important role in spreading of Islam was 
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Sufism. It is neither a separate religion nor a sect. It is a particular and 

distinctive Muslim way of life born of the human heart against the 

ritualism of the Muslim orthodoxy (Ghosh, 1984). The Sufi movement 

also attracted followers from the artisan and untouchable 

communities of India. They played a crucial role in bridging the 

distance between Islam and the indigenous traditions. 

2.3: The Spread of Islam and Muslims in Bengal 

The building up of Muslim society in Bengal was a long process 

of gradual growth. The composition of the society quite naturally 

differed from century to century with the immigration of foreign 

Muslims and the conversion of local people (Eaton, 2000). Islam 

entered in Bengal both by land and water. By land the Turkish 

conquerors came with their religion and culture, while the Arab 

traders came through waterway. Islam came to Bengal comparative in 

a later period. But the missionary activities of the Muslim traders and 

Sufi saints began much earlier than its conquest in the thirteenth 

century. The Delhi Sultan Kutubuddin Aibok sent a Turki general, 

Ikhtiyaruddin Mohammad bin Bakhtiyar Khalji to the eastern part of 

India i.e. towards present day Bengal. Bakhtiyar Khalji's military 

exploits in the east also resulted in conversions to Islam. About the 

end of the twelfth or the beginning of the thirteenth century, he 

marched into Bihar and Bengal. During that time the whole of the 

eastern tract was dominated by the followers of Buddhism .. Bakhtiyar 

Khalji converted Buddhists and its lost followers into Islam. He 

defeated Lakshman Sen of the Sen Dynasty and conquered large parts 

of Bengal. With the military occupation of Delhi by the Mughals, a 

fresh wave of Muslim migration to Bengal started. Mughal supremacy 

in Bengal lasted for several hundred years (Mondal, 1994, 1997). The 

Turks conquered Bengal in 1204 and thereafter, stream of Muslim 

invaders from various corners led expeditions and converted the 

common masses as well some Hindu Rajas respectively (Gill, 2008). 

These newly converted Muslim rulers and other officials played one of 
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the most vital roles to propagate Islam and to constitute Muslim 

society in Bengal either by establishing marriage alliances or by the 

mass conversions of the indigenous peoples (Mondal, 1997). 

At the initial period, the propagation of Islam was not strictly 

guided by the principles of Islamic rules in Bengal and some wrong 

interpretations influenced the socio-religious life of the Muslim to a 

great extent. The general ignorance of Islam and the pre-Islamic 

cultural traditions constituted a complex cultural pattern among the 

Muslim of Bengal and moreover, the traditions of the immigrant 

Muslim groups enriched the Muslim society of Bengal during the 

course of time (Mondal, 1997). 

Islam, which came in the wake of the Turkish conquest, changed 

the socio-religious pattern of Bengal. Politically, it sowed the seeds of 

Muslim rule, but socially it planted a Muslim society, opening the gate 

of Bengal to numerous immigrants from the then Muslim world. The 

Muslim rulers and officials played a great role to propagate Islam and 

to constitute the Muslim society either by establishing marriage 

alliances with local people or by mass conversion of the indigenous 

communities (Mondal, 1994, 1997). At the time of the Muslim 

conquest, Bengal was predominantly a Hindu-Buddhist country. The 

proportion of Hindus and Buddhists .cannot be ascertained, but it is a 

fact that Buddhists ruled Bengal for several centuries. Moreover, non

Aryan elements were always present in Bengal, particularly outside the 

urban centers and Buddhism which was uprooted from the land of its 

birth, i.e. North India, had been a great competitor of Hinduism on the 

eve of the Muslim conquest. The non-Aryan elements had somehow 

identified themselves with the Buddhists and thus when Hindu

Buddhist rivalry was very much present in the society, Islam came as a 

relieving force, in which many found an easy opening to salvation and 

success. This probably led to the conversion of local people to Islam. 
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The portion of West Bengal, which stretches from Ganges on the 

south and the Himalayas on the north, is physically known as North 

Bengal. The region covers the Himalayan and sub-Himalayan areas as 

well as the plains stretching over 213 3 2 sq. km. and surrounded by 

Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan to the North; Bihar to west; Assam to east 

and Bangladesh and rest of the West Bengal to south. It consist six 

districts viz. Malda, North Dinajpur, South Dinajpur, Darjeeling, 

Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar. Due to lack of research studies and 

historical documents, the historical back grounds of the Muslims of 

North Bengal are unknown. However, the only available information's 

are from the reviews of some early works done by some scholars. 

Muslim occupation into this region was dated back much earlier. 

Bakhtiyar Khalji's invasion to Kamrup had initiated the penetration of 

Muslim political forces into this region. During the year 1661 with the 

help of Vishnunarayan, the eldest son of Prananarayan who had 

embraced Islam, Mir-Jumla occupied the then Cooch Behar and 

changed the name into Alamgir Nagar. The political intrusion of these 

early Muslim invaders and leaders brought many Muslims in these 

areas to domicile. Establishment of political relations with the local 

kings had also facilitated many Muslim officials, intellectuals, army 

personnel, traders, artisans and various occupational groups to 

immigrate into these regions. Many Muslim saints and Sufi's had also 

come to these regions and established their Khanquahs or Mazars to 

preach their religious and spiritual teachings. These Sufi saints had 

played a great role in proselytize the local peoples into Islam. Some 

converted influential local people later influenced many others to 

embrace Islam. Ali Mech and Kala Pahar were the most famous among 

them. Their roles in propagation and expansion of Islam were very 

significant (Mondal, 1994, 1997). 

2.4: A Note on Islam and Muslims of Darjeeling 

Islam has a distinct presence in the Himalayas particularly in the 

Indian Himalayas. The social and cultural life of the Muslims in the 
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poly-ethnic environment of Himalayas shows a very distinctive 

character as it bears both the Islamic great tradition as well as the 

local or little traditions. There are no authentic or concrete historical 

records regarding the spread of Islam and Muslims in Indian 

Himalayas particularly in the Himalayan region of Darjeeling hills. 

However, we can only speculate and construct the history of Islam and 

Muslims in the Himalayas from some scattered inventions by then 

Delhi Sultans during the early medieval periods (Mondal, 1994). 

Medieval history told that the Delhi Sultan Qutubuddin Aibak 

attempted an invasion of Tibet but could not advance beyond the 

foothills. And Muhammad bin Tughlaq, the famous king of Delhi 

sultanate, also failed in a similar attempt. The Mughal Emperor 

Aurangzeb in his time authorized his men in Bengal to invade Assam. 

These invasions require a huge number of soldiers of diverse ethnic 

origins. Many of the Muslim soldiers of their regular army in their 

return journey may get married the local native women and settled 

permanently in the subsequent foothill regions of Terai and Dooars. 

Their new affinal kin groups later helped these immigrant Muslims to 

domicile there and as a result the new faith of Islam became rooted in 

this soil. 

It is very difficult to say when the Muslims first entered in this 

mountainous Darjeeling hill town as there are no proper documents 

regarding this matter. The town Darjeeling as a district head quarter 

acted as the centre of all type of activities during the early British 

periods. As a summer capital it was also attracted by various trading 

communities and occupational groups for better opportunities. A 

considerable number of marginal Muslim occupational groups from 

inside and outside India frequently visit the place for their business 

purpose. These non familial single male individuals got married the 

native women and domiciled as a permanent resident in Darjeeling. 
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2.4.1 Muslims of Pre-Colonial Darjeeling 

There is lack of authentic historical data regarding the historical 

background of the Muslim communities in the Darjeeling town as the 

history of this town itself has a colonial background. Prior to British 

annexation, the whole tract of present Darjeeling Himalaya, excluding 

Kalimpong, was a creation of nineteenth century by an accidental 

involvement of British East India Company in the affairs of 

neighbouring Himalayan states. During that time the town Darjeeling 

and its adjoining hilly regions were the tract full of forests and jungles 

and originally a tract of Sikkim Raj which was captured by the 

aggressive Gurkha Kingdom of Nepal. Only a number of Lepcha 

habitations were noticed by Captain Uoyd and Mr. Grant, British 

officers to solve the disputes between Sikkim and Nepal (O'Malley, 

1907). Population was scanty and of Lepchas. Names of streams 

Uhora) and some locality authenticate this fact as of their Lepcha 

nomenclature. The available documents hardly indicate any Muslim 

inhabitants in Darjeeling Himalayan tract. But it is speculated that 

Kurseong was a small business centre during the pre colonial times 

and a weekly hut was run by the petty business men for the sake of 

inhabitants and may be some among them were small marginal 

Muslim businessmen from neighbouring Terai plains or Bihar. They 

may be built temporary settlements for their temporary stay there. 

Various survey reports of early colonial time's exhibits that the Muslim 

population of Darjeeling town and its adjoining rural and urban areas 

had a tremendously low female population because of them mostly 

came without family. The communication was also very poor as there 

was no well constructed road to Darjeeling. But there were some 

Muslim trading personnel in the hill station of Kursheong and 

Kalimpong as this two station was very old trading centre for both the 

plains and hill peoples before the colonial annexation. The trading 

communities of Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslims were visited these two 

towns frequently. They had mainly the business of woolen garments, 
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silk, animal skins and jewels. There is a popular myth regarcling the 

origin of the Muslim habitation in Darjeeling town. The Muslim 

inhabitants of the town believed that there were a considerable 

number of Muslim populations during the sultanate period in the hill 

town. The Delhi Sultan Mohammad bin Tughlaq and the Bengal invader 

Ikhtiyaruddin Mohammad bin Bakhtiyar Khalji send their armies to 

invade Tibet through Kurseong and Darjeeling. But due to winter their 

army collapsed near the present day Darjeeling town as the soldiers 

had meager number of garments to protect from winter. So, they made 

temporary settlements near the present day ]amamasjid locality. They 

also prepared a temporary mosque in the present day area near 

Bramha Samaj building which previous name was Laldighi. The area 

was just below the present day Darjeeling ]ama Masjid. Some of these 

soldiers return back to plains, some were died of the cold weather and 

some got married the native women and domiciled in the social. But 

this above said story has no authentic historical evidences. The 

migratory history of the Muslims in Darjeeling town only can traceable 

from the colonial periods. The political intrusion of Mirju-Mullah and 

Hussain Shah into the terai and dooars region brought many Muslim 

subedars, faujdars and laskars. Their political relationship with the 

local kings and jotdars later facilitated many Muslim officials, 

intellectuals, artisans and other occupational groups to migrate. 

2.4.2: Muslims of Colonial Darjeeling 

After the annexation by the British, the area Darjeeling was 

upgraded to a well established sanatorium for the Europeans and their 

troops. Dr. Campbell devoted himself to the task of developing the 

station, attracting immigrants and other specialized occupational 

groups for their specialized services. The most common occupational 

pursuits of the Muslims are small scale marginal businesses, lather 

works, craftworks, wage labour, baburchi/khansama (cook), hajam 

(barber), kashai (butcher), and various lower grade services at 

organized and unorganized sectors. Some of these peoples had 
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agrarian background but after migration they adopted these above 

said various urban occupations as these specialized services have 

always been a great necessity to the city dwellers. During the colonial 

periods the regular army of the British East India Company was 

dominated by the native Muslim soldiers (Sharif, 1921). This solders 

often intermarriage with the native women and settled permanently to 

Darjeeling. Some Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslim business families were 

frequently visited this urban centre very early but not settled 

permanently in this soil with their whole business or families. 

Table: 2.1 

Religious Distribution of Darjeeling Town (1891) 

Sex Hindu Christian Muslim Buddhist Jain Others 

Male ·5535 363 1030 1937 28 Sikh 27 

Female 3073 161 268 1720 - Parsi 3 

(Source: Census of Indial891, Vol. IV, pp. 28) 

Table 2.1 shows the religious distribution of Darjeeling town in 1891. 

From this table it is clear that the number of Muslims were not 

meager. Owing to its commercial importance a large number of 

Muslims from the state of Uttarpradesh and Bihar came in the town in 

search of occupational opportunities and later settled permanently 

with their families or intermarriage with the native women. That is 

why majority of the Darjeeling Muslims are of U.P. and Bihar origin. 

Besides, there was a good number of Afgan and Peswari Muslims in 

the Darjeeling town before the partition. They had a representation 

almost all the sectors of both private and public sectors. But they 

never settled permanently. All of these Afgan and Peswari Muslims 

returned back to their places when India got her independence. 

Because of its importance as a summer head quarter of India and then 

Bengal Government, a large number of Princely States installed their 

summer quarters at the town. And the settlement pattern of the town 

was divided into three parts during the colonial period. The upper 
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portion of the town i.e. the mall and chourasta locality was strictly 

reserved for high ranking European officials. The middle portion i.e. 

the present day chackbazar and its adjoining areas were of mixed 

settlement of both European and Indian zamindars and small states. 

And the lower portion was for the native common peoples particularly 

for the serve classes. 

After the formation of Darjeeling Municipality trade and commerce 

was rolling rapidly in this Himalayan town. And the marginal Muslim 

families migrate to serve the increasing urban necessities of the 

dwellers. The colonial government of the town installed a slaughter 

house at the bottom line of the town as the daily menu of the 

Europeans occupied a large amount of animal protein. But the supply 

of the animal flesh was continued by the Muslim butchers prior to the 

very formation of this butcher house. However, the exact date of the 

establishment of this butcher house was undiscovered as the old 

municipality building was burnt along with old records in 2 Qth 

November, 1996. But it is to be believed that the butcher house was 

established just after the formation of Darjeeling Municipality i.e. after 

the year 1850. It was the Muslim caste group or jat Kureshi, who were 

traditionally engaged in the profession of animal chopping particularly 

of beef and mutton, came to the town and settled just above the 

slaughter house region. From that time, the settlement of these 

butchers was termed as butcher basti. The basti is now in between 

Mantulal jhora and ]iten jhora. After that, majority of the Muslim 

migrants made their settlements in this basti. It was then the only 

Muslim concentrated area or habitation of British Darjeeling as 

historically Muslims have a general sense of malaise with the Hindus 

or rather to say other socio-religious groups. During the early nineties, 

a good number of Muslim aristocrat families made their cottage in this 

basti. Zumratan cottage still now shows the truth which was build by 

one Muslim zamindar from Bihar as his house for summer 
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entertainment. The basti is now named as Dr. Zakir Hussain basti, a 

former President of India. 

There were no official statistics about the ethnic and cultural 

backgrounds of the Muslims living in Darjeeling town. But some early 

writers of gazetteers and memoirs mentioned a few words about the 

Muslims. Hari Mohan Sanyal, an overseer of the early (1835) Colonial 

PWD department, wrote a memoir of Darjeeling where he contributed 

some few words for the Muslims living in Darjeeling town. Dozey 

(1916) also wrote about the haat or weekly bazaar of Darjeeling town 

where Peswari businessmen were participate. 

Darjeeling Municipality was established in the 1st July of 1850 in 

order to provide basic services to the people. It was one of the oldest 

formal administrative bodies of India which starts its work just after 

its very formation. Before 1880, the Municipality of the town was 

building various public buildings and market places near present day 

chack bazaar and railway station region. Zudge Bazar was also build 

during that time. The market was then made of wooden frames. The 

Kashmiri Muslims, who were basically the traders of shawl and 

pashmina, took lease the shops at Zudge bazaar. The famous Habib 

Mallick's curior shop was also started from zudge bazaar. Most of the 

shop owners were from Kashmir and were of handicraft sellers. But 

the glory of zudge bazaar was gradually diluted as most of the shops 

were shut down because of partition. The famous Habib Mallick shop 

later shifted to chourasta. 

Table: 2.2 

Muslims in Towns of District Darjeeling- 1941 

Name of the Towns 1941 
Darjeeling 1041 
Kurseong 246 
Kalimpong 332 
Siliguri 1961 

(Source: Dash, 1947) 
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The rapid urbanization of the town Darjeeling increased the Muslim 

population at Darjeeling and other hill towns. The last colonial census 

in 1941 counted 1041 Muslim lives at Darjeeling town where as it was 

1298 in the year 1891. 

Anjuman-E-Islamia, a religious institution for the Muslims, is the 

supreme institute for Darjeeling Muslims to maintain the mosques and 

other Waquaf properties. It was established in 1850 with the 

establishment of the ]am.a Masjid. It was registered under company 

act on srh December 1909. This century old instate have had a great 

role in the Muslim communities of the town. Muslims believed that 

the ]am.a Masjid or Bart Masjid was established in the year 1785 by the 

then immigrant Muslims. But this popular belief has no empirical 

basis. During the British period, all the developmental activities for the 

Muslims were controlled from the Anjuman as there were a good 

number of Muslim government officials in the town who were active 

members of Anjuman. They did a lot for the betterment of the 

Muslims living in the town. Khan Bahadur Abdul Aziz was one of 

them. He was a government vetnary surgeon and later a Darjeeling 

municipality commissioner. He did tremendous job for upgrading the 

butcher basti in to a well maintained habitation for Muslims. Drains 

and roads were built and all the civic facilities were installed. 

Khanbahadur also established two m.adrasa for boys and girls at 

butcher basti. The girl's maktab was established in 1910 for up to 

class IV to provide elementary knowledge to the womenfolk. Still now 

the maktab is running as a government maktab by DGHC. The 

m.adrasa for the bays was established in 1909 at the yard of Anjuman 

E Islamia. Since then, it was the only institute for the Muslims for 

elementary education. Still it is running but the drop out rate is very 

high and only the poor families send their children there. For his 

great contribution to the overall development of the town the main 

road of this basti was named as Dr. K B Abdul Aziz Road as an honour. 
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2.4.3: Muslims of Contemporary Darjeeling 

After the independence of India, a considerable number of 

Muslim population were took refugee shelter either in the East or West 

Pakistan. There were so many Muslim families in the Darjeeling town 

which fragmented into several parts and spreads the then newly 

constructed two countries. But need of their specialized services could 

not be decreased. A large number of Muslims from Islampur sub 

division of Uttar Dinajpore, who are popularly known as Islampuris, 

fill the vacuum. But most of these peoples are seasonal migrants. 

These Islampuris are specialized in meson work, wage labour, religious 

priest hood or Imam, shop keepers and house hold servant. But they 

are not a permanent resident of the town. 

Today majority of the Muslims· in the town are the decedents of 

early migrant families and a large portion of them intermingled with 

the Paharis by marriages. A large portion of the Muslims of Darjeeling 

is quite similar to Paharis in terms of language, appearance, and food 

habits. They claim that their culture is very much mixed with Pahari 

ambience. Over time, they adopted typical Pahari norms in clothes, 

language and cultural patterns, though not leaving their religious 

customs. 

In the year 1960, 124 Muslim families from Tibet took refugee 

shelter in Kalimpong due to the Chinese occupation in Tibet. These 

Tibetan Muslims have an Indian origin of Ladakh, Kashmir and settled 

permanently to Tibet long ago for the purpose of business. Some of 

these families later migrated to Darjeeling from their refugee 

settlement at Kalimpong and settled permanently. Because of their 

Indian origin, these Tibetan Muslims got Indian citizenship 

immediately after their migration from Tibet. In Darjeeling there are 

only a few Tibetan Muslim families and concentrated mostly in a place 

named Kakjhora near Darjeeling railway station. 
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Since the very beginning, A few Kashmiri Muslim businessmen 

opened their shops at the town but very few are now continuing their 

businesses. Some of them settled permanently in the town but 

maintained strong connection with their mother land. Except the 

famous Habib Mallick's family, all other are of the same lineage. 

Kashmiris are all engaged in the business of curio and traditional 

handicrafts in Darjeeling. Shopping in Darjeeling is one of the 

favourite recreational activities for the tourists. Curios like thangkas, 

fabrics, brass statues, woodcarvings, jewelry, carpets and the famous 

Darjeeling tea are the prime items for sale. Shopping in Darjeeling is 

incomplete without a visit to these curio corners. Most curio shops are 

on Chowrasta lying along Nehru Road. And the tourists find a vast 

array of handicrafts and curios, ideal gifts to take as souvenirs from 

Darjeeling. Previously there were 5 curio shops owned by the Kashmiri 

Muslims and the famous Habib Mallick's shop is the first but presently 

some new shops are opened by both the Kashmiris and other 

communities. Chourasta or the roads near to Darjeeling mall is the 

hub of all antique shops owned by Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslims 

selling handlooms, handicrafts, Tibetan artifacts, precious and semi

precious stones. 

Till now there is no exact population figure of the Muslims in 

Darjeeling town. But it is to be speculated that there are more that 500 

permanent families in the Darjeeling town of diverse ethnic 

backgrounds and concentrated mainly in Zakir Husain Basti which 

previous name was butcher basti, Doroga bazaar, Kakjhora, Lebong 

and Tungsung basti. 

Table: 2.3 

Post-Colonial Darjeeling District Muslim Population from 1921 -

1941 Census 

Year 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 
Population 6393 19214 23523 37299 59140 85378 

(Source: Dash, 194 7 & Census reports) 
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Table 2. 3 shows the evolution of Muslim population of the district 

Darjeeling from 1921 to 2001. It is to be clear from the table that the 

Muslim population of the town increased rapidly after 1951 or better 

to say after partition of India during 1947. Prior to partition the 

Population was almost stagnant in nature. But the overall population 

figure of Muslims in Darjeeling district occupied by the Muslims living 

in siliguri sub-division of plains. However, because of unavailability of 

census records, the population figure of the Muslims in Darjeeling 

town was largely hidden. Where as 1961 census and 1971 census 

counted 1075 and 1117 Muslims in the town. 

Table: 2.4 

Urdu Speaking People of Darjeeling Hills (Census 1971) 

Police Station/Town Persons Male Female 
A. Sadar Sub-division 4718 2985 1733 
Sukhiapokhri 1175 791 384 
Pulbazar 35 34 01 
Darjeeling (R+U) 1057 689 368 
Darjeeling (M) 1019 666 353 
Rangli Rangliot 21 18 03 
J ore Bunglow 27 21 06 
B. Kalimpong Sub- 397 269 128 
division 
Kalimpong (R+U) 362 246 116 
Kalimpong (M) 276 183 93 
Garubathan 35 23 12 

C. Kurseong Sub- 632 428 204 
division 
Kurseong (R+U) 589 398 191 
Kurseong (M) 481 313 168 
Mirik 43 30 13 

(Source: Darjeeling District Gazetteer, 1971) 

1971 census counted Urdu speaking people of the three bill sub

divisions of the district Darjeeling which shows that only 397 and 632 

persons from Kalimpong and Kurseong were speaking Urdu 

respectively. Whereas, there were 1019 Urdu speaking persons at the 
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town Darjeeling though Muslims in Darjeeling hills are also a multi 

lingual community. Urdu is not only a mother tongue of Darjeeling 

Muslims. On the basis of their mother tongue they can be categorized 

as Nepali speaking, Urdu speaking, Bhojpuri speaking and Hindi 

speaking. 

2.5: Findings 

Islam, a new monotheistic religion, came into India during the seventh 

century AD and with its strong appeal of the democratic social system, 

the downtrodden peoples of the depressed caste of Hinduism and 

Buddhists accepted the new faith gradually. But its presence was felt 

even during the early days of the propagation of Islam in India. The 

Muslim society in India was developed mainly on three important 

supports - the Muslim ruling class, the Muslim scholars or nobles and 

the Muslim Sufis. The most important contribution of the ruling class 

was to expand the political power for the sake of the religious 

obligation to spread Islam. The scholars or the Muslim nobles helped 

the growth of distinct Muslim society by establishing mosque, 

madrasa and khanquah. The contribution of the Sufis covered the vast 

range. They not only attracted the messes to convert but influenced 

the rulers and nobles in moulding the state policy on Islamic lines. The 

Himalayan region particularly the Darjeeling Himalayan region has an 

inadequate history of Muslims though various invasions during early 

sultanate periods occurred to capture this tract occasionally. However, 

the Himalayan town Darjeeling has a colonial history and the Muslims 

living there are all migrants from various corners of India and outside. 

The social and cultural life of the Muslims in this poly-ethnic 

environment of Himalayas shows a very distinctive character as it 

bears both the Islamic great tradition as well as the local or little 

traditions. There is no historical records regarding the presence of the 

Muslim communities in pre-colonial Darjeeling yet the Muslim folk of 

the town believe that they are living since the early sultanate periods. 

However, the development of Darjeeling as a sanatorium and health 
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resort by the East India Company in 1835 attracted many Muslim 

marginal communities to migrate here. To serve the increasing urban 

necessities of the dwellers some of the non familial male Muslims 

settled permanently after marriage with the native girls and some 

settled with their families. Today, the mosques at the town, madrasas, 

Muslim shops and beard man with fez topi in public places are all a 

part of Darjeeling hill society. Their economic and social organization 

and religious activities are the clearest indicators of Muslim identity at 

the town. 



CHAPTER- 3 

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE 
OF THE MUSLIM SETTLEMENTS OF DARJELING 

TOWN UNDER STUDY 

3.1: Introduction 

The present chapter is the socio-economic and demographic profile of 

the Muslim communities of Darjeeling where in ten broad subheadings 

a concise socio-demographic profile of the Muslims are depicted. The 

composition of population is the internal structure of a community 

with respect to some demographic traits at a particular point of time 

helps us in proper understanding of the dynamics of a community or 

social group. The most popular or particular concerns of a 

composition of population to an Anthropologists are age sex 

distribution, marital status, education, economic characteristics, 

family type, lanq holding pattern and etc. Muslims in the Darjeeling 

town are a small minority group not only in religious sense but also in 

their numerical strength. They constitute approximately less then 4 

percent (speculated from 2001 religious census) of the total 

population of the town (both the permanent and temporary settlers) 

and concentrated mostly in a locality named butcher basti. Prior to the 

present study, there is no original work on the demographical profile 

of the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya. And hence, the present study is 

a significant attempt to mal<e a socio-economic and demographic 

profile of the Muslim communities living in Darjeeling town. 

3.2: Profile of the Muslim Settlements under Study 

The present study is conducted in Muslim settlements of 

Darjeeling town which includes Butcher basti, Kakjhora, Tungsung 

basti, Darogabazar and Lebong. Out of all these settlements Butcher 
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basti is an oldest settlement where the majority of the Muslims are 

concentrated. The rest settlements are gradually developed later 

though the families residing there are very few and majority of them 

are temporary settlers of the town. During the colonial periods the 

Muslims were concentrated only in Butcher basti which is situated just 

below the mall road. However, on the basis of the population 

concentration, the Muslim habitation at the town may be divided into 

three broad categories. These are -high concentration (more than 50 

families) which includes only Butcher basti, medium concentration (20-

50 families) which includes only Kakjhora and low concentration (less 

then 20 families) which includes the families together living in 

Tungsung, Lebong and Darogabazar. 

However, the exact date of the establishment of this basti is 

undiscovered as the old municipality building was burnt along with 

old records in 20th November, 1996. But it is to be believed that the 

basti was populated by the Muslims just after the formation of the 

town as a good number of Muslim occupational castes were migrated 

to cater the urban necessity of the Europeans and the other dwellers. It 

was the Muslim caste group or jat Kureshi, who were traditionally 

engaged in the profession of animal chopping particularly of beef and 

mutton, came to the town and settled just above the present mall road 

region. From that time, the settlement of these butchers was termed as 

butcher basti. The basti is now in between Mantulal jhora and ]iten 

jhora and covers two wards of present Darjeeling Municipality. Lebong 

is also a very old Muslim settlement but the families residing there is 

very low. Only some Nepali Muslims are residing there. Though the 

area is under Panchyat jurisdiction but the studies areas are under 

Municipality. Kakjhora is situated just below the Darjeeling railway 

station and it is exclusively resided by some Tibetan Muslim families. 

Tunsung is also a very small Muslim settlement of Multi ethnic 

characters which is situated just below the mall. Darogabazar is just 

above the old taxi stand where the Darjeeling ]ama Masjid is situated. 
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Majority of the Muslim families of this area are Bihari Muslims and a 

good number of them are temporary settlers. 

Housing establishes a major part in ensuring the continuity of 

community life. It constitutes the most universal forms of material 

culture in human society. More than half of the Muslims of Darjeeling 

town (58.94%) is found living in Butcher basti and the rest are found 

scattered in various places of the town. It is calculated from the 

studied households that only 32.45 percent Muslims have their own 

accommodation or houses or flats and among them 80.76 percent 

families are belong to Tibetan Muslims, the most well off section of 

the Muslim community of Darjeeling hills. Where as 67.54 percent of 

Muslims are living in rented houses from generation after generation. 

Except the Kashmiris, who never buy any property in Darjeeling town 

as still they consider Kashmir as their homeland, the majority Nepali 

Muslims (73.33%) are living in the rented accommodation. 

Table: 3.1 

Distribution of Households Occupying Own or Rented 
Accommodation in Darjeeling Town 

Category Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

Own 20 8 21 - 49 
(26.66%) (21.05%) (80.76%) (32.45%) 

Rented 55 30 5 12 102 

(73.33%) (78.94%) (19.23%) (100%) (67.54%) 

Total 75 38 26 12 151 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

It is very important to point out here that majority of the rented 

houses in Butcher basti are wakf property and the Muslims pay room 

rent to Anjuman-E-Islamia, the controlling authority of Darjeeling wakf 

properties. 
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Fig: 3.1 

Muslim Households Occupying Own 
or Rented Accommodation in 

Darjeeling Town 

• Own 

• Rented 

Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 shows the distribution of Muslim households in 

Darjeeling town on the basis of accommodation. 

Fig: 3.2 

Group Wise Distribution of Muslim 
Households Occupying Own or Rented 

Accommodation in Darjeeling Town 

150.00% 

100.00% 

50.00% 
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Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

The rapid population growth in Darjeeling town forced the 

Muslims to live in almost a slum type environment in their locality or 

more particularly in the Butcher basti. Historically the Muslims are 

living in Butcher basti along with some few low caste Nepali Hindus. 

But the Nepali speaking migrants gradually increased in numbers and 

captured a good number of places which can be suitable for the 
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expansion of Muslim households after the family of procreation. It is 

very unfortunate for the Muslims that a good number of them are 

forced to living in one room }enements. It is also observed that the 

housing construction of both rented and owned houses are not 

keeping pace with the increase of individuals in their families and the 

families often broke to live outside of their father's place. 

3.3: Muslim Population in the Town 

The Muslim population of the town Darjeeling is highly diverse 

and divided into four broad groups on the basis of their place of 

migration and ancestry viz. Nepali Muslims, Bihari Muslims, Bhote 

Muslims or Tibetan Muslims and Kashm.iri Muslims. This category is 

constructed by the Muslim themselves of the town and each one is 

considered as a separate social group within the frame of the Muslim 

community living in Darjeeling town. There is no proper record of the 

Muslim households living permanently generation after generation in 

Darjeeling town though Muslims are considered one of the major 

religious minority communities and a large number of them are 

seasonal migrants or not settled permanently in the town. However, 

the present study is limited only 151 Muslim families who have been 

residing permanently at least three generations in the town. 

Since the very formation of the town Darjeeling, Muslims were 

usually come to reside in a locality just above the present day mall 

road. As initially the Muslim butchers were the habitants of that place, 

the locality was thus later known as butcher basti by all. And the 

Muslims generally made settlement there as mostly Muslims were then 

living in a relative isolation from their Hindu counterparts. Exclusively 

the basti was then domiciled by the Muslims but soon it looses its 

homogeneity as a large number of Nepali speaking caste and tribes 

migrated to Darjeeling and make settlement there. And after 

independence the basti is converted into a multi ethnic character yet 

Muslims are the dominant majority there. 
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Muslims of the town are largely divided into four broad 

categories. The Nepali and Bihari Muslims are the decedents of the 

Muslim migrants migrated from various districts of Bihar and Uttar 

Pradesh. The Kashmiri Muslims are all from Indian state of Jammu & 

Kashmir and there are only 12 Kashmiri Muslim families residing 

permanently in Darjeeling town. The Tibetan Muslim families are all 

migrated from Tibet after the Chinese occupation there and the 

numbers of total families are 26. As all the Tibetan and Kashmiri 

Muslims were migrated from Tibet and Kashmir respectively, table 

number 3.1 only shows the places of origin or migration of Nepali and 

Bihari Muslims exclusively. 

Table: 3.2 
Place of Origin of the Nepali and Bihari Muslim Groups (ancestral 

place) 

UP 
Districts of Bihar 

Others Category 
Sitamari Chapra Siwan Patna Other places Total 

districts 
Nepali 9 12 11 7 23 10 3 75 
Muslims (64.28%) (70.58%) (68.75%) (28%) (88.46) (83.33%) (100%) (66.37%) 

Bihari 5 5 5 18 3 2 - 38 
Muslims (35.71%) (29.41%) (31.25%) (72%) (11.53) (16.66%) (33.62%) 

Total 14 17 16 25 26 12 3 113 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

There are 14 families whose ancestors were come from Uttar 

Pradesh and only 3 families have an ancestry from the rest of Colonial 

Indian states. Besides the rest of the families of Nepali and Bihari 

Muslims have an ancestry from various districts of present day Bihar 

and Uttar Pradesh. There are four major districts of Bihar from where 

their ancestors were come viz. Sitamari, Chapra and Patna. 

However, on the basis of the population concentration, the Muslim 

habitation at the town may be divided into three broad categories. 

These are-

+ High concentration (more than 50 families) 
+ Medium concentration (20-50 families) 
+ Low concentration (less then 20 families 
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Table: 3.3 
Distribution of Muslim Families on the basis of Localities 

Area of living Total 
Category 

Butcher Kakjhora Lebong Others* 
Basti 

Nepali Muslims 55 - 11 9 75 
(61.79%) (78. 57%) (33 .33%) (49.66%) 

Bihari Muslims 25 - 3 10 38 
(28.08%) (21.42%) (3 7.03%) (25 .16%) 

Tibetan - 20 - 6 26 
Muslims (95.23%) (22 .22%) (17.21%) 
Kashmiri 9 1 - 2 12 
Muslims (10.11%) (4.76%) (7.40%) (7.94%) 
Total 89 21 14 27 151 

(58 .94%) (13 .90%) (9. 27%) (17.88%) (100%) 

(*Others include Tunsung Basti, Darogabazar and other scattered Muslim habitation) 
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There are total 89 families (58.94%) in Butcher basti and out of 

them 61.79 percent are Nepali Muslims, 28.08 percent are Bihari 

Muslims and 10.11 percent are Kashmiri Muslims. There is not a single 

Tibetan family in the basti. Kakjhora (13.90%) is exclusively the den for 

Bhote or Tibetan Muslim families and considered a prosperous locality 

for well to do families of Darjeeling town. 95.23 percent Tibetan 

families are living there along with a single ( 4. 76%) Kashm.iri Muslim 

family. Lebong is considered a low concentrated Muslim locality where 

9.2 7 percent Muslim families are found and mostly populated by 

Nepali Muslim and few Bihari Muslim families. Out of total families in 

Lebong, 78.57 percent are Nepali Muslims and the rest 21.42 percent 

are Bihari Muslims. These are the three min locality of Muslim 

concentration. The category 'others' include Tungsung basti, 

Darogabazar and other scattered Muslim habitation. 17.88 percent 

families are residing in various places including the above noted 

places. And among them majority are Bihari families (37.03%) then the 

Nepali Muslims (33.33%), the Bhote or Tibetan Muslims are 22.22 

percent and 7.4 percent are Kashmiri families. 

3.4: Age and Sex Composition 

Age and sex is considered the principal variables for almost all 

the classifications and categorizations related to population 

characteristics. The age sex structure is the basic demographic 

determinant of a group or community. There are total 73 7 individuals 

under study and 382 are males and 355 are females and the sex ratio 

of the Muslims of Darjeeling is 929.31 females per 1000 males. From 

the table 3.4 the age group wise sex distributions of Muslim groups 

are shown. There are total 362 Nepali individuals and out of them 182 

are male and 180 are female. 

The population is maximum in the age group of 21-25 years (54 

in number and 14.91 in percent) and the population is low in the age 

group of 61-65 years (1.93%). Among the Nepali Muslim community 



Table: 3.4 
Age Sex Distribution ofthe Muslim Group 

Age group Nepali Muslim Bihari Muslim Tibetan Muslim Kashmiri Muslim Grand Total 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 
0-5 10 15 25 2 8 10 7 3 10 1 - 1 46 

5.49% 8.33% 6.90% 1.96% 8.69% 5.15% 9.58% 4.68% 7.29% 4% 2.27% 6.24% 
6-10 11 14 25 7 8 15 8 5 13 - - - 53 

6.04% 7.77% 6.90% 6.86% 8.69% 7.73% 10.95% 7.81% 9.48% 7.19% 
11-15 14 21 35 14 5 19 6 5 11 - I I 66 

7.69% 11.66% 9.66% 13.72% 5.43% 9.79% 8.21% 7.81% 8.02% 5.26% 2.27% 8.95% 
16-20 19 19 38 12 15 27 9 4 13 5 5 10 88 

10.43% 10.55% 10.49% 11.76% 16.30% 13.91% 12.32% 6.25% 9.48% 20% 26.31% 22.72% 11.94% 
21-25 26 28 54 13 12 25 4 6 10 2 2 4 93 

14.28% 15.55% 14.91% 12.74% 13.04% 12.88% 5.47% 9.37% 7.29% 8% 10.52% 9.09% 8.54% 
26-30 19 19 38 10 .6 16 4 6 10 3 1 4 68 

10.43% 10.55% 10.49% 9.80% 6.52% 8.24% 5.47% 9.37% 7.29% 12% 5.26% 9.09% 9.22% 
31-35 14 14 28 7 7 14 4 7 11 - I I 54 

7.69% 7.77% 7.73% 6.86% 7.60% 7.21% 5.47% 10.93% 8.02% 5.26% 2.27% 7.32% 
36-40 14 16 30 5 7 12 10 5 15 2 1 3 60 

7.69% 8.88% 8.28% 4.90% 7.60% 6.18% 13.69% 7.81% 10.94% 8% 5.26% 6.81% 8.14% 
41-45 12 11 23 9 7 16 3 3 6 2 3 5 50 

6.59% 6.11% 6.35% 8.82% 7.60% 8.24% 4.10% 4.68% 4.37% 8% 15.78% 11.36% 6.78% 
46-50 10 11 21 8 6 14 5 3 8 3 3 6 49 

5.49% 6.11% 5.80% 7.84% 6.52% 7.21% 6.84% 4.68 5.83% 12% 15.78% 13.63% 6.64% 
51-55 13 4 17 5 4 9 I 2 3 3 2 5 34 

7.14% 2.22% 4.69% 4.90% 4.34% 4.63% 1.36% 3.12% 2.18% 12% 10.52% 11.36% 4.61% 
56-60 10 1 11 6 2 8 3 10 13 2 - 2 34 

5.49% 0.55% 3.03% 5.88% 2.19% 4.12% 4.10% 15.62% 9.48% 8% 4.54% 4.61% I 

61-65 3 4 7 I 2 3 5 2 7 - - - 17 I 
I 

1.64% 2.22% 1.93% 0.98% 2.19% 1.54% 6.84% 3.12% 5.10% 2.30% 
66& above 7 3 10 3 3 6 4 3 7 2 - 2 25 

3.84% 1.66% 2.76% 2.94% 3.26% 3.09% 5.47% 4.68% 5.10% 8% 4.54% 3.39% 
Total 182 180 362 102 92 194 73 64 137 25 19 44 737 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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out of 362 individuals 85 are below the age of 16 years and 17 are above 

the age of 60 years. These are considered as dependent population 

though a considerable number of them are working regularly. However, 

the working population is 260 according to standard rule. Hence the 

dependency ration among the Nepali Muslims is 39.23. Commonly 

dependency ratio is an age population ratio of those typically not in 

the labor force (the dependent part) and those typically in the labor force 

(the productive part). It is used to measure the pressure on productive 

population. 
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There are 194 Bihari Muslims and out of them 102 are male and 92 

are female. The sex ration of them is 901.96 female per thousand male. 

The maximum population is found in the age group of 16-20 years which 

is 13.91 percent and the lowes t is in the age group of 61 -65 years which 
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is 1.54 percent. Data shows that the dependent population among them 

are 129 and the working or productive part of their population is 3 3 5 and 

their dependency ration is 38.50. The Bhote or Tibetan Muslims are only 

13 7 and there are 73 male and 64 female. The sex ration among 

themselves is 8 76.71 which is alarming in comparison to other Muslim 

groups in the town. Among the Tibetans the maximum population is in 

the middle age range of 36-40 years (10.94%). Population below 16 years 

is 34 and above 60 years is 14. They have a productive population of 

about 89. Hence their dependency ration is 53.93. The Kashmiris are a 

very small but significant Muslim population in Darjeeling town. There 

are only 12 Kashmiri Muslim families in Darjeeling town and their total 

population is only 44 where 2 5 are male and 19 are female. The 

dependent part of their population is very low which is only 4 and the 

working or productive part is 40 individuals. Hence the dependency 

ration is only 10 among the Kashmiri Muslim groups. 

Table: 3.5 
Distribution of Muslim Groups on the Basis of Sex Ratio 

Muslim Groups Male Female Sex Ratio 
Ner>_ali Muslim 182 180 989.01 
Bihari Muslim 102 92 901.96 
Tibetan Muslim 73 64 876.71 
Kashmiri Muslim 25 19 760 
Total 382 355 929.31 

Fig: 3.7 
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Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.7 shows the group wise sex ration of the 

Muslims. The total sex ration of the Muslims in Darjeeling is 929.31 

which is below the National and state level. In comparison to the social 

groups within the Muslim community, the sex ration is quite satisfactory 

or better among the Nepali Muslims which is above both the national and 

state level. Bihari Muslims sex ratio is also below the national and state 

level. But the situation is alarming among the Tibetan and Kashmiri 

Muslims as it is 876.71 and 760 females per 1000 male respectively. 

Because of this situation these two communities are now collecting brides 

from the plains or other parts of the country. 

Table: 3.6 

Sex Ratio of Muslim Population According to Reproductive Status 

Category Male Female Sex ratio 
Pre-reproductive 80 85 1062.5 
(0-15 years) (20.94%) (23.94%) 
Reproductive 234 228 974.35 
(16-50) (61.25%) (64.22%) 
Post-reproductive 68 42 617.64 
(51 & above) (17.80%) (11.83%) 
Total 382 355 929.31 

(100%) (100%) 

Table 3.6 shows the total sex ration of the Muslims according to 

their reproductive status. Age group 0-15 is considered as pre

reproductive category, 16-50 years is considered as reproductive and 51 

years and above is considered as post-reproductive category. Among the 

males 20.94 percent are in the category of pre-reproductive and the 

females are 23.64 percent. And the sex ration in pre-reproductive 

category is 1062.5. Where as 61.25 percent male are reproductive and 

64.22 percent female are so. And the sex ratio is in this category is 

974.35 female per 1000 male. There are 17.80 percent male and 11.83 

percent female in the post-reproductive category. And the sex ration in 

post-reproductive period is only 617.64 female per 1000 male which is 

very low. 



Table: 3.7 
Distribution ofMuslim population according to reproductive status (group wise) 

Age gt·oup Nepali Muslim Bihari Muslim Tibetan Muslim Kashmiri Muslim 

Male Femal Sex Male Femal Sex Male Femal Sex Male Femal Sex 
e ratio e ratio e ratio e ratio 

Pre- 35 50 23 21 21 13 1 1 1000 
reproductive I:"-

(0-15 years) 
V) 

""'" ""'" oO 0 0 
N M o\ 

""'" - ....... 
....... 0\ \0 

Reproductive 114 118 64 60 39 34 17 16 941.17 
(16-50 years) 00 

0 0\ 
V) 

V) I:"-
M r--: ....... 
0 M I:"-....... 0\ 00 

Post 33 12 15 11 13 17 7 2 285.71 
reproductive 0\ 

(51 & above) M M \0 
\0 M r--: 
M M 0 
\0 M M 
M I:"- ....... 

Total 182 180 102 92 73 64 25 19 760 
....... \0 ....... 
0 0\ I:"-
o\ ....... \C) 
00 0 I:"-
0\ 0\ 00 

- -
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Fig: 3.8 

Sex Ratio According to Reproductive 
Status 
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3.5: Economic Status 

Being the most important centre of trade and commerce of the 

entire Darjeeling hill region, the town Darjeeling accommodates a large 

number of Muslim groups specialized in various occupations and 

considered an important part of the urban complex of the town. The 

most common occupational pursuits of the Muslims in the town are 

medium or petty businesses. From the collected data for the present 

study (excluded students, house wife and not applicable category) reveals 

that 44.53 percent of the studied populations are in the occupation of 

businesses like grocer shop, stationary goods shop, cloth vendor, and 

many other small scale businesses without any permanent roof. The 

regular and casual wage labour category altogether ranked next in their 

occupations and almost all of them are from Nepali Muslim community. 

The occupation of animal slaughter or butcher is also a traditional 

occupation of some people which is 9. 76 percent and all belongs to 

Nepali Muslim community. The Nepali Muslims are the most degraded or 

backward in terms of economy and occupation among the Muslim 
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communities of Darjeeling. The Bihari Muslims are considered as a 

trading community and all the small scale business petty trading are 

done by them. The repairing shops of watch and spectacles near the two 

sides of cart road at chack bazaar are all owned by Bihari Muslims. The 

Bhote or Tibetan Muslims are most well of among the Darjeeling Muslim 

society and they are engaged in hotel and other businesses. The very 

small Muslim community in the town are the Kashmiris though these 

families residing here since the very inception of the town by the 

colonials. There are only 12 Kashmiri Muslim families in the town and 

except the great Habib Mallick's family all are connected with a network 

of kinship to each other. Their traditional occupation was selling woolen 

garments and handicrafts and still they are in the same business. All of 

them are curio shop owners and considered the richest section among 

the Muslims of the town. However, the details of their economy and 

occupational status are discussed in the chapter 4. 

Muslims in the town is considered a backward community in terms 

of their earning status. Majority of the population falls under the 

category of low to medium earning group and again the earning status 

varies from group to group or community. The situations of Nepali 

Muslims are the worse in comparison to other communities. 44.66 

percent families of Nepali Muslims have a monthly income of Rs.2000-

Rs. 5000 which is not sufficient for their survival in a hill station like 

Darjeeling. And thus the community is considered a low income group. 

The Bihari Muslims considered a medium income group as there is no 

family whose monthly income is Rs.2000 and it's below. The Bhote and 

Kashmiri Muslim groups are considered as a high income group as all of 

these families monthly income starts from Rs.SOOO to Rs.lOOOO and it's 

above. However, the detail of their income and expenditures is also 

written in the chapter 4. 
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Table: 3.8 
Earning Status of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Earner Earner Dependent Dependent 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 
82 - 40 9 60 171 
(47.1 2%) (57.97%) (69 .23%) (4 3.1 6%) (50%) 

54 - 12 1 36 91 
(31.03%) (17. 39%) (7.69%) (25.89%) (26.60%) 

26 - 12 3 35 61 
(14 .9-l%) (17.39%) (23 .07%) (25 .1 7%) (17.83%) 

12 - 5 - 8 19 
(6.89%) (7.24%) (5.75%) (5.55%) 

174 - 69 13 139 342 
(23.60%) (9. 36%) (1 .76%) (18.86%) (-!6.40%) 

Fig: 3.9 

Bar Diagram Showing Earning Status on the M.lslim Groups 
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From the table 3.8 it is clear that out of total 73 7 studied 

population 23 .60 percent are earner that means they are the principal 

earning members of total 151 studied families. There is not a single 

female who considered as the principal earning member in her family. 
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There are 9.36 percent male and 1.76 percent female who is an earner but 

dependent to his or her family for his bio-psychic survival. And incase of 

dependent population they are 18.86 percent male and 46.40 percent. 

However, the detail is given in the chapter 4. 

3.6: Indebtedness 

In case of indebtedness among the Muslim families only 18.53 percent 

studied families have institutional loan and the main reason was only 

business. 81.4 5 percent families do not have any institutional loan. 

Table: 3.9 
Distribution of Muslim Families on the Basis of Having Loan or Without 

Lone (in Percentage) 

Muslim Without Having 
Groups Lone Lone 
Nepali 
Muslim 88% 11.98% 
Bihari Muslim 68.42% 31.56 
Tibetan 
Muslim 80.76% 19.23% 
Kashmiri 
Muslim 83.3 3% 16.66% 
Total 81.45% 18.53% 

Fig: 3.10 

Distribution of Muslim Families Having 
Loan or Without Loan 
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• Having Lon e 
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Among the Nepali Muslims only 11.98 percent families have loan and 

almost all of these loans are sanctioned by the West Bengal Minority 

Development and Finance Corporation Ltd. Among the Bihari Muslims 

the percentage of indebtedness is high which is 31.56 percent. And 

among the Tibetans it is 19.23 percent and in case of Kashmiri Muslims it 

is 16.66 percent. From the table 3.9 it is clear that except the Nepali 

Muslim families the indebtedness is nearly three times high among the 

Bihari Muslim families and the main reason behind this is that the 

moderate Bihari Muslim families have the positive ability of giving return 

and hence took loans from Bank and Finance Corporation to extend their 

business. In case of Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim families this is 

happens. 

Table: 3.10 
Institutional Loan from Govt. and semi Govt. organizations 

(family wise) 

Category Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

Without 66 26 21 10 123 
lone (88%) (68.42%) (80.76%) (83.33%) (81.45%) 
s 2 5 - - 7 
Rs.20,000/- (2.66%) (13.15%) (4.63%) 

Rs.20,001- 2 3 - - 5 
40,000/- (2.66%) (7.89%) (3.31%) 
Rs.40,001 - 2 - - - 2 
60,000/- (2.66%) (1.32%) 
Rs.60,001 3 4 5 2 14 
and above (4%) (10.52%) (19.23%) (16.66%) (9.27%) 
Total 75 38 26 12 151 

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

From table number 3.10, out of total 75 Nepali Muslim families only 9 

families have taken loan and only 3 families have taken Rs.60,001 and 
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above amount. Indebtedness is not a common phenomenon among them 

as they do not have the power of giving return and economically most of 

them falls under the range from low to medium income group. 

Sometimes they take loan for many reasons but not from the institutions 

and the amount are usually very low. In case of Bihari Muslims the 

percentage of having loan is high. Among the Tibetan Muslim families out 

of 26 families 5 have loan and the amount is more that sixty thousand 

rupees. The Kashmiri Muslim families also fall in the same category as 

like as the Tibetans. Out of 12 Kashmiri Muslim families only 2 have loan 

and the amount is more that 60,000 rupees. 

3. 7: Marital Status and Marriage 
Marriage among the Muslims is a civil contact and not a religious 

sacrament like the Hindus. It is a civil contract between two equal parties, 

between two equal families, not just between two individuals. It is a civil 

contract that requires the consent of the two parties. The two parties may 

include outside of the Shariah requirements, anything that may lead to 

their happiness and mutually agreeable to both of them. Once the 

marriage has taken place and the contract has been signed and agreed 

upon, witnessed not only by the individual spouses, but also by their 

guardians and their elders, then it becomes a legal and binding 

document. In Darjeeling since the historical past there is a practice 

continuing by the Muslim families in collecting bride from the Nepali 

speaking groups while a Muslim boy fall in love with a Nepali girl. Only 

the criterion is the girl has to convert into Islam before marriage. Door to 

door household survey for the present study reveals the fact that more 

than half of the Muslim families in the town are in favour of such inter

community marriage and they don't have any obligation against such 

practice. There are 60.26 percent Muslims who are in favour of inter

religious or inter-community marriage and 39.73 percent are not in 

favour of inter-religious marriage. Among the total 75 Nepali Muslim 
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families 90.66 percent are in favour of such marriage while only 9.33 

percent are not in favour of inter-religious marriage or marriage with the 

Nepali Hindus or Buddhists or Christians. Among the Bihari Muslim 

families 55 .26 percent are not in favour of such marriage while 44.73 

percent are in favour of inter-religious marriage. A lion share of the 

Tibetan families is not in favour of inter-religious marriage (76.92%) and 

only 23.07 percent are in favour of such marriage. Kashmiri families are 

strictly against of such practice. Fig. 3.11 gives a detailed picture of above 

said matter. 

Table: 3.11 

Muslim Population in Favour I not in Favour of Inter Religious 

Marriage 

Category 

In Favour 

Not in 
Favour 
Total 

Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
68 17 6 -

(90.66%) (44.73%) (23.07%) 
7 21 20 12 
(9 .33%) (5 5.26%) (76.92%) (100%) 
75 38 26 12 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

Fig: 3.11 
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91 
(60.26%) 
60 
(39.73%) 
151 
(100%) 
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Polygamy is a stereotype or monolithic believe among the peoples 

mind about the types of Muslim marriage. However, present data (Table: 

3.12 and Fig.: 3.12) established the fact that monogamy is the usual 

practice among the Muslim communities of Darjeeling town. 95.74 

percent Muslims are practiced monogamy and among the Nepali Muslims 

it is 95.21 percent, 93 .75 percent in case of Bihari Muslims, 98. 52 percen t 

in case of Bhote or Tibetan Muslims and 100 percent among the Kashmiri 

Muslims. Only 4.2 5 percent are found polygamous but all of them got 

married twice after the death of their first wife or husband. 

Category 

Monogamy 

Polygamy 

Total 

Nepali 
Muslim 
179 
(95 .21%) 
9 
(4. 78%) 
188 
(100%) 

Table: 3.12 

Types of Marriage 

Bihari Tibetan 
Muslim Muslim 
90 67 
(93. 75%) (98. 52%) 
6 1 
(6.2 5%) (1.47%) 
96 68 
(100%) (100%) 

Fig: 3.12 

Kashmiri 
Muslim 
24 
(100%) 

24 
(100%) 
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Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
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Total 

360 
(9 5.74%) 
16 
(4. 25%) 
376 
(100%) 

Table 3.13 and Fig. 3.13 shows the forms of marriage among the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town. Negotiation marriage is the common practice 

among the Muslims though love marriage is also practiced among them. 
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86.17 percent are found married by negotiation and only 13.82 percent 

found married by love. Among the Nepali Muslim families the prevalence 

of love marriage is better in comparison to other Muslim groups and this 

is because of their acculturation and marital alliance since historical past 

with the Nepali Hindus. Among the Nepali Muslims 26.59 percent are 

married by love, where as it is only 2.08 percent among the Bihari 

Muslims. There is no love marriage among the Tibetan and Kashmiri 

Muslims as these two groups are much more orthodox in terms of their 

religious matters and try to maintain their life by the principles of 

religious texts. 

Category 

Marriage 
by 
Negotiation 
Marriage 
by Love 
Total 

Nepali 
Muslim 
138 
(73.40%) 

50 
(26.59%) 
188 
(100%) 

Table: 3.13 
Forms of Marriage 

Bihari Tibetan 
Muslim Muslim 
94 68 
(97.91 %) (100%) 

2 
(2.08%) 
96 68 
(100%) (100%) 

Fig: 3.13 

Kashmiri 
Muslim 
24 
(100%) 

24 
(100%) 
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Total 

324 
(86.17%) 

52 
(13.82%) 
376 
(100%) 
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The data collected for the present give a clear cut picture of the age at 

marriage of both male and female. It is clear from the data that all the 

there is no child marriage or prevalence of child marriage among the 

Muslims living in Darjeeling town. All the marriages take place after 

puberty. 

Table: 3.14 

Age Group Wise Marital Status of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Age Urnnanied Manied Widower Widow Divorced Total 
group 

1\-iale Female Male Female Male Female 

15 & 80 85 - - - - - - 165 
below 45.19% 59.02% 

16-25 80 53 10 37 - 1 - - ] 81 

45.19% 36.80% 5.31% 19.(:)8% 5.26% 
26-35 14 3 47 57 - - - :1 t22 

7.90% 2.08% 25% 30.31% 25% 

36-45 1 2 54 51 - - ') 
L.. - 1.10 

0.56% 1.38% 28.72% 2 7.12% 100% 
46-55 2 1 42 27 4 4 - 3 83 

1.12% 0.69% 22.34% 14.36% 26.66% 21.05% 75% 

56··65 - - 26 l3 4 8 .. .. 5] 
13.82% 6.91% 26.66% 42.t0% 

66 & - - 9 3 7 6 - - 25 
above 4.78% 1.59% 46.66% 31.57% 

Total 177 144 188 188 15 19 2 4 737 
24.01% 19.53% 25.50% 25.50% 2.03% 2.57% 0.27% 0.54% 100% 

Out of total 737 individuals 51.01 percent are married, 43.55 

percent are unmarried, 2.57 percent are widow, 2.03 percent are widower 

and only 0.81 percent divorced or separated. Divorce or separation is not 

a common practice found among the Muslims in Darjeeling. This is again 

against another stereotype that the frequency of talak or separation is 

high among the Muslims. 
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Table: 3.15 

Group Wise Marital Status of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Category 
Nepali 
Muslim 
Bihari 
Muslim 
Tibetan 
Muslim 
Kashmiri 
Muslim 
Total 

Married Unmarried Widow Widower Divorced 
188 158 7 7 2 
(50%) (49.22%) (36.84%) (46.66%) (33.33%) 
96 89 5 3 1 
(2 5.53%) (27.72%) (26. 31%) (20%) (16.66%) 
68 56 7 3 3 
(18.08%) (17.44%) (36.84%) (20%) (50%) 
24 18 2 
(6.38%) (5 .60%) (1 3.33%) 
376 321 19 15 6 
(51.01 %) (43 .55%) (2.5 7%) (2.0 3%) (0.81%) 

Fig: 3.14 
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One interesting and important fact revealed from the present study 

is that there is a gradual increase of numbers of marital population in the 

age group between 26-45 years. The female marital status also ravels that 

the age group is also above 15 which is definitely for education and 

awareness regarding female reproductive health. 

3.8: Family 

The simplest, smallest and the oldest form of human society is family 

which is comprised of wife, husband and their children. A number of 

bonds and ties join the members of a family to each other. Family 
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arrange proper maintenance, right type of education, and good training 

of their children so that they grow satisfactorily, develop their potential, 

express their abilities, become virtuous human being, a good citizen, and 

an ideal member of the society, and thereby should contribute to the 

society significantly. A family is the unit which builds up a person's 

personality. How we behave and what we become in life is very much 

dependent on our family life. The way family members deal with the 

neophytes has a life long effect on their personality. Keeping in view all 

these facts the importance of a family life cannot be denied. Family 

bonds are a link to our beginning and a guide to our future. Early 

influences are fundamental to our individual development. A sense of 

belonging is derived from the strong bond of family. Family is where our 

roots take hold and from there we grow. We are molded within a unit, 

which prepares us for what we will experience in the world and how we 

react to those experiences. 

The family forms the basic building block of Muslim society in 

Darjeeling town. Despite the many pressures it faces, the family 

institution remains strong there. Traditionally Muslim families in the 

town were extended, often spanning 3 or more generations and an 

extended structure offers many advantages, including stability, 

coherence, and physical and psychological support, particularly in times 

of need. The future of the extended family, however, is under 

considerable threat as because of their meager economy and scarcity of 

places for accommodation to new families after marriage. The family 

among the Muslims of Darjeeling is a patriarchal family and the 

patriarch, that is to say, the head of the family, carries the maximum 

burden of responsibility. There are all total 151 Muslim families under 

the present study. And if we look into the type of these families we will 

find that more than half of the families are found to be nuclear in type. 



Category 

Broken 

Nuclear 

Joint 

Extended 

Total 
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Table: 3.16 

Distribution of Households according to Family type 

Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
3 2 1 2 
(4%) (5 .26%) (3 .84%) (16.66%) 
45 21 9 7 
(60%) (55.26%) (34 .61%) (58.33%) 
22 12 11 3 
(29.33%) (31.5 7%) (42.30%) (25%) 
5 3 5 -
(6.66%) (7.89%) (19.2 3%) 
75 38 26 12 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

Fig: 3. 15 

Distribution of Families on the Basis of 
Type 
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Total 

8 
(5.29%) 
82 
(54.30%) 
48 
(31. 78%) 
13 
(8.60%) 
151 
(100%) 

The frequency of nuclear type family is high among the Nepali 

Muslim communities as because this hybrid Muslim group is attracted by 

the favourable condition of dominant hill communities where nuclear 

type family is very u sual. Among the Nepali Muslims 60 percent families 

are nuclear, 4 percent are broken which means they are living alone or 

contain two or less then two family m embers, 29.33 percent are joint 

type and only 6.66 percent among them are extended type. Hence, it is 
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clear that the numbers of nuclear type families are increasing gradually. 

The primary root cause behind this is that Muslims initially resides 

Butcher basti since colonial times but soon the place became 

overpopulated as because of migration to this place and scarcity of 

habitation to their home pushed the newly married couples or families to 

live in relative isolation and thus later developed a new family setup. 

Among the Bihari Muslims the nuclear type family is also high. It is 55.26 

percent and the cause behind this is no doubt the scarcity of rooms in 

their house or places. There are 5.26 percent broken families, 31.57 

percent joint families and 7.89 percent extended families. However, 

among the Bhote or Tibetan Muslims the nuclear family is low which is 

34.61 percent and joint family is high which is 42.30 percent which 

indicates that familial joint property keep the family members lived 

together under the same roof. This is one of the peculiar family types of 

a trading community. But in case of Kashmiri Muslims it is not true. 

There are 58.33 percent nuclear families and 25 percent joint families. 

Broken families are also high. The root cause behind this as they still 

maintain strong connection with they place or origin and all these 

families have their home in Kashmir where their other family members 

build separate business setup and only few members stay whole year in 

Darjeeling for their business purposes. 

However, the number of nuclear type families (54.30%) is high 

among the Muslims of Darjeeling town and a part of economic condition 

scarcity of newly constructed rooms is no doubt the main reason for this 

as a sense of ghettoization compelled them to live together in an area 

exclusively dominated by the Muslims. The number of joint family is 

ranked next which is 31.78 percent and then extended family (8.60%) as 

the traditional values behind the Indian family structure still persists 

among them where elderly persons are considered to be as resources 

which gripped the ideal Muslim society. 
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Table: 3.17 
Distribution of Households according to Family Size 

Category Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

Small (1-3 22 9 7 5 43 
Members) (29.33%) (23.68%) (26.92%) (41.66%) (28.47%) 

Medium 40 21 14 6 81 
(4-6 (53.33%) (55.26) (53.84%) (50%) (53.64%) 
Members) 

Big (7-9 9 5 3 1 18 
Members) (12%) (13.15%) (11.53%) (8.33%) (11.92%) 

Very Big 4 3 2 - 9 
(10& (5.33%) (7.89%) (7.69%) (5.96%) 
above) 

Total 75 38 26 12 151 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

There is a popular myth regarding the size of Muslim families in 

peoples mind that Muslim families are very large in size. But this popular 

myth is not a reality in Darjeeling Muslim society as only 11.92 percent 

are big families which comprises 7-9 family members and 5.96 percent 

very big families where 10 and more that 10 number of members are 

found. Medium families are highest in number where 4-6 members are 

found. The reason behind this is the increasing number of awareness 

regarding family, economy and population. Among the Nepali Muslims 

29.33 percent are small in size, 53.33 are medium, 12 percent are big and 

only 5.33 percent are very big families in size. Among the Bihari Muslims 

the percentage of small families are 23.68 percent, 55.26 percent are 

medium sized, 13.15 percent are big and 7.89 percent are very big in size. 

Among the Bhote or Tibetans, the picture is almost same. Where as 

among the Kashmiris the number of small sized families are high in 
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comparison to other Muslim groups. It is 41.66 percent in case of small 

sized and 50 percent in case of medium sized. 

Under the influence of colonialism, the Muslim society of 

Darjeeling blindly following the emerging trend of West where relations 

between husband and wife, between parents and children, between 

neighbors, between relatives, in other words between all segments of 

society were dealt a devastating blow. The process still continues where 

television and modern media has a dominant role in rapid destruction of 

what was left of human relations, cutting off even members of the same 

family from each other. It is probably the most subversive and intrusive 

tool of our so called postmodern global village. 

3.9: Educational Status 

The role of education in facilitating social progress among the Muslims in 

the town is a well accepted phenomenon. That Muslims, as a whole, are 

one of the most deprived communities in Darjeeling hills, but not in 

terms of education as the percentage of literacy is 90.97 percent which is 

much higher in comparison to the Muslim literacy rate of National and 

State level. The Sachar Committee Report revels that 25% of Muslim 

children in the 6-14 years age group have either never attended school or 

have dropped out and at the level of higher education less than 4 % 

Muslims are graduates or diploma holders and at the postgraduate level, 

only 1 out of 20 students is a Muslim. And regarding the madrasa 

education there are a lot of debates and controversy inside and out side 

the community. There is an argument by most of the peoples that the 

Muslims are themselves responsible for their own educational 

'backwardness' as they prefer to send their children to madrasas rather 

than to 'modern' schools. However, the People have to understand that 

madrasa education system is somehow connected with the religious 

sentiments of the Muslims. It is a very popular mode of giving education 
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to the Muslim children. However, to provide education to the Muslim 

children, a junior madrasa for the boys and a Girls Primary Maktab was 

established in the year 1909 under the supervision of Anjuman-E-Islamia, 

a religious institute established in 1850. These educational institutes 

have had an immense role in providing elementary (both formal and 

religious) education to the Muslims of Darjeeling town and in the past it 

has catered to all segments of the Muslim society. However, presently 

only those who cannot afford modern education are opting for this 

madrasa education. But if we look into the last five years enrolment 

status of the Anjuman junior Madrasa at the town we would found that 

only a few students are enrolled as a student there which is not 

satisfactory. 

Table: 3.18 
Enrolment of total Students of A1Uuman Boys Madrasa During last five 

years 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Students 10 09 18 20 26 

(Source: Madrasa registrar book, 2008) 

As an institution of learning the Anjuman junior madrasa is century old. 

The madrasa was established by the Anjuman-e-Islamia, a religious 

institution established by the Muslims of Darjeeling town, in the year 

1909 for the sake of providing elementary and basic religious education 

among the Muslim inhabitants of Darjeeling town. The madrasa provide 

education only to the male children. During that time the madrasa was 

run by public funding. In the year 1920 the then India government 

affiliated it. Initially the madrasa was religious in character because these 

types of institution ultimately were intended to prepare future Islamic 

religious scholar (ulema). The education movement which was started in 

different parts of the country were also motivated the organizers of 

Anjuman to reform their educational programmes in the madrasa. The 
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West Bengal Madrasa Board recognized Anjuman madrasa as a junior 

madrasa. From the very beginning the students taught here up to class 

VI. Urdu is the medium of teaching and the books are all in Urdu. 

Mathematics, physical science, biological science, geography, history and 

English are all taught as like as other junior schools under West Bengal 

Board. Arabic as a classical language is also taught. The madrasa had a 

glorious past. AI most all the Muslim inhabitants got their elementary 

education from Anjuman Junior madrasa. From the establishment of the 

madrasa in 1909 to 1980, it was in its full development. Mathematics, 

science, Geography and History are taught here. The state government in 

1992 upgrades this junior madrasa from class VI to class VIII. But 

unfortunately madrasa committee did not open the classes due to low 

number of students and also for the low number of teachers. Currently 

there are only 1 permanent teacher and 3 casual teachers. 

Any way, table number 3.19 shows us the literacy rate and the 

extent of literacy among the Muslim communities living in Darjeeling 

town. Here 0-5 year's population is ignored as they are too young to 

educate. It is earlier mentioned that the literacy rate among the 

Darjeeling Muslims is higher in comparison to our national and state 

literacy rate of the Muslims. There are only 9.02 percent illiterate found 

among the Muslims and the illiteracy rate is zero among the Kashmiri 

Muslim families. 

The illiteracy rate is very low among the Nepali Muslim 

communities which is 8.06 percent, then the Bihari Muslims which is 9.09 

percent. The illiteracy is only high among the Bhote or Tibetan Muslims 

which is 14.39 percent and this is because their old population or more 

particularly their aged women folk don't know modern education and 

religious orthodoxy within themselves compelled these women not to 

enter or accept the education easily. 



Extent of Literacy and Levels of Education among the Muslim Groups 

Category Nepali Muslim Bihari Muslim Tibetan Muslim Kasluniri Muslim Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
llliterate 5 23 - l7 l 18 - - 64 

2.77% 13.77% 20% 1.44% 28.57% 9.02% 
Literate 175 144 102 68 68 45 24 19 645 

97.22% 86.22% 100% 80% 98.55% 71.42% 100% 100% 90.97% 
Total 180 167 102 85 69 63 24 19 709 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Total Literate 

Without Standard 5 9 1 1 2 - - - 18 
2.85% 6.25% 0.98% 1.47% 2.94% 2.79% 

Primary 16 21 3 13 11 4 - - 68 
(Class I-IV) 9.14% 14.58% 2.94% 19.11% 16.17% 8.88% 10.54% 
Middle 80 71 46 31 21 19 - 6 274 
(Class V-VIII) 45.71% 49.30% 45.09% 45.58% 30.88% 42.22% 31.57% 42.48% 
Madhyamik 24 19 21 9 13 8 6 3 103 

13.71% 13.19% 20.58% 13.23% 19.11% 17.77% 25% 15.78% 15.96% 
Madrasa 23 12 5 - - - 4 - 44 
(I-IV for Female and I- 13.14% 8.33% 4.90% 16.66% 6.82% 
VI for Male) 
Higher Secondary 19 6 11 10 12 5 9 6 78 

10.85% 4.16% 10.78% 14.70% 17.64% 11.11% 37.5% 31.57% 12.09% 
Graduate 6 5 12 - 7 7 5 3 45 
(BA/B.Sc./B.Com) 3.42% 3.47% 11.76% 10.29% 15.55% 20.83% 15.78% 6.97% 
Post Graduation 1 1 1 2 - 2 - 1 8 

' 
(MAJM.Sc./M.Com) 0.57% 0.69% 0.98% 2.94% 4.44% 5.26% 1.24% 
Professional Education 1 - 2 2 2 - - - 7 
(MBBS, MCA/BCA, 0.57% 1.96% 2.94% 2.94% 1.08% 
:MBAIBBA, 
Engineering, LLBILLM 
etc.) 
Total 175 144 102 68 68 45 24 19 645 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
---

(ignored 0-5 years population) 
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Fig: 3.16 

Distribution of Muslim Communities 
on the basis of Literacy Rate 
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Table: 3.20 

• Illiterate 

111 Literate 

Male Female literacy Level of the Muslims of Darjeeling 

Category Male Female Total 
Without any standard 2.16% 3.62% 2.79% 
Primary 8.13% 13.76 10.54% 
Middle 39.83% 46.01 42.48% 
Madhyamik 17.34% 14.13% 15.96% 
Madras a 8.67% 4.34% 6.82% 
Higher secondary 13.82% 9.78% 12.09% 
Graduate 8.13% 5.43% 6.97% 
Post graduate 0.54% 2.17% 1.24% 
Professional Courses 1.35% 0.72% 1.08% 

According to table number 3.20 there are altogether 2.79 percent 

population having without any standard of education that means they 
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never went to school but know how to read and write and among the 

total female literates 3.62 percent are falls in this category where as 

among the males they are only 2.16 percent. 10.54 percent population 

have primary education (class I-IV) that means they received elementary 

education from government recognized primary schools or educational 

institutions and here very significantly the females are much in percent 

in comparison to the males. There are 13.76 percent females and 8.13 

percent males who have primary education. Among the total literates 

42.48 percent population have the education of middle standard (class v
VIII) and again very significantly the percentage of females are higher 

which is 46.01 percent as against the percentage of male which is 39.83 

percent. In case of madrasa level education, there are two madrasa in 

Darjeeling town. One is for male which is up to class VI and another is 

girl's maktab which is up to class N. There are only 6.82 percent 

population having madrasa education and among the males they are 8.67 

percent and 4.34 percent among the females where most of them are 

under the age group of old aged. There are 12.09 percent HS passed 

populations and among the 1nales there are 13.82 percent HS where as it 

is 9.78 percent in case of females. There are total 6.97 percent graduates 

and among the males it is 8.13 percent and 5.43 percent among the 

females. The situation of Post Graduate category is very worse which is 

only 1.24 percent and very significantly females are forward than the 

males which is 2.17 percent in against 0.54 percent for the males. There 

are only 1.08 percent professionals who either passed MBBS, Engineering, 

MCA/MBA or other professional carrier oriented courses. And among the 

total literate males only 1.35 percent has professional degrees where as 

only 0. 72 percent females are under this category. 

The Muslims of Darjeeling towns are all economically marginalized 

and are from different occupational backgrounds. Socio-economically 

they are very poor in comparison to other hill communities of the town. 
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Initially all the boys used to come the madrasa to get their elementary 

education up to class VI and then took admission to different educational 

institution for higher education. But now a day the students are only 

from the low income groups. And the drop out rate is very high. The 

parents thought that sending a child to school involves a double loss to 

their family. It involves additional expenditure on the one hand and the 

family deprived of his contribution toward economic upliftment on the 

other. Darjeeling town is very much famous for its modern European 

education system and a majority of middle class Muslim families are now 

prefer to send their boys to modern English medium schools to think 

that the madrasa education is not .worldly. As a result the madrasa has 

experienced the scarcity of students. The controversies regarding the 

appointment of the teachers are also affecting the madrasa. As 

Darjeeling is under the control of autonomous hill council, there is a 

controversy between the state government and the Darjeeling Gurkha Hill 

Council (DGHC) regarding the funding and appointing teaching and non

teaching posts. And the madrasa is suffering a lot for this. The state 

government started mead day meal for the madrasa students in 2005. 

But without any notice they stopped the mead day meal in 2007. For 

these various reasons the Anjuman junior madrasa are now running like 

broken cart though it has a glorious past. 

As all of the Muslims are of diverse occupational backgrounds, 

their economic condition is also different. Major portion of the Muslims 

are of low income group. Most of these families have only one man to 

earn. And the parents feel that sending a child to school or junior 

madrasa involves a double loss to their family. It involves additional 

expenditure on the one hand and the family deprived of the boys 

contribution toward economic upliftment of their family. But this 

situation cannot be fully blamed on poverty. Inquires for those capable of 

giving education to their children reveal that they suffer from a sense of 
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deprivation and frustration. There were a few madrasa educated people 

among them who cannot secure white colour jobs after a successful level 

of education. So the middle class parents prefer to send their children to 

modern English medium schools rather than the madrasa. The present 

socio-political situations of the Darjeeling hills are also affecting. The 

students who have successfully passed from junior madrasa could not 

get any job in Darjeeling hill, as he is not a Nepali speaking people 

though his family is living here from at least 4-5 generations. So this kind 

of situation frustrates them and the parents send their children in their 

hereditary works, as this type of marginalized occupation requires less 

skill and education. 

3.10: Disease and Treatment 

Housing pattern of the Muslim settlements or more particularly in 

Butcher basti becomes a major health concern because they live in 

overcrowded situations. Two-thirds of households are simple one-room 

structures, a majority of them with dirt floors and poor ventilation. Such 

overcrowding can lead to rapid spread of respiratory and skin disease. 

Access to drinking water in Butcher basti and other Muslim areas are 

another major problem. More than two thirds of the residents lack access 

to safe drinking water on their premises. The main sources of water are 

tape water supplied by Darjeeling Municipality, though tap water is 

available only in some homes. The lack of safe drinking water facilitates 

the spread of water borne diseases. The presence of stored water further 

promotes the breeding of mosquitoes and diseases such as malaria. 

Absence of available latrines is a major health problem as well. It is 

estimated that over one third of the Muslim households have no access to 

bathroom facilities, promoting open defecation, which in turn leads to 

spread of fecal-oral disease and parasitic infestation. 
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In case of procedure adopted for treatment 7 4.1 7 percent families 

were adopted modern medicine or health care facilities for their ailment 

and the percentage of the use of modern treatment is very high among 

the Kashmiri Mu slim, Tibetan Mu slim and Nepali Muslim families. 

However, among the Bihari families 60. 52 percent adopted modern 

treatment and very significantly 34.21 percent families adopted both the 

modern and traditional system of treatment it indicates that still some 

traditional values regarding health care practices is persisting among 

them. 

Table: 3.21 
Distribution of Families on the Basis of Treatment Adopted 

Category 

Only 
Traditional 

Modern 

Both 

Total 

Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

2 2 1 -

(2.66%) (5.26%) (3 .84%) 

55 23 22 12 
(73.33%) (60.52%) (84.61%) (100%) 

18 13 3 -

(24%) (34.21%) (11. 53%) 

75 38 26 12 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

Fig: 3.18 
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(3.31 %) 

112 
(74.17%) 

34 
(22.51%) 

151 
(100%) 
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3.11: Findings 

Muslims of Darjeeling town are a heterogeneous community. The present 

study is limited only 151 Muslim families who have been residing 

permanently at least three generations in the town. More than half of the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town (58.94%) is found living in Butcher basti and 

the rest are found scattered in various places of the town like Lebong, 

Kakjhora, Tungsung basti and etc. It is calculated from the studied 

households that only 32.45 percent Muslims have their own 

accommodation or houses or flats. Where as 67.54 percent of Muslims 

are living in rented houses from generation after generation. Muslims of 

the town are largely divided into four broad categories viz. Nepali 

Muslims, Bihari Muslims, Bhote or Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri 

Muslims. Nepali and Bihari Muslims are the decedents of the Muslim 

migrants migrated from various districts of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. The 

Kashmiri Muslims are all from Indian state of Jammu & Kashmir and the 

Tibrtan Muslims are from Tibet. There are total 73 7 individuals under 

study and among them 382 are males and 355 are females and the sex 

ratio of the Muslims of Darjeeling is 929.31 females per 1000 males. 

Out of total 737 individuals 51.01 percent are married, 43.55 

percent are unmarried, 2.57 percent are widow, 2.03 percent are widower 

and only 0.81 percent divorced or separated. Divorce or separation is not 

a common practice found among the Muslims in Darjeeling. This is again 

against another stereotype that the frequency of talak or separation is 

high among the Muslims. Monogamy is the usual practice among the 

Muslim communities of Darjeeling town. 95.74 percent Muslims are 

practiced monogamy. Only 4.25 percent are found polygamous but all of 

them got married twice after the death of their first wife or husband. 

Negotiation marriage is the common practice among the Muslims though 

love marriage is also practiced among them. 86.17 percent are found 

married by negotiation and only 13.82 percent found married by love. 
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Among the Nepali Muslim families the prevalence of love marriage is 

better in comparison to other Muslim groups and this is because of their 

acculturation and marital alliance since historical past with the Nepali 

Hindus. 

The number of nuclear type families (54.30%) is high among the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town. Economic condition and scarcity of space for 

newly constructed rooms is no doubt the main reason for the increasing 

number of nuclear families. The popular myth of large sized families is 

not a reality in Darjeeling Muslim society as only 11.92 percent are big 

families which comprises 7-9 family members and 5.96 percent very big 

families where 10 and more that 10 number of members are found. 

There are only 9.02 percent illiterate found among the Muslims and 

the literacy rate is high as against the state and national level which is 

90.97 percent. Among the literates 2.79 percent population having 

without any standard of education. 10.54 percent population have 

primary education (class I-IV) that means they received elementary 

education from government recognized primary schools or educational 

institutions and here very significantly the females are much in percent 

in comparison to the males. There are 13.76 percent females and 8.13 

percent males who have primary education. 42.48 percent population has 

the education of middle standard (class V-VIII). There are only 6.82 

percent population having madrasa education and among the males they 

are 8.67 percent and 4.34 percent among the females. There are 12.09 

percent HS passed populations and among the males there are 13.82 

percent HS where as it is 9. 78 percent in case of females. There are total 

6.97 percent graduates and among the males it is 8.13 percent and 5.43 

percent among the females. There are only 1.08 percent professionals 

who either passed MBBS, Engineering, MCA/MBA or other professional 

carrier oriented courses. 
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The most common occupational pursuits of the Muslims in the 

town are medium or petty businesses. 44.53 percent of the studied 

populations are in the occupation of businesses like grocer shop, 

stationary goods shop, cloth vendor, and many other small scale 

businesses without any permanent roof and all of them are of Nepali and 

Bihari Muslims. The Nepali Muslims are the most degraded or backward 

in terms of economy and occupation among the Muslim communities of 

Darjeeling. The Bihari Muslims are considered as a trading community 

and all the small scale business petty trading are done by them. The 

repairing shops of watch and spectacles near the two sides of cart road at 

chack bazaar are all owned by Bihari Muslims. The Tibetan and Kashmiri 

Muslims are most well off among the Darjeeling Muslim society and they 

are engaged in hotel and other businesses of curio and handicrafts. The 

economic conditions of Nepali Muslims are the worse in comparison to 

other communities. 44.66 percent families of Nepali Muslims have a 

monthly income of Rs.2000-Rs.5000 which is not sufficient for their 

survival in a hill station like Darjeeling. And thus the community is 

considered a low income group. The Bihari Muslims considered a medium 

income group as there is no family whose monthly income is Rs.2000 and 

it's below. The Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim groups are considered as a 

high income group as all of these families monthly income starts from 

Rs.5000 to Rs.lOOOO and it's above. 

In case of indebtedness among the Muslim families only 18.53 

percent studied families have institutional loan and the main reason was 

only business. Almost all of these loans were sanctioned by the West 

Bengal Minority Development and Finance Corporation Ltd. In case of 

procedure adopted for treat1nent 74.17 percent families were adopted 

modern medicine or health care facilities for their ailment. 



CHAPTER- 4 

ECONOMIC ACTMTIES OF THE MUSLIMS 

4.1: Introduction 

Muslims in Darjeeling town, as in any other part, are far from 

homogenous, coming from different ethnic and national backgrounds 

with divergent attitudes and practices in their occupations. Muslims of 

the town represented some fundamental economic and cultural types.· 

And in due course of time these typified economy resulted into . 

formation of distinct Muslim ethnic groups. The ethnic groups are 

commonly called as ·caste or jat or biradari by them. In early days of 

the town Darjeeling i.e. of its urbanization, the need of marginal 

occupations viz. butcher, barber, cook, mechanic, petty business men, 

vegetable sellers etc. were required. The development of the town also 

required labours both skilled and unskilled. As Muslims are mainly 

self employed marginal entrepreneurs, took migration to Darjeeling 

since the very formation of the town. 

Since 1838 there was no permanent market place at Darjeeling. 

Only a weekly hatt was supplied the daily needs of the . people. Many . 

Muslim petty traders were then frequently participated at there with 

their shops. However, Dr. Campbell for the first time established a 

market at Darjeeling for the native traders. Dozey, a reputed early 

· historian on DarJ~eling acknowledged the fact that the native market 

was dominated by Kashmiri traders and Punjabi traders (might be 

from Peswar of present day Pakistan who were commonly called as 

Peswaris) of silk, skin, meat and dry fruit trade. 

The development of Darjeeling hill station as a new setting led 

to encourage the migration of many such crafts and occupations 

whose principle objective was to cater to the requirement of the elite, 

particularly of the ruling European classes and their native 
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companions. Specialization among the Muslim marginal occupational 

groups which is an important character of their economic activity 

helps them to create business monopoly in many industries viz. 

tailoring, bakery, repairing works, petty trading, curio items and etc. 

There were some specific places where these groups were found. Still 

some of them are in the same places. The present Darogabazar, which 

leads from the east of Chackbazar to Mount Pleasant road were 

dominated by the tailoring shops of Muslims and even today all the 

tailor masters and shop owners are Muslims. The repairing shops of 

watch, spectacles and household utensils: near two side of the road 

Chackbazar are owned by Muslims. Beef, Mutton and fish market was 

controlled by the Muslims yet some non Muslims are seen in the same 

occupations at present days. Although bakery industry at Darjeeling 

was initiated by the European entrepreneurs but the labour or master 

chef or karigar was always a Muslim. Even ·today there are some 

famous bakeries run by Muslim families since colonial times. Kashmiri 

Muslim families are all the tr·aders of curio items and valuable antic 

items. Their shops are seen at Mall, Chourasta, Ladenla road, Nehru 

road and etc. The famous Habib Mallick's shop at Mall is seen since 

1890. And the Tibetan Muslims, who took refugee shelter after 

Chinese occupation at Tibet, are all traders of cloth, shoe and hotel. 

The most striking feature of the Muslims in Darjeeling is self 

employment. Like other urban areas Muslims of the town are self 

employed in marginal enterprises. Besides a large number of them are 

employed as casual labourers in beef market, fish market and various 

shops. 

4.2: Major Economic Activities 

It is ubiquitous that the availability of employment and economy 

provides an individual and his family with purchasing power, enabling 

him to acquire subsistence as well as consumption goods to satisfy the 

basic needs, comfort and leisure. The most striking feature of the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town is the relatively high share of self 
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employment activity and wage labour. This is particularly a typical 

feature of urban Muslim inhabitants. Education has no doubt a 

progressive impact on occupation patter but the marginal people · 

always think about the positive return of education and non 

availability of employment may often results the withdraw from 

education. However, except some few government servants, the 

occupational activities of the Muslims of · Darjeeling town are 

categorized into three broad categories viz. 

Fig: 4.1 

Occupational Activities of the Muslim Groups 
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The Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim families are all businessmen 

and considered as a trading community. Kashmiris are all in the 

business of curio items and handicrafts. The Tibetan Muslims are in 

the businesses of cloth, shoe and hotels. Some Bihari and Nepali 

Muslim families have also big businesses or trading but their number 

is almost negligible. The category self employment includes self 

employed occupations of both established and marginal type. Except 

the Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslims, the majority of the Muslims of 

Darjeeling are in marginal type self employed business like grocer 

shop, tailor, utensils repairing shop, watch & spectacle repairing shop 

and meat supplier. They have· no worker or helper. They are the only 

man of their business. Category wage labour has two types one is 

regular waged labour means labourers who received regular salary or 

wage from their employer. Like helpers in various grocer shops, 
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various other shops or businesses. A good number of them are found 

in Darjeeling beef market. Casual waged labour means the category 

without any fixed or permanent appointment. They are usually 

unskilled workforce without any permanent work. 

The economic activity of the Muslims in Darjeeling is highly 

stratified on the basis of their ethnic and national background. 

Muslims migrated from Indian states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh are all 

self employed in marginal occupations or enterprises. Majority of the 

hybrid Nepali Muslims are engaged in beef and fish market of the 

town as wage labour or butcher. Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslims are all 

in the trade of curio items and hotel industries. However, a large 

number of these Muslim families were identified by their traditional 

occupations indeed some of them were already quit their generation 

wise occupation. But still most of the Muslim families are trying to 

survive through the economic activities of their forefathers. 

Occupational mobility is hardly happened as lack of employment 

scopes and education entails them or forced them to keep continue 

their businesses. 

Table: 4.1 
Major Economic Activities of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Occupations Nepali Muslini Bihari Muslim Tibetan Kashmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim 

Male Female Male· Femal Male Female Male Female 
e 

Butcher 25 - - - - - - - 25 
(20.49%) (9.76%) 

Business 34 1 36 1 25 1 16 - 114 
(27.86%) (11.11%) (54. 54%) (100%) (65.78%) (33.33%) (94.11%) (44.53%) 

Govt. service 10 1 1 - 1 . 2 - - 15 
(8.19%) (11.11%) (1.51%) (2.63%) (66.66%) (5.85%) 

Regular wage 29 6 9 - 2 - 1 - 47 

labour (23.77%) (66.66%) (13.63%) (5.26%) (5.88%) (18.35%) 

Casual wage 17 1 5 - - - - - 23 

Labour (13.93%) (11.11%) (7.57%) (8.98%) 

Tailor 4 - 10 - 1 - - 15 
(3.27%) (15.15%) (2.63%) (5.85%) 

Mechanic 3 - 5 - - - - - 8 

(watch& (2.45%) (7.57%) (3.12%) 

spects.) 
Hotel - - - - 9 - - - 9 

(23.68%) (3.51%) 

Total 122 9 66 1 38 3 17 0 256 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 
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Out of total sample population 34.73 percent are working and 

the rest 65.26 percent are dependent. The .category non working 

includes housewife, student and persons of minor and old age group. 

Out of total working population 9. 76 percent are butcher either in beef 

market or independent. All of them belong to Nepali Muslim category. 

The highest concentration is in business and mostly all of them are 

self employed of both established and marginal type. The percentage 

is very high among the Kashmiri, Tibetan and Bihari Muslim categories 

respectively. 94.11 percent among the Kashmiris are in businesses of 

curio and handicrafts. Only 5.8 percent out of total workforce are in 

government services. Here out of 15 total government servants, 10 are 

from Nepali Muslim families. There are 18.35 percent regular wage 

labours working mainly in beef market, fish market and various shops. 

And the percentage is high. among the Nepali Muslim families in 

compare to other Muslim groups. The tailors are also very few, total 

5.85 percent. And the number is large among the Bihari Muslim group 

which is 10 out of total 15 numbers. There are also some few 

mechanique basically self employed who repair watch and spectacles. 

All these repairing shops are in the two side of the road of · 

Chackbazar. There are total 9 hotels and all are operated and owned 

by Tibetan Muslims. 

4.2.1: Major Economic Activities of the Nepali Muslims 

The group Nepali Muslim is a conglomeration of diverse 

occupational categories or biraderies. From the present study it is to 

be curved out from the available data that majority of the Nepali 

Muslims are from Kureshi and Ansari biradery. Animal slaughter was 

the traditional occupation of the Kureshis and weaving of cloths was 

the traditional occupation of Ansaris. It is to be noted here that 

occupational specialization is not an inherent character in the 

principles of Islam. But during the course of time occupations remains 

hereditary as a particular group or family's sticks to a particular 

occupation generation after generation. At butcher basti, from the 
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name we can clearly understand that initially the Muslims butchers 

were the resident of that area, the majorities Muslims (total 37.7 %) of 

these groups are engaged in beef ·market or fish market either as a 

regular wage labour or casual wage labour. Table number 5.2 clearly 

showed the occupational specializations of the Nepali Muslims. 

However, the following diagram is showing the major concentration of 

occupations of the Nepali Muslim group. 

Table: 4.2 

Major Economic Activities of the Nepali Muslims 

Occupations Nepali Muslim 

Male Female Total 
Butcher 25 - 25 

(20.49%) (19.08%) 

Business 34 1 3~ 
(27.86%) (11.11%) (26.71%) 

Govt. service 10 1 11 
(8.19%) (11.11%) (8.39%) 

Regular wage labour 29 6 35 
(23.77%) (66.66%) (26. 71) 

Casual wage Labour 17 1 18 
(13.93%) (11.11%) (13.74%) 

Tailor 4 - 4 
(3.27%) (3.05%) 

Mechanic (watch & 3 - 3 
spects.) (2.45%) (2.29%) 

Total 122 9 131 
(93.12%) (6.87%) (100%) 

Out of total 362 Nepali Muslim persons only 131 persons have 

the above said occupational activities. And among these 131 persons, 

93.12 percent are male and 6.87 percent are female. Economic 

participation out side the households among the females are restricted 

by the elderly males which is the major reason behind the low 

percentage of females in earning activities. The majorities of these 

Muslims have the occupation of animal slaughter, small scale business 

and wage labour. These occupations are be:ing practiced generation 
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after generation and the family members do not have idea as how their 

ancestors got involved in these occupations by which they are 

identified with. Very few among the Muslims abandoned their 

traditional occupation. There are 2 5 botcher and all are working in the 

beef market of Darjeeling town near old taxi stand. There are 35 

persons engaged in business activities and out of them only one is 

female. The businesses are all small scale in type and are found in 

chackbazar and butcher basti. Only 11 persons are in government 

services and out of 11 only one, is female. There are 3 5 wage labour 

and out of them 6 are female. There are only 4 tailor and 3 mechanic 

found to be available in occupations. 

4.2.1.1: Business or Trading 

Though the percentage of business is around 2 7 percent but 

majorities of the Nepali Muslims are fall in the category of self 

employment rather business or trading as their economic activities are 

small scale marginal type where both the investment and return is 

nominal and uncertain. However, only two families among them are 

found to be suitable for the category business or trading as their 

business is expended through out the three hill subdivisions of 

Darjeeling district. They are mainly general suppliers along with some 

other business activities where they invest a large number of money 

and 2-5 wage labour of both regular and casual are working. 

4.2.1.2: Self Employment 

The category business is synonymous as self employment for 

the Nepali Muslims. A good number of Nepali Muslims are in the 
', 

reliance of self employment or self trade. It is an established fact that 

the Muslims are interested in such type of small scale marginal 

occupational activity since history past. However, they are mainly in 

· small scale self trade of woolen garments, Utensils repairing (shan 

wala), mechanic, grocer and etc where no helper or jogari is required. 

Often they don't need any type of permanent accommodation for their 
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businesses. A good number of them are suppliers of meat and 

garments to various educational institutions of Darjeeling and its 

adjoining towns or villages. Basically these occupational 

specializations only helped then in subsistence and in fact 

occupational mobility is almost impossible due to meager surplus for 

extension of business. Society often creates barrier in search for a new . 

occupation where occupations of parents directly passed on to their 

children. However, by being a member of a specific occupation they 

holds an occupational identity along with their other identities such as 

regional, caste or jati, linguistic, etc. 

4.2.1.3: Wage Labour and Others 

Among the Nepali Muslim families a good number of them are in 

the occupation of wage labour either in a regular or casual basis. There 

are altogether 37.7 percent wage labours among the working 

population of this group. And the percentage of regular wage labour is 

much which is 23.77 percent. These labours are found in either beef 

market or fish market and various shops and restaurants. 

Fig: 4.2 
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Regular wage labours means who received daily or monthly 

wage for their work from their employee. And the casual wage labour 

means who received money or work irregularly. Due to lack of access 

of regular work the Muslims youths of this group tend to join as 

labour in either beef market or fish market and shops. These are 
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specific industries for them since their early generation. Though the 

level of literacy is quite satisfactory yet they opt for work as labour 

because of unemployment and economic vulnerability. 

The regular supply of flesh to the· dwellers of Darjeeling was 

supplied by the Muslims from the very formation of the town. Even 

today the flesh of cow and goat is monopolized by the Muslims in 

Darjeeling urban or semi urban areas. The beef market at Darjeeling 

near old motor stand was built by Darjeeling Municipality 

approximately during the last decade of the last century. But the 

market was then wholly built of wood and thatched by tin. However, 

the present brick building was built before independence by the . 

municipality which continues to serve its purpose till date. Recently 

the whole market is being upgraded into a two storied big modern 

market complex by Darjeeling.Municipality where the beef market is in 

the down stairs of the building. There are total 26 stalls for selling 

only beef in the market and these entire stall owners are from Nepali 

Muslim groups of Kureshi brethren except of three stalls which are 

belongs to Nepali Sarki caste groups. Among these 26 stalls 14 are 

under the roof of a same building and rest 12 along with 4 Nepali · 

caste Hindu stall outside of the building. Each stall has three persons 

and their division of labour is one man as a flesh seller and 2 men as 

chopper. The seller is appointed by the stall owner as dally wage basis 

and earns Rs.60 in a day. The rest two men earn Rs.S per kg from the 

buyers for chopping flesh (kima). If he chop 5 kg kima in a day, he will 

earn (5x5 = Rs.25) in a day. 

l 
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Fig: 4.3 
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Cow is not slaughtered in the beef market. Since colonial times 

the slaughter is done in the slaughter house at below Butcher basti. It 

is a brick built two storied building. Cow and goat is slaughtered here. 

The main butcher, who slaughtered the cow as per Islamic rule or 

halal-jabai, is a Muslim. Besides all the workers and carriers are 

belongs to Sarki, Sherpa and Thami caste of Nepali caste Hindu 

groups. Every day the slaughter house is opened from 6.30 to 8.00 am. 

And the cow and goat is sacrificed during the time. A man from 

Kureshi brethren slaughter all the animals and earn Rs.1 0 per cow and 

Rs.5 per goat. Every day approximately 15-20 cows and 15-16 goats 

are slaughtered. Generally all the cow and goat are supplied from . 

Nepal and the stall owners pay tax to the municipality for using the 

slaughter house. 

Goat meat or mutton is sold in another place which is just 

opposite to present. beef market and also very old as like the beef 

market. Presently only a few seller are Muslim. The present day fish 

market building is established in the year 1936 by the Municipality but 

the market is also very old as like the beef market. Some Muslims are 

also working there as regular wage labour and some are as stall owner. 

4.2.2: Major Economic Activities of the Bihari Muslims 

Bihari Muslim Group is a trading community lil<e other Bihari 

Hindu families in Darjeeling town. A large number of them are 

engaged in various business activities like stationary goods, grocery . 

items, bakery, order supply and etc. And the rest are engaged in 

various self trade or· employment lil<e tailor and mechanic. This group 

has a great necessity in the daily life of Darjeeling town as their 

specialized services are necessary for urban life. The term Bihari 

Muslim is an umbrella term where diverse occupational groups are 

accommodated. They are lmown for their specialized skills which is 

the only capital for their self employment. 
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Table: 4.3 
Major Economic Activities of the Bihari Muslims 

Occupations Bihari Muslim 
Male Female Total 

Business 36 1 37 
(54.54%) (100%) (55.22%) 

Govt. service 1 - 1 
(1.51%) (1.49%) 

Regular wage labour 9 - 9 
(13.63%) (13.43%) 

Casual wage Labour 5 - 5 
(7.57%) (7.46%) 

Tailor 10 - 10 
(15.15%) (14.92%) 

Mechanic (watch & 5 - 5 

spects.) (7.57%) (7.46%) 

Total 66 1 67 

(98.5%) (1.49%) (100%) 

4.2.2.1: Business 

Basically they are well to do section of Muslim society of 

Darjeeling. If you go through the cart road near Chackbazar, the shops 

located two sides of the road are all previously owned by Muslims. 

Even now, majority of the shop owners are Bihari Muslims. Shops like 

utensils of steel and brass are all owned by Muslims from Moradabad 

of Uttar Pradesh though they are known as Bihari Muslims. These are 

all very old famous shops. Majority of these shops are erected during 

the early part of last century. However, some are established after the 

independence. 

Though the bakery industry was initially initiated by the · 

Europeans but the labours were all Muslims by faith. Later some 

Muslims from Patna, Bihar came here and established bakery for the 

preparation of bread and cal<e. Initially they prepare only bread but 

gradually they started to prepare cal<e and other sweet confectionary 

items. Hazi H.S. Gura Mia was one of the pioneers in balzery industry 

among the Indians of Darjeeling town. He came to the town in the 
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early days of twentieth century and established his bakery in the year 

1928. The factory was at the butcher basti, but the sells counter was in 

Chackbazar. Initially he only supplied the bread and confectionary 

items to the government offices and educational institutions. But later 

he opened the sells counter. He was the most famous confectioner in 

his days and published pamphlets of his items in Christmas days 

which were circulated to the offices and dwellers. But after his death 

his business was broken into two halves among his wife's brother as 

he had no successor. However, still a bakery shop namedH.S. Gura Mia · 

& Sons is selling bakery items near old taxi stand of Chackbazar. 

Hazi Nurul Huda and Samsul Huda jointly established the 

famous Walls Bakery in the year 1947. Since then Walls is a popular 

name in the peoples mind. Originally they were from Patna and well 

experienced in bal<ery business. Since its establishment Walls make 

challenges to the Glanarese which is a. European controlled shop 

initially. If you got to Darjeeling town, you will find so many outlets of 

Walls but named as Old Walls and New Walls. Actually the business is 

now divided because of familial problems. Presently the Old Walls is 

controlled by Sahid Kamal and his brothers and the New Walls is by 

the sons of Hazi Nurul Huda. 

4.2.2.2: Self Employment 

It is earlier told that this Muslim group is of diverse 

occupational backgrounds and mostly engaged in generation wise 

occupations where search for a new occupation is considered 

improper. Traditionally, they have been associated with artisan, 

mechanical and tool work. There are tailors, hazam (barber), dhunia . 

(cotton carder), and mechanics or repairs of various objects. Tailoring 

is a common occupation of self employment among them. These 

tailors are famous in Darjeeling. Even some of them are very famous 

and our British top officials used to make their cloths in these shops. 

Hazi Sekh Samsuddin was one of them who was popularly know as 
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Samsu tailor. Still the shop is present in chourasta which is run by his 

son Sekh NizamUddin. There are also some other tailors and tailoring 

shops mostly concentrated in Darogabazar which is near to ]ama 

masjid. 

Mechanics or a repair of various objects is a popular occupation 

among them. The two sides of the present Cart Road near Chackbazar 

is dominated by the shops of watch and spectacle repairs. The shops 

are all in rented and the owners have no helper or assistant for their 

work They are the most skilled artisan for watch and spectacles. The 

household utensil repairing shops are also found near these shops. 

Hazam or hair cutting is a caste based occupation where a 

particular zaat or birathery is responsible for such work Though there 

are Hindu hazam or barbers at the town, but the Muslim hazam are 

most popular in hair cutting. They are basically migrated from Chapra 

of Bihar but only a few are permanently settled in the town. 

4.2.2.3: Wage Labour and Others 

A small number of the members of this group are working as 

wage labour in various sectors. Altogether more than 20 percent are 

wage labour of both the regular and casual types. The regular wage 

labours are mostly skilled and working as helper or jogari in various 

shops of tailoring and beef stall where they earned a fixed amount of 

money either weeldy or monthly. Where as, the casual labours are 

mostly unskilled and working in various shops, hotels, houses, beef 

and fish market as porter and earned money at per their work in daily 

basis. The casual wage labours are often working iii others farm 

enterprises and getting in return salary or wages for their labour on 

time basis and not on the basis of daily. 

4.2.3: Major Economic Activities of the Tibetan Muslims 

The Tibetan Muslims in Darjeeling are primarily a small trading 

community who migrated from Tibet during the early sixties of 

twentieth century as of the Chinese occupation there. They were 
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treated as 'Ornaments of Lashs' as because of their specialized . 

business activities. However, their numbers of families are very small 

in Darjeeling town. Traditionally all the Tibetan Muslim families are 

from the trader and merchant background. Almost all the families 

have business here. But some few members of them are in services. As 

all of the families were come from Tibet after Chinese occupation, they 

received some compensation· from the Indian Government to settle 

trade and businesses because of their Indian ancestry. There are only 

26 Tibetan Muslim families in the town and all these families major 

earning source is business. 

Table: 4.4 

Major Economic Activities of the Tibetan Muslims 

Occupations Tibetan Muslim 

Male Female Total 
Business 25 1 26 

(65.78%) (3 3.33%) (63.41%) 
Govt. service 1 2 3 

(2.63%) (66.66%) (7.31%) 
Regular wage labour 2 - 2 

(5.26%) (4.87%) 
Tailor 1 - 1 

(2.63%) (2.43%) 
Hotel 9 - 9 

(2 3.68%) (21.95%) 
Total 38 3 41 

(92.68%) (7.31%) (100%) 

Among them 26 (around 64 percent) are busin~ssmen. They 

have a business of cloth and other materials. Some of their shops are 

in Mahakal Market near Darjeeling GPO and some are in chourasta. 

There are only 3 government service men and woman. There are only 2 

wage labour among them who are basically helpers in shops and . 

received wage regularly. There are 9 hotels owned by Tibetan Muslim 

families. · All these hotels are quite big and popular tourist's 

destination. The famous Society Hotel of Darjeeling is also owned by a . 

Tibetan Muslim family. 
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4.2.4: Major Economic Activities of the Kashmiri Muslims 

Kashmiri Muslims are a very small but powerful Muslim group 

in the Darjeeling town. Their traditional occupation was selling 

kashmiri sawls, handicrafts, gems, woolen garments and curio items. 

Almost all the curio shops around the Darjeeling mall are owned by 

the Kashmiri families. The famous Habib Mallik curio shop at the mall · 

is also owned by a kashmiri family and it was the first curio shop at 

the town. Habib Mallik himself was the first kashmiri who set a curio 

shop during the 1890. Except the Habib Mallik's family, all other 

kashmiri families are close relative to each other. Since 1880s the 

Kashmiris used to visit Darjeeling for busiriess purpose. 

During the late fifties of seventeenth century Darjeeling was 

abruptly changed into an affluent urban centre as of its colonial . 

importance. Businessmen from various corners of the country set their 

business. Kashmiri Muslim families were traditionally a trading 

community. They are a mobile community and seen almost all corners 

of the country during the winter season to sell door to door woolen 

garments and handicrafts particularly pashmina and shawl. But in 

Darjeeling town the monopoly of this busmess was gradually hijacked 

by the Tibetans or Bhutias as they also sell their woolen handicraft 

items by hacking. At present the Kashmiris only confined themselves 

in selling curio items to the tourists. Some very old Kashmiri families 

of the town confirmed that during 1880, a considerable kashmiri 

businessmen came the town as of its commercial importance and 

started their business by hacking. After the establishment of Zudge 

Bazar which was dominated by the Muslim traders, a number of . 

kashmiri businessmen also opened shops there. But these shops were 

basically sold the kashmiri shawls and other pashmina items. It was 

late Habib Mallik who established a curio shop at Zudge bazaar in the 

year 1890. He sold kashmiri handicrafts, pashmina, traditional masks 

and gems. During that time the Muslim shops were around the Zudge 

bazaar. Later when the chourasta was prepared the Habib Mallik's 
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shop was transferred to there and later shifted to the famous mall 

where still it standing. Aim·ost all the families are of Butt lineage 

except the late Habib Mallik's family. 

Table: 4.5 

Major Occupations of the Kashmiri Muslims 

Occupations Kashmiri Muslim 
Male Female Total 

Business 16 - 16 
(94.11%) (94.11%) 

Regular wage labour 1 - 1 
(5.88%) (5.88%) 

Total 17 0 17 
(100%) (100%) 

Previously there were 5 curio shops owned by the Kashmiri Muslims 

and the famous Habib Mallick's shop is the first but at present there 

are 8 Kashmiri Curio and Handicraft shops in Darjeeling town. The 

name and address of these shops are given below -

Table: 4. 6 

Curio Shops owned by Kashmiris and their Location in Darjeeling 

Town 

Shops Name Area or Locality 
Old Shops 
Habib Mallick Chourasta (Mall) 
Art Emporium Laden La Road 
Asian Art Palace Nehru Road 
Jolly Art Chourasta 
Arts Craft Chourasta 
New Shops 
Jewel Box Laden La Road 
Sikkim Art Palace Gandhi Road 
Kashmir Art Gallery Laden La Road 

4.3: Economic Status and Economic Condition of the 
Muslim Groups 
The economic condition of the Muslims .of Darjeeling town has 

shown a dismal picture though all the Muslim communities have some 

superficial similarities among- themselves. This is because of the. fact 
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of their ethnic and occupational diversity and the contemporary 

historicity of their socio-economic backwardness. Muslims in 

Darjeeling are therefore, known as indefatigable workers and keen 

businessmen. They are mostly in small scale marginal occupations 

except some well to do Bihari, Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslim families. 

Their economic structure is more or less superficially similar with the 

rest of the Muslims of India and the occurrences of working and 

dependent population among themselves ·have a high gap. However, 

their education status is satisfactory as against of National and state 

level which is 90.97 percent but the level of education is not 

satisfactory or favourable to get medium and high cadre government 

jobs. Hence, there are only 5.85 percent population engaged in 

government services and except some few all are in third grade job 

responsibilities. 

The earning status of the Muslims of Darjeeling town has show a 

very large gap as the percentage of dependent population is big. There 

are total 65.26 percent dependent population where as the earning 

population is only 34.73 percent. And among this total earner 

population, 3 2 percent are in the category of earner dependent i.e. this 

3 2 percent population are dependent to their familial income for their 

survival which indicates either they are casual labour or engaged in . 

marginal services or service women. Here, it is usual that the 

dependent population is large in case of women which are total 46.40 

percent and the male dependent is 18.86 percent. 

However, table 3.17 and Figure 3.14 of the Chapter 3 

demonstrated the community wise total earning status of the Muslim 

in a comparative basis. Here it is clearly shown the earner and 

dependent scenario of the Muslim population. In most of the cases the 

earner dependents spend their whole earning exclusively for the 

benefit of their families. Most of the cases the earnings of the head of 

the family hardly cater to the basic needs as the dependents in their 
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families are large. The total Dependency ration of the Muslims of 

Darjeeling town is 39.05. 

Table: 4.7 

Dependency Ration of the Muslim Groups 

Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
39.23 38.50 53.93 10 

Table 5.7 is showing the dependency ration of the Muslim 

groups of Darjeeling town. The ration is calculated by the sum of 

population below 15 years and population above 60 years and then 

divided by population between 15 yeats and 60 years which is 

multiplied by 100. It is a fact that the females are mostly dependent, · 

yet a very few females are earner but dependent to the principal 

earnings of their families as their earnings hardly enough to provide . 

the basic needs. 

The Muslims of Darjeeling town are belongs to very crudely in 

the category of low to moderate income range. As of their 

marginalization their income hardly increased to the level of high 

group although small portions among them are in the high earning 

groups. 

Table: 4.8 

Income wise distribution of households/Faniilies 

Monthly Number of Households/Families Total 
Income Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Ranges Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
< Rs.2000 7 - - - 7 

(9.33%) (4.63%) 
Rs.2001- 3S 1S - - so 
Rs.5000 (46.66%) (36.4 7%) (33.11%) 
Rs.S001- 11 8 4 - 23 
Rs.8000 (14.66%) (21.05%) (15.38%) (15.23%) 
Rs.8001- 11 7 1 2 21 
Rs.10000 (14.66%) (18.42%) (3.84%) (16.66%) (13.90%) 
> Rs.10001 11 8 21 10 so 

(14.66%) (21.05%) (80. 76%) (83.33%) (33.11%) 
Total 75 38 26 12 1S1 

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 
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Majority of them belongs to the category of wage labour (see table 6.1) 

and the rest are in small scale marginal business activities. Except 

some few families almost all the families have some members in the 

occupation of wage labour. In the table 6.5 out of total 151 families 

only 4.63 percent have a monthly income of Rs.2000/- or below and all 

these families are in Nepali Muslim group. There are 33.11 percent 

families who have a monthly income ranging between Rs.2001 -

Rs. 5000. And the largest numbers of families of Nepali Muslim 

families are in this income group which is 46.66 percent. The majority 

of Bihari Muslim families are also in this income group which is 36.4 7 

percent. There are total 15.23 percent families who are in the income 

range between Rs.5001-Rs.8000 and the percentage of this income 

within the Muslim groups are 14.66 percent among the Nepali Muslim 

families, 21.05 percent are Bihari Muslim families and 15.38 percent 

are Tibetan Muslim families. The percentage of the income range 

Rs.8001-Rs.10000 is also shows a low frequency and the families are 

all belongs to moderate income range of business activities. Most of 

the Kashmiris and Tibetan Muslim families are in the high income 

range which is 83.33 percent and 80.76 percent respectively. 

Fig: 4.4A 

Bar Diagram Show ing lncorre wise Distribution of the Famlies 
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Fig: 4.4B 

Bar Diagram Showing Income wis e Dis tr ibutio n o f the Families 
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The bar diagram clearly shows the income wise distribution of the 

Muslim families. The highest concentration of the Nepali Muslims is in 

the range between Rs.2001 -Rs.5000 and considered as a low income 

group. Where as the Bihari Muslim is considered as a moderate income 

group. And lastly the Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim families are 

considered as high income group which is more that Rs.10001 in a 

month. 

However, the last month expenditure details of the total 151 

families reveals that though there are 33.11 percent families earns 

Rs.2001 -Rs.5000 but majority of their expenditure falls in the range 

between Rs.2001 -Rs.5000. It means their earning and expenditure is 

same and for this there is no surplus money to the families. 

Table: 4.9 
Distribution of Households/Families on the basis of last monthly 

expenditure 
Monthly Number of Households/Families Total 
Expenditure Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Ranges Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
< Rs.2000 5 - - - 5 

(6.66%) (3.3 1%) 
Rs.2001 - 43 19 3 - 65 
Rs.5000 (57.33%) (50%) (11.53%) (-! 3.04%) 
Rs.5001 - 19 11 12 l 43 
Rs.8000 (25 .33%) (28.94%) (46.15) (8.3 3%) (28.47%) 
Rs.800l- 3 3 5 1 12 
Rs.10000 (4%) (7.89%) (19.23) (8. 33%) (7.94%) 
> Rs. 10001 5 5 6 10 26 

(6.66%) (13 .15%) (23 .07%) (83.33%) (1 7.2 1%) 
Total 75 38 26 12 15 1 

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 
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Among the Nepali Muslims only 6.66 percent families 

expenditure falls in the range of Rs. 2000 and below. There is no Bihari, 

Tibetan and Kashmiri family in this group. After that the second 

largest range of expenditure among Nepali Muslims is 2 5.33 percent. 

Only 4 percent Nepali Muslim families expenditure falls in the range of 

Rs.8001-Rs.l0000. Where as among the Kashmiris it is 83.33 percent 

which also indicates that these Kashmiri families are most affluent 

among the Muslims of Darjeeling town. 

Fig: 4.5A 

Bar Diagram Showing Last M:>nthly Expenditure of the Famlies 
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The bar diagram clearly shows the community wise monthly 

expenditure of the studied families. The minimum range of 

expenditure is only present among some Nepali families and there are 

no other community members. Their economic condition is the worse 
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among themselves but they don't have any BPL cards or other extra 

facilities provided by government. 

4.4: Findings 

It is to be said that The Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya are a 

mosaic of diverse ethnic groups and the 'Muslim Society' is made up of 

various elements drawn from diverse origins. Their social diversity is 

perhaps the most powerful manifestation of their economic structure. 

The occupational activities of .the Muslims· of Darjeeling are categories 

into three broad categories viz. business or trading, self employment 

and wage labour. The businesses are all small scale marginal type 

except Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim families along with few Bihari 

Muslim families. The majorities of Nepali Muslims are in the 

occupation of self employment and wage labour in beef or fish market. 

They are the most marginal section among the Muslim community in 

Darjeeling town. Their economic condition is considered them as a low 
·, 

income group. The next Bihari Muslims are in small scale petty 

business activities of self employed category. Majority of them have 

grocer shops, utensil shops tailoring shops and repair shops. Small 

portions have some large and expended businesses of order supply 

and building construction. They are considered as an economically 

moderate group although some wage labours also found among 

themselves. The Tibetan Muslims are : considered as a trading 

community as traditionally they are all businessmen from present 

Tibet (after the Chinese occupation there). In the town they have 

hotels, cloth shops and shoe shops. Economically they are considered 

as a high income group. The small Kashmiri Muslims ·are all in the 

business of curio and handicrafts. Actually, they are the sellers of 

precious ancient items and handicrafts of Tibet and Kashmir. They are 

economically well off and considered as high income group. However, 

it can thus be said that the occupational cUversification of the Muslims 

of Darjeeling town is the only reason of social assimilation iii broader 

sense. 



CHAPTER- ·s 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION . 
OF THE MUSLIMS 

5.1: Introduction 

Indian Muslims shows a very distinctive character in their social 

structure and organization as they bear the traits of both the Islamic 

great tradition as well as the local or little traditions of the places in 

which they live in. The organizational structure of the Muslim society 

is supposed to be guided by the sources of Quran, Hadith and the 

interpretation of both the Quran and Hadith by some early 

theologians. Besides these three Ijm.a or· consensus of the um.m.ah · 

(community) and Qiyas or analogical reasoning are another two 

important sources though these two has less universal acceptance by 

the Muslims (Siddiqui, 19 7 4). The concept of society in Islam is based 

on equality. The basic principles of its structure are basically 

egalitarian. The ultimate guide of the Muslims, the Quran do not allow . 
·, 

any kind of inequality or hierarchy in its social order. During the early 

period of its four rightly guided caliphates, the real practice of 

egalitarian social order was. existed. But soon the structural and 

organizational egalitarianism gradually disappeared due to the 

process of acculturation in the course of its later expansion and came 

virtually to an end. However, society in India is structured on the 

principles of inequality. There are so many sects and segments among 

the Indian Muslims. The social structure is primarily based on caste, as 

the Hindus are the dominant social or religious group. And the 

structural basis of Hinduism is caste (Srinivas, 1972). Islam, in this 
·, 

complex framework of social structure accepts caste, as most of the 

Indian Muslims are the indigenous converts of their respective 

localities (Mendelbum, 1970). In most of the parts of India, the Muslim 
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society is characterized on the basis of some occup~tion specific 

endogamous jatis or zaat or biratharies. 

Darjeeling, the small mountain town is multiethnic in its 

. character and the Muslims are a minority group both in their religion 

and numerical strength. The Nepali speaking H:indus are the dominant 

communities both in socio-economic and political sphere. The 

available historical facts revealed that the Muslims migrated this 

mountain town from elsewhere India and· outside India with their 

specific occupations to serve the imperial administrators and their 

native associates since its initiation as a sanatorium and later summer 

capital. The Muslim groups of the town exhibit diverse .. regional and 

ethnic variations. All the Muslim groups of the town are of Sunni in 

their faith. Previously there were some Shia Muslim families; They 

were in of various administrative posts of · the then British 

governments. Some of them after retirement made shelters but not 

permanently settled down in the town. After the partition of India all 

these Shia families either went to Lucknow or in East Pakistan or 

present day Bangladesh. Presently all the Muslims in Darjeeling town 

belong to Sunni sect and are of Hanafi school (Mojahabs). There are 

two broad theological schools among these Sunni Muslims - Berelvi 

and Deobandi. Most of the cases in my field situation these two 
' 

schools exhibits the characters of endogamous groups but not as rigid 

as among the Muslims in elsewhere India. Again these groups 

stratified on the basis of their specific occupations or jati 

·characteristics. However, this is the rough sketch of the social 

structure of the Muslims of Darjeeling town. In the following lines, I. 

am discussing elaborately the various sects, sub sects and also the 

various regional varieties and jati or zaat or biratheries. 

5.2: Segments of Muslim Society 

The Indian Muslims has two major sects - the Shia's and the 

Sunnis. The Sunnis comprises 90 percent of the Iridian Muslim 

population and believes to be more traditional. The word "Sunni" 
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derived from the Arabic word "Sunnah", which means customary · 

practices or oral traditions (Hadiths) of prophet Mohammad. Quran 

and Hadiths is the main pillar of Sunni doctrine. They believe that the 

Caliph should always be elected not by heredity and the first four 

caliphs were the equitable successors to prophet Mohammad. The 

Sunnis are of four theological schools . or Mojahabs as per their 

· adherence of Shariat laws. These are Hanafi, Shafei, Malaki and 

Hambali. The majority of the Indian Muslims are of Hanafi School. The. 

Shia's are very small in their numerical strength and believes to be 

more orthodox. The word Shia is the short phrase of Shiat Ali, 

meaning the followers of Ali, Mohammad's cousin and son-in-law. 

They believe that only the decedents of Mohammad, who are termed 

as Imam, have the customary spiritual and political right to rule over 

the community. And Ali was the first Imam as he was the rightful 

successor of Prophet Mohammad. 

5.2.1: Units Based on Sects and Sub-Sects 

In Darjeeling town, the Muslim populations are all Ahl-e-Sunnat

wal-jamat or Sunni in their faith and devoted to Hanafi School. The 

Mojahab Hanafi is the oldest in comparison to other three. In eight 

century Iraq, Abu Hanifa founded the school in Kufa. The Hanafites 

emphasized more reasoning in their daily life. Irrespective of their 

regional and occupational variations, the Sunni Muslims of the town 

are well organized. The Sunni Hanafites of Darjeeling are more 
., 

traditional in their custom and assimilated in to the greater Muslim 

society of the country with their acculturated little traditions. 

There is no Shia family presently in the town. Some age old 

informants informed me that there were a few Shia families residing 

the town before partition. Most of these families were of government 

service holders. Some of these families had built shelters but not 

reside permanently as most of them were in transferable job. During 

that time there was no disharmony between these two sects though 

the Sunnis were always the dominant sects. Economically these 
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families were sounder and lived in a relative isolation. However, during 

the partition period almost all the Shia families migrated to Lucknow 

or in East Pakistan (present day Bangladesh). In present day scenario 

some Shia businessmen quit frequently visit the hill town but they are 

not a permanent resident of Darjeeling. 

However, the Sunni Muslims of Darjeeling town has two main 

sub-sects - the Berelvis and the Deobandis. Barelvis and Deobandis are 

the two major groups of Muslims in the Subcontinent apart from the 

. Shia. The differences between these sects can be difficult to 

understand. For the Barelvis, the holy Prophet is a superhuman figure 

whose presence is all around at all times; he is hazir (present); he is 

not bashar (material or flesh) but noor (light). The Deobandis, who also 

idolize the Prophet, argue he was the insan-i~kamil, the perfect person, 

but still only a man, a mortal. However, in Darjeeling most of the 

Muslims are of Berelvi except the Tibetan, who do not consider 

themselves bound by any particular school of law. The proselytized 

Nepali families were also adhere the Berelvi thoughts. 

5.2.1.1: Berelvi 

The term Berelvi is derived from the school of theology at Bareli 

of Uttar Pradesh. It is a movement of Sunni Muslims originated in the 

Indian soil. The movement was started by the writings of Ahmad Reza 

Khan (1856-1921) of Barelito promote the distinctive Islamic practices 

of the Indian Muslims, which is deeply influenced by Sufism. Despite 

his physical death, the Berelvis believe that prophet is made out of 

noor (light), and can be present at all places and at all times with the . 
' 

will of Allah. They see the Muhammad as more than a man, a part of 

the divine light of Allah. He is human but not like other humans. Allah 

has given him the ability to see the whole of Creation. This is called 

· being "nazir'' ("witnessing"). Allah has also given him the ability to go 

physically and spiritually to anywhere in the Created Universes which 

is meant by "hazir" (present). This doctrine gives rise to a form of 

Islam that provides a space for holy men and esoteric practices and 
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graves appear to be often more ornate ·than those found within 

· Deobandi communities. The Berelvis accept the socio-religious 

conditions of their previous generations without much criticism. They 

consider the baiat or client ship of pir is essential. They cmidone the 

presence of little traditions ~thin their socio-religious life and 

consider the Sufi. aulias or pirs as mediator and do the needful on · 

behalf of the living. 

5.2.1.2: Deobandi 

Deobandi is also a movement which b.egan at the school of 

theology at Deoband in the Saharanpur district in Uttar Pradesh. The 

school was established in the year 1866 by some notable Muslim 

theologists. Darul Ulum Deoband is one such madras a from where the 

movement initiates. Since 1920s, the movement was spread over the· 

whole of Indian sub continent as Tablighi ]amaat movement. The 

objective of this Tablighi ]amaat movement is to purify the Sunni 

Hanifi.tes from a number of customs and practices which do not have 

sanctioned from Quran. The Deobandis believe that little traditional 

elements of the Indian Muslims have no such relevance and are 
·. 

required to be abandoned. The Deobandi interpretation holds that a 

Muslim's first loyalty is to his religion. That is why they have long 

sought to purify Islam by discarding supposedly uri-Islamic accretions 

·to the faith and reemphasizing the models established in the Koran 

and the customary practices of the Prophet Mohammed. 

Table: 5.1 

Sunni Sect and Sub-sect among the Muslim Groups 

Category Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kasbmiri Total 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

Berelvi 59 25 - 1 85 
(78.66%) (65.78%) (8.33%) ·. (56.29%) 

Deobandi 4 10 2 1 17 
(5.33%) (26.31%) (7.69%) (8.33%) (11.25%) 

Not 12 3 24 10 49 
Specified (16%) (7.89%) (92.30%) (83.33%) (32.45%) 

. Total 75 38 26 12 151 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 
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Fig: 5.1 

Sunni Sub-sect among the Muslims 
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But the situation is slightly different in Darjeeling. The Berelvis 

are the dominant sect in the town. And the missionary activities of the 

Berelvis by the Dawat-E-Islami or the green turban group are more 

dominant. They preached a small number of Nepali speaking people 

into Islam. They are still continuing their job. Only a few numbers of 

economically elite Muslim families are Deobandi. Mostly the marginal 

occupational groups are the followers of Berelvi thought. The Nepali 

Muslims of low income categories particularly the Qureshi's and 

Ansari's are the followers of Berelvi sect. There is a notion among the 

Berelvis and Deobandis to claim superiority over each other. But this 

notion of superiority is much more seen among the Deobandi 

followers of the town but not much rigid like the other parts of India. 

Whenever, I asked them about the adherence of this two theological 

school, almost majority of they certainly replied that they have no 

such sect or sub sect. They are only the Muslim. Mostly the elite 

families replied that they are Deobandis. But pirs are accepted among 

them. The Deobandis claim higher rank for their involvement in the 

holy work of purifying the life through Islamisation of life activities. 

The Berelvis do not take into account the above notion of the 

Deobandis, as they are of opinion that the interest of the latter is only 

to propagate the theological aspects Islam to the masses and has 

nothing to say about the problems of practical life of the Muslims. 
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5.2.2: Units Based on Spiritual and Khanquah Order 

Believe in spiritualism or tariquat is a usual phenomenon among 

the Muslims of Darjeeling town on the basis of which the community 

is again segmented into various silsila orders. The spiritual specialists, 

who are known as pir, have a great role in binding their disciples to a 

united brotherhood irrespective of their ]at and class status though 

only the Berelvis are the followers of the pir as mureed. But the unique 

thing among the Darjeeling Muslims is that the Deobandis of the town 

also tolerate to this spiritualism and pry respect to all the silsila 

orders. On account of the belief in supernatural power and hereditary 

character of the pir, the people have a wholehearted respect for the pir 
·, 

and also to his family members. The places where the pir cultivate 

their spiritual practices are termed as Khanquah. Each pir has its 

respective process of spiritual practices and teaching named as Silsila. 

· The necessity of such spiritual guidance is however, accepted among 

all the Muslims with a highest degree among the Sunni Berelvis. The . 

Nepali and Bihari Muslim groups have a highest degree of devotion to 

tariquat. The Kashmiri Muslim. families are Deobandi, yet agree the 

necessity of spiritualism. However, the Tibetan Muslims do no accept 

any affiliation to pir or silsila. 

Table: 5.2 
Affiliation to pir or Silsila Order among the Muslim Groups 

Silsila Order Nepali Bihari Kashm.iri Total 
Muslim Muslim .Muslim 

Chistia/Chisti 22 24 1 47 
(37.28%) (96%) (100%) (5 5.29%) 

Attariya/ Attari 3 - - 3 
(5.08%) (3.52%) 

Asrafia - 1 - 1 
(4%) (1.17%) 

Nuriya/Nuri 1 - - 1 
(1.69%) (1.17%) 

No affiliation 33 - - 33 
(55.93%) (38.82%) 

Total· 59 25 1 85 
(69.41%) (29.41%) (1.17%) (100%) 

(Total numbers of Berelvi families are 85. Tibetan Muslim families .. are excluded) 
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Fig: 5.2 
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A very few number of silsila orders are found among these 

Muslims and among them a considerable number are not directly 

affiliated to any such silsila order but respect all the sufi orders. 

Almost all the Nepali Muslims have a tendency to affiliate themselves 

with the Chisti order of Ajmer. People of these groups often adopt the 

silsila orders of Asraf Muslim groups of socio-economically elite 

families which are a process of Asrafization and noticed more 

particularly among the Arzal category of Nepali Muslim groups. There 

is no mazar shari{ since 1950 in the town. However, after 195 0 a man 

named Md. Kashim, who was a Nepali Muslim, found a grave in the 

graveyard in his dream. He renovated the grave and started offering 

flowers and sweets during various occasions and ceremonies. After 

1972, the grave was established a mazar shari{ without any silsila 

order i.e. people did not know whose grave it is. However, the 

Darjeeling Anjuman-E-Jslamia shapes the grave into the present form 

with building a tomb and shaded the grave. Every Friday people pray 

and offer sweets and flowers. Even the mazar is very popular among 

the non Muslim Nepali and Lepcha Hindu and Buddhist communities. 

They offer flower, sweets and khada to the mazar for their wishes. 

5.2.3: Units Based on Regional and Ethnic Components 

Though Islam advocates an egalitarian view of social structure, 

yet stratification in diverse forms has shown almost all the spheres of 
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their social structure and organization. These divisions are often not 

only based on regional or ethnic backgrounds but also on sects and 

mystic orders within the greater framework of Islam. Belief in 

spiritualism is a popular phenomenon among the Indian ·Muslims. 

Indian spiritual tradition and cultural practices ·was widely accepted by 

a large number of spiritual experts or specialists who are popularly 

· known as Pir or Musrhid or Aulias. Each pir has its own procedure or 

tradition of teachings or guidance which. tend to develop groupings 

among the disciples or Mureeds. As the town Darjeeling was rapidly 

grown up for its ·colonial importance, Muslim communities from 

various places and elsewhere came and settled permanently through · 

out the ages. The Indian Muslim, as· are the indigenous converts, 

always bears the ethnic characters of their regions (Mandelbum; 1970). 

There is a great debate among the social scientists that whether the 

Muslim communities are ethnic or not. But practically speaking some 

peripheral Muslim. communities bears ethnic characters. Before 

. partition there were a lot of Muslim groups from various . corners of 

Indian peninsula in the town. The Gujrati Muslims, Kashmiri Muslims 

and the Tibetan Muslims who used to visit Darjeeling quite frequently 

were mainly trading communities. Small marginal groups from various 

corners were also in flocked in Darjeeling .. However in present day 

Darjeeling town the Muslim population has significantly divided into 

four main regional or ethnic varieties. These groups either came to 

the town for trade or as a servant of colonial government. The 

varieties are -

1. Nepali Muslims or the embraced caste families of Nepali origin 

and the decedents of marriages between Muslim father and 

Nepali mother. 

2. Bihari Muslims or the Muslim groups migrated from various 

districts of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh .. 

3. Bhutia/Bhote or Tibetan Muslims who took shelter from Tibet 

after 1962. 
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4. Kashmiri Muslims or the Musl:iills migrated from Indian state of 

Jammu and Kashmir. 

Beside these four major regional or ethnic varieties there are one 

important Bengali speaking Muslim groups residing in the hill town as 

a temporary settler. Popularly they are termed as Islam.puris as these 

men are migrated from Islampur subdivision of Uttar Dinajpur district 

of West Bengal. Most of the cases these Isloam.puris are in the 

occupation of house servant and shopkeepers of various Muslim 

traders. A considerable number· of other Muslim communities from 

various parts of India are also visible though they are not a permanent 

residence of the town. 

The Muslim population of the town Darjeeling is mostly 
. . . 

restricted in Dr. Zakir Hussain Basti (Butcher Bastz) as the place was 

traditionally inhabited by the Muslim migrants. Besides a considerable 

number of families are also visible in Tungsung Basti, Kaak ]hora, 

Darga Bazar, Chandmari and Singamari. Mostly the Kashmiri and 

Nepali Muslim families are residing in Dr. Z K Basti. Darga Bazar is 

mainly for temporary settlers. Tibetan Muslims are mainly 

concentrated in Kaak ]hora and scattered in various market places 

where their shops and hotels are established. 

Nepali 
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Nepali Muslims constitute a small but an important chunk to 

-constitute the overall framework of Muslim community residing 

permanently in the Himalayan town of Darjeeling. They are a very little . 

known community and are less attracted by the social researcher. The 
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term is given by other Muslim groups· as of . their origin and 

. consanguinal affiliation with Nepali castes and tribes. The Nepali 

Muslims itself is more a very heterogeneous group. They are not only 

the embraced caste families of diverse Nepali origin but also the 

products of marriageS· between Muslim fa~hers and Nepali mothers of 

different caste and tribe background. That is why, their culture is a 

mixture of both Islamic and Nepali traditions. They are largely 

integrated with the local or little traditions of their habitat which often 

act as a barrier in interaction with greater Muslim society of the town. 

Their social position is very low among the .Muslim society of the 

town. And lived almost in a relative social isolation from the rest 

(particularly the .. elite Muslim families) of Muslim families. The Nepali 

Muslim families are traditionally concentrated mainly in Butcher Basti. 

It was earlier mentioned that the basti was established since the very· 

formation of the town. And the migrated Muslims settled their houses 

there.1,as the place was below· the then European and elite Indian 

settlements. The slaughter house is also just below the basti. This 

indicates that,:- the butcher families settled or the colonial 

administration set 'up the habitation there for the aboye said cause. 

The non familial Muslim males married the ;Nepali girls of diverse 

taste and tribe origiri and ultimately after one or two generation; these 

families· formed a new Muslim group of different cUltural practices. 

Some Nepali male individuals of the basti was also embraced Islam 

after fall in love with Muslim ladies. It is very difficult to find out the 

exact figure of these Nepali Muslim families. There is no available 
... I. --. . • 

censlrs record~ as both the Municipality ·and district administration 

never interested to bring the· touch of development in the socio

economic life of these Muslims. 

The somatoscopic observations revels the fact that these Nepali · 

Muslim individuals bears the prominent typical Mongoloid feature. We 

can very easily identify themselves from thejr other coreligionists. 
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The Nepali Muslims considered themselves as the native of Darjeeling. 

They are a heterogeneous group of diverse origins. Tecbcically we can 

categories the Nepali Muslims into three categories. 

1. The descendent of earlier Muslim migrants whose forefathers 

migrated from various parts of India and mixed up after 

intermarriage with local people. 

2. Nepali males embraced Islam before marriage with a Muslim girl. 

And 

3. Embraced Nepali families of caste and tribal background. 

Because of its commercial importance many Muslim occupational 

groups were invited or rather encouraged migrating Darjeeling by the 
•, 

colonial administrators. These Muslims had occupational 

specializations which the city dwellers require. The present day Nepali 

Muslims are the descendent of them and highly heterogeneous in 

·character. Among them there are various biradaries or caste groups. 

Many kureshi Muslims whose traditional occupation was butching of. 

beef and mutton came to settled here. Some of their male individuals 

or the non familial male individ1:1als took marriage with the Nepali girls 

and mixed up with the local population. Some . other Muslim · 

occupational groups were also mixed up by marriage and integrated 

with the local culture. Their integration with local cultures gradually 

secluded them from main land Muslim population. The present day 

Zakir Hussain basti or butcher basti was traditionally dominated by the 

Muslims. But a considerable number of Nepali lower caste families 

· were also reside side by side with their Muslim brothers as beef is 

edible to them. Some male individuals of these families embraced 

Islam after fall in love with Muslim ladies to marry them. Their later 

generations gradually enriched to build the separate identity. There 

were also some caste Nepali families embraced Islam. The present day 

missionary activities of Dawat-1-Islami, a Berelvi mission, proselytized 

some few families to Islam. These peripheral Muslim community 

exhibits a great similarity with the native Nepali·· people and 
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dissimilarity with their other Muslim biratheries except :in the basic 

religious practices. They ma:inta:in a dist:inct cultural and social identity 

from the rest Muslim groups of diverge ethnic or caste backgrounds. 

As we already told that the Nepali Muslims . are the 

conglomeration of diverse ethnic and caste backgrounds, there 

o.ccupation is also highly diversified. Majority of them are self 

employed or engaged :in various skilled and unskilled sectors as a daily 

wage basis. Some still are :in their traditional occupations. The 

traditional butcher families of kureshi origin are still continuing their · 

forefather's occupation :in beef market. They are either beef stall 

owner or beef seller or work:ing as a daily wage labour. Some families 

are engaged :in bus:iness related to beef and mutton supply to various 

educational :institutions of Darjeeling hills. A few families are engaged 

:in wield:ing household utensils repair shop. A few of. tp_em are in · 

service of both government and private sectors. But their number is 

microscopic It is to be noted here that s:ince colonial times major 

portion of this Nepali Muslim .families are engaged in various marginal 

· occupation which cater to the necessities of hill population. 

Economically they are considered a marginal group of low :income · 

range. The plight of this group is that neither the Muslims nor the 

other hill communities accept them wholeheartedly as a part of their 

society. 

5.2.3.2: Bihari Muslims 

Bihari Muslims :in Darjeeling town are basically ,the .migrants 

from various districts of the Indian state of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. 

They are the descendents of the migrants who came to Darjeeling 

town after the establishment of the town as a sanatorium by the 

colonial governments. They are not a separate ethnic entity like their 

other Muslim brethren. Among them there are so many ethnic groups 

or biratharies or occupational groups (Siddique: 1974). Uttar Pradesh 

and Bihar had always a good number of Muslim occupational groups 

who were primarily seasonal migrants; After the very formation of the 
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town as a sanatorium, a flock of Europeans along with their native 

elites took place. Roads and buildings were construCted· for city 

dwellers. As a result, the citizens had a g!eat need of urban services 

for better livelihood. Muslims ·in India are a marginal community. 

Among them there are so many social groups on the basis of their 

generation wise occupation. Their specialization occupation gave them 

opportunity to come to Darjeeling town. Majority of them initially 

came alone and settled temporarily at the then butcher basti area. 

Some of them later made marital alliance with the local native 

Nepalese and others still maintain their purity by maintain connection 

with their place of origin. The former group is later known as Nepali 

Muslims and the later still known popularly as Bihari Muslims. As 

majority of these· marginal people are of the occupation of animal 

slaughter, the basti later termed· as butcher bastiby the Europeans. 

Presently Bihari" Muslims are· the dominant Muslim group in the 

town in terms of power, prestige and economy and concentrated 

mainly in the butcher basti (Dr. Zakir Hussain Basti) area. Majority of 

them are of Bihar origin along with some families from Uttar Pradesh. 

They are very much caste conscious and. always try to maintain a 

distance from the Nepali Muslims whom they believe as polluted as of 

their marital alliance with the locals. They claimed .higher social 

position in the community hierarchy. The elite Muslim families also 

belong to this group and economically these groups are in much more 

better position. 

The town Darjeeling has a colonial history which told that 

before the invention of the place by the British, the area was inhabited 

by some Lepcha families. Their life way activities were very simple 

because of their need. Soon the place was selected as a sanatorium for 

the British troops and Dr. Campbell took initiative to build the town 

suitable for the Europeans; Gradually the town Darjeeling got 

significance as it was treated as a summer capital of then India 

government or later Bengal. A huge number of people particularly the 
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elite native section inade their leisure shelters there. To serve their 

necessities, a large number of Muslim groups came and settled. To 

supply the regular need animal protein, some kureshis from Bihar 

came. Khansamas were come for cooking. Ansari and other Muslims · 

groups also came for their specialized services. Their migration was 

also encouraged by the British .governmeri.t.Because of this, the then 

Darjeeling Municipality build a separate market for the Muslim traders 

which is known as zudge bazaar. A separate place for common Muslim 

serve groups were also established which later known as butcher basti . 
'• 

by them. Before partition, there were a large number of Muslims from 

Up and Bihar. But after the Independence of India, a large number of 

them migrated to present day. Bangladesh. But still they are the 

· dominant group among the Muslim umma. 

Bihari Muslims are of diverse occupational background .. And still 

majority of them trying to maintain their generation wise occupation. 

A large portion of them are engaged iri order supply business of 

mutton. Some are in the traditional business of selling brass made 

household utensils. Some are in bakery industry. A considerable 

number are engaged in repairing watches and spectacles. Some are 
' 

also in white colour job like teaching and other government and 

private sectors. However, their economy are presently as per of the 

opportunity and education which. these families found. 

5.2.3.3: Bhote/Bhutia or Tibetan Muslims 

Tibetan Muslims are a very small migrant group in Illdia who 

migrated from Tibet during the early sixties of twentieth century and 

are residing as a refugee in Srinagar, Gangtok and Darjeeling

Kalimpong town of Darjeeling Himalayan region. We know very little 

about Tibetan Muslims as the historians mentioned nothing about 

them in the chronological history of Tibet. Another reason is that 

these groups remained cut off for a long period of time from the 

Muslim brethren elsewhere due to the lack of communication of Tibet 
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with other world. It is very difficult to say how and when the 

preaching of Islam in Tibet initiated as because history throws a 

meager light on it. Tibetan Muslims in Tibet are of three main 

ancestral roots - Central Asia, Kashmir-Ladakh, China and Nepal (Butt, 

1994; . Mondal, 1999; Nadwi, 2004). Tibetan Muslims are the 

descendents of Muslim traders or merchants who came from these 

regions between 12th centuries to 16th centuries, married Tibetan · 

women and settled permanently. Particularly the Muslims from 

Kashmir-Ladakh region is popularly known ~s the Tibetan Muslims as 

they acquired Tibetan culture and tradition through the course of time 

which is reflected almost all the aspects of their social and cultural 

life. They enjoyed special privileges and treated as the 'Ornaments of 

Lasha". However, during the Chinese occupation to Tibet, a major 

portion of Tibetan Muslims of Kashmiri origin, consequently opted to 

leave rather that live under the Chinese occupation and migrated to 

·India during 1959 to 1962. They settled primarily the border towns of 

Gangtok, kalimpong and Darjeeling and later a considerable number of 

family moved to Srinagar. On the basis of their ancestry, these Tibetan 

Muslim families were given . Indian cft:izenship and still living · 

peacefully with their coreligionists in these above said regions. 

All the Tibetan Muslims in India are of Kashmir-Ladakh origin. 

Their forefathers during the 12th century regularly ~sit Tibet for 

trading and gradually settled after marriage with local Tibetan women 

(Butt: 1994, Mondal: 1999, Nadwi: 2004). The historical record 

regarding the penetration o.f Islam in Tibet is meager. It is an 

· established fact that there was a close trade relation with Arab traders 

who often came to Tibet via Samarkhand, · Kashgarh and Ladakh. And 

religious preachers spread the voice of Islam in these places much 

earlier. Muslim rulers of these places· later attacked Tibet and 

successfully preached Islam in the places adjoining the traditional old · 

Tibet trade route (Nadwi: 2004). The invasion by Balmtiar Khalji also 

helped Islam to penetrate the monolithic Buddhist state of Tibet. But 
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there was no large scale conver~ion to Islam in Tibet. The community 

was the blend of different cultural strains. However, it is popularly 

believe~ that Muslim traders from Kashmir and Ladakh region was 

first entered Tibet around the 12th century (Butt: 1994). T. W. Arnold in 

his famous book 'Preaching of Islam .... " Said that "Islam has also been 

carried into Tibet proper by Kashmiri merchant. Settlements of such 

merchants are to be found in all the chief cities of Tibet: they marry 

. Tibetan women, who often adopt the religion of their husbands". 

Muslims are also known as 'khache' by Tibetans, which is spoliation of 

'khachaif, the Ladakhi word for Kashmiri Muslims (Nadwi: 2004). Dr. 

Adu Bakar Amir Uddin Nadwi in his own research work confirms the 

facts that the majority of the Tibetan Muslirils are of Kashmiri-Ladakll . 

origin. That is why, the Muslims are known as 'Khache' by the 

Tibetans. He established the facts by some socio-religious traditions 

like kashmiri terms for different namaz or prayers, . kashmiri 

surnames, marriage customs and worshiping graves. The Muslim 

people often said that, there was a severe famine in Kashmir once 

. upon a time which pushed the Muslims to migrate various neighbourin 

countries. One such group came to Tibet and settled permanently as 

the place appeared congenital to them (Nadwi, 2004). 

However, the Tibetan Muslims enjoyed special privileges by the 

Tibetan governments which were withdrawn soon after the Chinese 

occupation in Tibet in 19 59. The situation of Tibet was turned into a 

burning pan. The Tibetan Muslim of Lasha were facing extortion and 

cruelty under the hand of Chinese Red Army like their fellow Tibetan 

Buddhists (Butt: 1994). The Tibetan Muslims of Kashmiri origin soon 

decided to migrate to India to think that the teachings of communist 

. China will destroy their religion and belief. They organized themselves 

and approached themselves to the Indian mission at Lasha to claim for 

Indian citizenship for their escape. They petitioned to the ·then the 

head of Indian counsel Mr. P.N. Kaul, referring to their Kashmiri 

ancestry, they sought permission for them to return back to their 
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ancestral place Kasbniir and claiming for Indian citizenship. But the 

Chlnese started torture and extortion to these Muslims for their 

demand. The Chlnese occupation Army jailed a number of senior 

Tibetan Muslim leader. Haji Habibulla SharillJ the panch or chairman of 

Muslim councel at Tibet, was thrown into jail. Bhai · Abdulgani La, 

Rapse Hamidulla, Abdul Ahad, Haji Abdul Quader Jami, Haji Abdul 

Gani Thapchi Shawa were under Chlnese detention under various 
I 

severe charges. In the mean time, the then Indian Prime Minister 

Pandit Jawaharlal ·Nehru accepts the Kashmiri ancestry of. these 

Tibetan Muslim groups and requested Chlnese government through 

· diplomatic channels to allow these Muslims leave return to India 

(Nadwi: 2004). Initially the Indian mission at Tibet· accepts a few. 

Muslim families as Indian and gave them white paper for citizenship 

on the basis of the following criteria (Butt, 1994)-

• Permanent domicile remained in the Indian state of Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

• Who visited India time to time. 

• One of the parents or grandparents was born in undivided India. 

But suddenly the Indian government accepts all the Tibetan 

Muslims as the potential citizens of India and gave them white paper 

for their Indian Identity. In the late 1959, a few numbers of Muslim 

families somehow left Tibet and migrate to adjoining states of India· 

and Nepal. But the major portions of Tibetan Muslims were migrating 

to India officially in 1960. After suffering a lot, 124 Muslim families 

were escorted by Chinese army, came to the Nathula border of Sikkim 

in 1960 for immigration. They were welcomed by the Indian 

government and shifted to the temporary colony .. of Gangtok, 

Kalimpong and Darjeeling. A majority of these 124 families were 

shifted to Srinagar during the time from 1961-1964. Presently majority 

of the. Tibetan Muslims are in Srinagar and only some families are 

· permanently reside in the town of Darjeeling and Kalimpong. 

Approximately 50families are in Darjeeling-Kaliinpong town. The 
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Tibetan Muslims also warmly welcomed His Holiness Dalai Lama 

during his visit at Darjeeling town in April, 1993. 

Traditionally all the Tibetan Muslim families are from the trader 

and merchant background. In Tibet they usually were the shopkeepers, 

meat suppliers and various businesses of Tibetan arts and cnifts. They 

still are maintaining their business tradition after migration to India. 

Before migration to India the Chinese government gave some 

compensation to them and the India government also gave some 

money for the initiation of their business. In Darjeeling town, the 

Tibetan Muslim families are engaged in various business activities. 

Majority of them are in garments business. They sell woolen garments, 

Tibetan . dress and modern European garments. Most of these shops 

. are in Mahakal market (near GPO building) and Chourasta. Besides a 

considerable number of these families have hotels and restaurants at 

various places of Darjeeling town. A few are in various government 

services at various departments. Some haye their own car which they 

rent to the tourists as taxi. Beside's the modern youths are in various 

academic institutions in various corne:ts of the country as student. 

5.2.3.4: Kashmiri Muslims 

Islam was established as a new faith in kashmir valley when the 

region was predo:rninated by the Buddhist and ruled by the Hindus. 

There were various tribal commJ.lllities of animistic faith. The major 

·· economic activities were grazing, animal husbandry, handicraft from 

sheep wool and cultivation. The propagation of Islam was first 

initiated by Bulbul Sah, a sufi Sayed from Turkistan. Gradually, the 

overall dissatisfaction compelled the peoples to convert into Islam. 

The Kashmiri Muslims are of diverse ethnic backgrounds and · 

occupational specializations. Trading of handicrafts made of wood 

and pashmina or wool is very common among them. Earlier days they 

stretched their business up to Central Asia along with the 

neighbouring regions of Tibet and China. Kashmiris are a very small 

but well known regional Muslim group rn· the Darjeeling Himalayan 
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region. We can easily identify them as of their typical physical features 

of tall stature and fair complexion. All of them are the adherent of . 
•, 

Sunni Islam and observes the teachings of Hanifi School. There are a 

few kashmiri families in the town residing permanently. Their 

traditional occupation was sel..ling kashmiri sawls, handicrafts, gems, 

· woolen garments and curio items. Almost all the curio shops around 

the Darjeeling mall are owned by the Kashmiri families. The famous . 

Habib Mallik curio shop at the mall is also owned by a kashmiri family 

and it was the first curio shop at the town. Habib Mallik himself was 

the first kashmiri who set a curio shop during the 1890. Except the 

Habib Mallik's family, all other kashmiri families are close relative to 

each other. Since 1880s a few kashmiris used to visit Darjeeling 

seasonally without their female members for business pmpose. Few of 

them later settled permanently with their families. Some of them 

called their other relatives from kashmir to the town to open new 

. shops as the town is a internationally recognized tourist spot. And the 

curio items have a great demand to the tourists particularly to the 

Europeans as a symbol of memory. 

During the late fifties qf nineteenth century Darjeeling was 

abruptly changed into an affluent urban centre as of its colonial · 

importance. Businessmen from various corners of the country set their 

business. Migrations from various corners were also encouraged. As of 

its similarity with the physical environment of England, Darjeeling 

then became a tourist place to the Europeans ill India. The Europeans 

coined the name 'Queen of Hills' to her. Ka~hmiri Muslim families were 

. traditionally a trading community. They are a mobile community and 

seen almost all corners of the country during the winter ·season to sell 

door to door woolen garments and handicratts particularly pashmina 

and shawl. But in Darjeeling town the monopoly of this business was 

gradually hijacked by the Tibetans or Bhutias as they also sell their 

woolen handicraft items by hacking.· At present the kashmiris only 

confined themselves in selling curio items to the tourists. There is no 
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authentic documentation of their migration to the town. But some very 

old kashmiri families of the town confirmed that during 1880, a 

considerable kashmiri businessmen came the town as of its 

commercial importance and started their business by hacking. After 

the establishment of Zudge Bazar which was dominated by the Muslim · 

traders, a number of kashmiri businessmen also opened shops there. 

But these shops were basically sold the kashmiri shawls and other 

. pashmina items. It was late Habib Mallil< who established a curio shop 

at Zudge bazaar in the year 1890. He sold kashmiri handicrafts, 

pashmina, traditional masks and gems. During that time the Muslim 

shops were around the Zudge bazaar. La~er when the chourasta was 

prepared the Habib Mallik's shop was transferred to there and ·later 

shifted to the famous mall where still it standing. Almost all the 

families are of Butt lineage except the late Habib Mallik's family. 

Traditionally the kashmiris are a trading community. And in 

Darjeeling, they are also in their traditional business of selling 

handicrafts and art objects of their country. During very early of their 

migration to this town, they started business mostly by hacking in a 

particular spot. After the establishment of Zudze Bazar, some of them 

made permanent stall there. The famous Habib Mallik shop was the 

first curio shop in the town which was e~tablished in 1890 in Zudge 

Bazar. Later particularly the beginning of the last century all other . 

curio shops of the kashmiris are erected in various important business 

places or roads of the town. There are six curio shops in the town 

owned by kashmiri families. 

5.3: Marriage, Family and Kinship 
5.3.1: Nepali Muslim 
5.3.1.1: Marriage 

The Nepali Muslim families of Darjeeling town form a unique 

cluster within the Muslim society as they almost disconnected from . 

their forefather's birth places and thus form a social group. Their 

cultural integration with the locals also separates them from their 

other Muslim brothers. Hence, they are now practicing endogamy 
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·though the Nepali Muslims are highly heterogeneous in character. 

Among them there are so many occupational groups or caste like 

biratharies. They confined themselves within their social and cultural 

circle. The other Muslim families of the ·town do not mal<e marital 

relationship with them because of their social position. The Nepali · 

Muslims generally marry within their community or social 

surroundings. They strictly follow monogamy. Marriage by negotiation . 

is commonly practiced. Love marriage is also sanctioned. Marriage by 

love with Nepali girls is very popular among them. When a Muslim boy 

falls in love with a Nepali or Bhutia girl, they convert the girl before 

. marriage and then make nikaha; Widow remarriage is also practiced. 

5.3.1.2: Family 

· They generally prefer to live in joint families. But the shortage of 

living rooms separates the males from their . father's house after 

marriage. Nuclear families are now prevalent among them. But the 

values of the traditions of joint family never decayed. Elderly persons 

like father and mother are the head of the family. Popular patrilineal · 
\ 

structure is not strictly practiced by them. It is because of the 

admixture of cultural traditions of their habitation. Females perform 

household duties to contribut~ to a part of family economy. The status 

· of the females is much higher in comparison to their other Muslim 

groups. Purdha is not strictly observed in their families. 

5.3.1.3: Kinship 

Kinship system is very interesting among them. They follow the 

classificatory and denotative type of kinship terminology. They use 

both Nepali and Urdu terminologies. The kinship plays a significant 

role in their life way activities. The converted families or individuals of 

Nepali origin still maintain relationship with their caste kinsmen. But 

their religion or adherent community never make bar between them. 

They invited their kinsmen in their various festivals like Eid, Sabebarat 

and other religious and cultural ceremonies. In return their kinsmen 
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also invited them in their religious and cultural festivals. Avoidance is 

not strictly observed. They designate . their blood related or 

consanguinal kinsmen as Khandan and affinal kins as Mehaman. The 

relationship with Khandan is very much informal and close while 

among the Mehaman, the relationship is highly formal and occasional. 

5.3.2: Bihari Muslim 

5.3.2.1: Marriage 

Negotiation marriage is most common among them. Monogamy 

is commonly practiced by them. Previously their forefathers marry the 

local native ladies and mixed up with the local culture. Tbis gives raise 

a separate ethnic identity among the Musliqls living in Darjeeling 

Himalayan region. However, this can be elaborate in a separate chapter 

later. These Bihari Muslims presently try to maintain purity by not to 

make marital alliance with the families who have a past .of indigenous 

marriage. Usually they collect ladies froin elsewhere Darjeeling or 

particularly from Bihar and UP. The whole programme of nikah is done 

as per Islamic rule. Notwithstanding there. are some caste (or caste 

like) specific little traditions in their marriageprogramme. 

5.3.2.2: Family 

Both nuclear and joint families are common among them. But as 

there is a shortage of room in their houses, they generally live 

separately after marriage. They have strong bondage with family 

. members. And some times, :inarried brothers in family jointly look 

after their traditional business though they live separately. Still they 

have connection with their place of migration i.e. Bihar and ·UP. They 

usually collect girls for marriage from th~re. Some families still have 

houses and cultivable lands there. Generally their family structure is 

orthodox. All the male members have a dominant rule over females. 

Aged member is obeyed by all the family members. He becomes the 

head of the family. Only females can give decisions in the internal · 

familial matters. Pardha is also strictly observed by the members to 

maintain the family honour. 
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5.3.2.3: Kinship 

As it is already mentioned that these Muslim groups are of 
·. 

diverse caste (or caste like) backgrounds. Their kinship system is 

tightly organized. The basic unit is a household as it is an assemblage 

of kinsmen of patrilineal descent. In their ldnship relations close 

· consanguine has a significant role in maintaining kinship relations. 

The households belong to same caste as .a birathari. We found very 

interestingly the same thing which Imtiaz Ahmed found. Wlrlle a man 

. says something about his own caste or group, he smartly says that it is 

his birathary. And while the other caste o.r social group, he gently 

replied that is the jat. Birathery is a restricted group of kin (Ahmed: 

1976). All these biratharies or jats are strictly endogamous group. 

Their kinship terminologies are a mixture of Hindi, Arabic,· Bhojpuri 

and some local dialects. Primary ldnship terminologies are in Urdu. 

Secondary and other terminologies are identical to the main land Hindi 
' 

. belt. Kinship usages are seen. Avoidance from the husband's elder 

brother or in law relations is common. 

5.3.3: Bhote/Bhutia or Tibetan Muslim 

5.3.3.1: Marriage 

Tibetan Muslims are endogamous but as they are very small in 

numerical strength, marriage alliance with some kashmiri families 

elsewhere is noticed. But they generally marry withjn their own · 

community. Marriage by negotiation is most common. Majority of their 

community members are live in Srinagar, so, they usually· mal<e 

marriage alliances with their relatives there. Cousin marriage of both 

types is very common. Marriage customs are organized as per Islamic 

law and rules, but ·a considerable number of local influences are 

present due to acculturation. Weeding dress and foods are almost 

identical to the greater Tibetan society. Soine kashmiri rituals are also 

found like the ceremonial wazwan type meal of 30- 40 dishes. All the 
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marriages are now takes place at Anjuman hall room. Dowry is not 

taken by the bridegroom. 

5.3.3.2: Family 

Both nuclear and joint families are prevalent among the Tibetan 

Muslims in Darjeeling town. Traditionally they had the system of joint 

family system. All the male members look after. their familial business. 

But soon after migration to India, the system of joint family system 

decayed as of their refugee settlement. They usually separate after 

marriage. But still the Tibetan Muslim at Darjeeling has a tendency to 

live in joint families. The family is patrilineal and daughter leave the 

parental house after marriage. Women had and have a significant role 

in families. She also look after her husband's business along with her 

household activities. Even after the death of her husband, she runs the 

business successfully. 

5.3.3.3: Kinship: 

Kinship plays a crucial role in their social and cultural life. The 

community is closely tied by kinship bondage. Incest rules are strictly 

. observed. Both the classificatory and denotative types of kinship 

terminology are prevalent. The terminologies are identical to the 

Tibetan Buddhist community. Some urdu terminologies ·are also 

found. Kinship usages are also noticed. Some common. kinship 

terminologies are -

Father - Abala 

Mother - Amala 

Grandfather - pola 

Grandmother - mola 

· Sister - aza 

Brother - Bhai 
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5.3.4.1: Marriage 
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Monogamy is the general rule of kashmiri marriage. Almost all 

the marriages are take place on negotiation by both the parties. They 

prefer to marry with near relations or within their own social group or 

status. If there is no such suitable. mate, marriages are arranged 

outside the circle of relatives or status groups. The weeding ceremony 

is celebrated on a grand scale and it takes place over a period of three 
' 

to five days. They usually collect bride from their native villages and 

the ceremony is observed in their native house at Kashmir with their 

relatives. 

5.3.4.2: Family 

The families are of nuclear type. Traditionally joint family was 

popular among them which help them in maintaining and controlling 

their property, business and wealth. But tbis traditional system of 

family type is gradually broken because of their migration to the town. 

In Darjeeling town all the families are nuclear type that means parents 

with their unmarried offspring. But they never break connection with · 

Kashmir where all other family members including their father, 

inother, brother and other members are live jointly. They regular visit 

their homeland and vise versa. Even they have property and business 

there. The families strictly follow the system of pardha in Kashmir but 

not usually in the toWn Darjeeling as the Muslim mind in the.town are· 

much more liberal in comparison with elsewhere India. 

5.3.4.3: Kinship 

Kashmiri Muslims of Darjeeling town have very strong birathery 

system. Majority of these families reside permanently at the town but 

they have a strong bondage with their kinsmen at Kashniir. Almost all 

the socio-religious ceremonies are observed with the kinsmen at their 

original habitat at Kashmir. They follow the patrilineal system of 

. property inheritance. Father or age old male member are the head of 
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the family and all other members are bound to listen his order. 

Females are only allowed in giving household decisions. 

5.4: Socio-Political OrganizaP.on 

5.4.1: Organization of the Nepali Muslims 

The Nepali Muslims has no such traditional political 

organization. Of course there is a non formal council of elderly men 

which only exercise power in social control. They mainly settle the 

social disputes among their members. However, due to the influence 

of dominant communities in the hill town and as the Butcher basti is a 

multi-ethnic locality, the traditional socio-political organ?-zation of the 

traditional Nepali society is exists among them. 'Sam.aj', a non formal 

village council is prevalent among them. Each and every m.ahalla or 

locality has their own sam.aj. The council has three tier members. The 

. 1st tire includes the elderly persons of the locality irrespective of their 

caste and cred background. Then the youth volunteers are in 2nd tire. 

Ultimately all the families are the members of each samaj to complete 

the configuration of it. Samaj has a great role to preside . over 

important social and cultural activities like birth, marriage and death · 

ceremonies. Each and every sam.aj has a sam.aj ghar or room in their 

respective locality or mahalla. The members buy all the utensils and 

other materials which are necessary in social cultural' programmes. 

Medical kit; stretcher etc. are also always present in their samaj ghar. 

The Nepali Muslims are not politically inactive. Since the colonial 

· times they are participated various national movements and 

campaigns under the banner of National Congress Party. Later the 

influence of CPI . (M) was also seen among them. But when the 

Gorkhaland agitation initiated u,nder the l~adership of Subhas Ghising, 

they first realized that until and unless they raised their voice of their 

cultural integration with the hill community, they will never get any 

substantial facilities from the administration. As a religious minority 
' 

they always refused by the greater hill society. So, they initiated a 

movement in the early nineties which was popUlarly known as Gorkha 
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Muslim movement from Kalimpong. This successful movement later 

helps all the Muslim :inhabitants of Darjeeling Himalaya to establish 

their right over the hills as like as their Nepali and Bhutia 

communities. They also participated in the present movement by the 

Gorkha ]ana Mukti Morcha. The details of this movement regarding 

their identity and other issues is discussed in chapter 6. 

· 5.4.2: Organization of the Bihari Muslims 

They are the· largest regional segment in the hill Muslim 

community both in numerical and political power. Most of their 

forefathers came here long back. A sense· of rootness and identity is 

originated . because of this. There is no formal traditional socio

political organization like in the villages of Bihar and UP. But Anjumal

e-Islamia has a great role in controlling the society as a whole. The 
\ 

Anjumal executive members are invited various meetings or shabhas 

to handle the social and familial disorder. And.the Anjuman executive 

council is occupied by the elite ~embers from Bihar and UP Muslims. 

·After the formation of Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council in 1988, the 

Muslim groups of the town felt deprivation from the Nepali dominated. 

society. As they have no separate political wing to rise up their voices 

against deprivation, the Anjuman council then took the initiative as 

the formal voices of Datjeeling Muslim. One of the main objectives of 

Anjuman-e-Islamia is to endeavour for moral, social, cultural and 

religious upliftment of the Muslims. All the Sunni Muslims of the town 

are the member of the organization. But as Anjuman is headed by the 

Muslim elites, the common Muslims have an overall dissatisfaction 

against them. Some Bihari Muslims in 1992 formed a separate socio-

. political organization not only for the Muslims but also .with other 

minority groups. The name is Muslim and Other Minority Forum. 

There are 65 members but majority of the members are from·Muslims. 

Still they are working to upgrade the socio~politicallife of the Muslims. 

After the political shift of Gorkhaland movement, the Muslims of 

Darjeeling particularly some elite Bihari and other Muslims joined to 
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organize a united -minority forum to support the Gorkhaland 

movement headed by Bimal Gurung. The . forum All Gorkha Minority 

Front is pure a political wmg of· both religious and numerical minority 

groups. Some Muslim elites are in various important position of this 

front and they also have successfully organized some demonstration 

at Delhi in support of Gorkhaland movement. But m~jority of the 

Muslims are not with them as they believe that separate state of 

Gorkhaland will not ·help them in upliftment or main.streaming to the 

greater society. 

5.4.3: Organization of the Bhote/Bhutia or Tibetan Muslims 

In Tibet, they have their own political system or council of 

elders which controls the society. The cquncil which was known as 

panch, had five members who were elected to take care of the affairs 

within the Tibetan Muslim community. The council was recognized 

and loyal to the Dalai Lamas. Tibetan Muslims in India still trying to 

maintain this panch or council of elders. But as the Community 

detached from their kinsmen and . is living. different places, the 

traditional role of the community is gradually decaying. But still the 

com.mit~ee has some control over the community which runs its affair 

from two different places. One is in Srinagar, which controls the 

Tibetan Muslims at Kashmir and another at Kalimpong ·which 

jurisdiction is Darjeeling, Kalimpong and K,athmandu town. In addition 

to their formal traditional political system, the Tibetan Muslims at 

Darjeeling and Kalimpong town have a united welfare association. The 

Indian Tibetan Muslim Welfare Association was established in the year 

1961 at Kalimpong by some notable elder Tibetan M~slims for the 

development of the community. Initially the association looks after the 

matters reiated to the socio-economic problems. But soon, it controls 

~· all the problems including s.ocial and familial disputes among the 

~ommunity. Right now the association only looks after the Tibetan 
\ 

Muslims living in Darjeeling, Gangtok and.Kalimpong town. There are 

seve~'·executive members and all the Tibetan Muslims . are the 
~' 
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members of the association. They don't have any connection with the 

association in Srinagar. 

5.4.4: Organization of the Kashmiri Muslims 

Kashmiris in the town are very few in number and all are 

engaged in curio trading. Hence, there is no formal traditional political 

structure of them in the town. Council of the elders of them is also · 

absent as the age old population of their families permanently 

transferred to their native land Kashmir. Because of their economic 
' 

well being, they intermingled with the elite Muslim socio-political 

association of Darjeeling. Some Kashmiri men are in the governing 

body of Anjuman-E-Islamia, the traditional formal socio-religious 

·organization of the Darjeeling town Muslims. One or two influential 

persons among them are also a part of the formal Muslim council who 

take part in various 'salish' to control the social disharmony among 

the Muslim umma. 

5.5: Notion of Social Gradation and Inter-Ethnic 
Stratification 

After examining the Darjeeling Muslim society to a very close 

look, a visible degree of social gradation has been observed among 

themselves. The division of. noble groups and inferior groups is 

observed among them and still it plays a great role in their social and 

cultural relations. The stratified Muslim ·society in the town has a 

notion of gradation or hierarchy but not identical with the Hindus as 

the Muslim social gradation or hierarchy ih this mountainous town is 

also not an open system but not rigid like the Hindus. The gradation 

or superiority over each other among the Berelvi and Dobandi sub-sect 

among themselves are a usual phenomenon and these two groups 

keep their social boundaries by adopting endogamy. However, a small 

number of the Muslims in the town did not answer the question of 

their affiliation with these two . schools as they strictly believe the 

· principle of egalitarianism in an Islamic society. They replied that "we. 
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are all equal and the best ones are the ones who are most righteousf 

and only God knows who is the most noble righteous. ·Howeverf the 

claim of superiority over each other. is still a. common phenomenon 

among the believers of these two sub-sects. 

They have a strong objection to use the term 'caste as it creates 

a lot of confusion within the frame of religion. Rather the term 'jar or 

. 'birather)l is more appropriate to them. Each ]at professes an 

occupation or specific profession traditionally. And these ]ats often 

claim superior or high status but their exact status is not clear as 

different communities give different interpretations to their status of 

different ]ats. Howeverf the Muslims in the town are divided in to three 

broad categories in terms of their ethnic markers and' occupational 

backgrounds like the other parts of India, the · Asraf, Ajlaf and Arzal. 

And all the occupational categories or jat along with regional groups 

. fit within this social stratification or gradation. It is to be believed that 

the Asrafs claim a foreign decent; the Ajlafs are the converts of clean 

occupational groups and the Arzals are the indigenous converts from 

unclean occupational groups or jats. And all these categories maintain 

a sharp notion of superiority like the caste hierarchy of the Hindus but . 

not rigid like the Hindus. The system is only open in occupational 

mobility. Except the Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslim groups, the Nepali 

and Bihari Muslim groups are a conglomeration of di,verse jats or 

biratheries. All the four groups i.e. Nepali ~uslim, Bihari Muslim, 

Tibetan Muslim and Kashmiri Muslim are endogamous in character. 

These four social groups has a notion of gradation or system of 

stratification which is as follows -
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Fig: 5.4 

System of Social Gradation among the Muslim Groups 

Asraf includes the Upper class Bihari 
Muslims, Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri 
Muslims. 

Ajlaf includes . clean 
occupational groups· of 
Bihari Muslim category 

Arzal includes unclean 
occupational groups or 
more particularly the 
Nepali Muslims 

The upper class Ajlafs which includes tJ:!_e economically well to do 

Bihari, Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslims not have close social relations 

with lower classes more particularly the. Arzals which includes the 

Nepali Muslims, the same way the Nepali Muslims do not normally 
I 

have close social relations with Bihari, Tibetan or Kashmiri Muslims of 

Asraf category. But the purity pollution and commensality is not 

practiced among them though each and every group practiced 

endogamy within their own social group or jat arrangement. These 

groups do not marry out side their birathery or jat. The . Kashmiri 

Muslim or a Tibetan Muslim always makes affinity within their own 

social group. These two groups strictly follow or what we say obey the 

rule of endogamy. But the Bihari Muslim and Nepali Muslim families 

are more open in marital affairs as these two social categories is highly 

heterogeneous and stratified in various jat or biratheries. Though the 

upper class Bihari Muslims or Asrafs and. Ajlaf never make marriage 

alliance with the unclean occupational groups of Nepali Muslim groups 
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· or Arzals. A Muslim belongs to Asraf category can marry a Muslim girl 

belongs to Azlaf category of same social and economic status, but an 

Ajlaf and Arzal man cannot marry a Asraf woman smce they 

considered these two categories to be inferior to them. 

5.6: Interrelationship of Social Segments and Organization · 

of the Muslim Society 

The creed Islam though theoretically advocated on egalitarian · 

social order yet professes on stratification in. terms of sects or sub

sects and ethnic or social groups along with their generation wise 

. occupation. In Darjeeling, the Muslims are highly stratified in terms of 

class and caste like stratifications or status groups. As the majority of 

Indians Mushms are converted, exhibits in most of the cases the same 

social status as they had before their . conversion to Islam. They 

thought that by converting to Islam would come out from the Hindu 

hierarchy system, but in most of the cases they remarried in the same 

hierarchy level after they converted. The Muslims in the town has no 

exception to this. Muslims are divided into some close .. communities 

there. And these communities are commonly known as jat among 

themselves on the basis of their generation wise occupation but not 

identical with the caste or jati system of 'Hindus. The jat Qureshi or 

Quasab has the exclusive profession of animal slaughter and selling 

meat as they only killed the animal as per Islamic rule and that meat 

(halal meat) is the only acceptable meat among the Muslims. A big 

chunk of the birathery Ansaris has the traditional occupation of 

tailoring. Mansuris have the profession of cotton carding and crashing. 

But today there are also many cases where these ]at members do not 

profess their traditional occupation. 

They have a strong objection to use the t~rm 'caste' as it creates 

a lot of confusion within the frame of religion. Rather the term 'jat' is 

more appropriate as the Indians adopt the term for any community 

who have something common like religion, language, origin, similar 
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geographical background and so on since the earlier days. They often 

use the term 'birather)l for the same which means marriage relation 

groups or a restricted circle in which to choose wife. Each ]at 

. professes an occupation or specific · profession traditionally. 

Religiously marriage occurs within the ]at. The different ]ats members 

almost always respected this rule and people who dared break this 

rule are outcaste. But this type of endogarpy also have exceptions and 

not rigid like the Hindus. Usuany the higher status groups are very . 

strict about this custom. 

Apart of this jat arrangement the Muslims are segmented into 

various orders on the basis of Mojhabs or Ferkka and affiliation to Pir 

(mureed). The Sunni Muslims of the town have two exclusive 

theological schools - Berelvi and Deobandi. And . the Berelvis again . 
. segmented on the basis of their affiliation with various spiritual orders 

i.e; Khanquah and Silsila of popular Islam. In the town, majority of the 

Sunnis except the Tibetan Muslims, are Berelvis and each and every 

Berelvi family is affiliated to some spiritual abode or Khanquah where 

spiritual specialists or pirs guide their disciples or give teachings to 

their Mureeds. Each pir have their own and separate spiritual teachings 

or guidance which is popularly known as silsila. The mureeds of a 

common pir are called as pir bhai who have some roles and · 

responsibilities towards each other. This relationship of a common 

brotherhood helped them in various social matters viz. marital 

alliance, social disputes and etc. Moreover, interaction among different 

mureeds of different khanquah is a common phenomenon among 

them i.e. a chisti mureed is not hostile to a quadiria mureed. The 

spiritualism cut across the various social boundaries among the 

Muslim communities lil<e jat and class or status. A Berelvi Asraf can 

be a pir bhai of an Ajlaf or Arzal person. But there is no clear cut 

hierarchical order observed among various silsila orders among the 

Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya. However, among the N~pali Muslims 

of poor social status have a tendency to find themselves with some 
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famous khanquah and silsila of distant places as a symbol of the 

process of Asrafization which started among themselves since the last 

30 years. The Dawat-e-Islami, a religious institution, has a great role in 

building spiritual consciousness of khanquah and silsila among the 

Nepali Muslim groups. 

Inequality in social position in terms .of tradition and economy is 

·markedly noticed among the Muslim communities of Darjeeling town. 

The gradually decreasing of traditional jat. arrangement is replaced by 

the new type of social stratification of 'status group' among them. The 

emerging economic mobility of some families' creates a clear social 

distinction of the society into two major parts with unequal · 

distribution of Muslim families or communities - Rais and Garib. And 

very interestingly the traditional jat system has also a shadow on 

these status groups. Very few Asra(families, because to their acquired 

economic capability. occupied in the top of the social ladder of the 

Muslim community and identified as a Rats Admi. They controlled the 

. whole Anjuman administration and even the government agencies 

often take. advice from them for various minority issues. Kashmiri and 

Tibetan Muslim families along with some Bihari Muslim families are all 

categorized as Rats. And Garib inclu~es marginal occupational 

categories of Bihari and more particularly the Nepali Muslim groups 

which is the bottom of the social ladder of the Muslims in terms of 

social prestige and power. But the situation is now changing. The 

identity conscious Nepali Muslims are now raised their voice .in favour 

of Gorkhaland movement of Darjeeling hills. and established their 

control in the acb:rrillistration of Anjuman which is the supreme official 

body of Darjeeling Muslim communities. 

However, all these above discussions suggest that the social 

organization of the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya in general and 

Darjeeling town in particular is characteri:zed by diverse social groups 

or social segments with comp'ound relations and interactions with· . 

each other. These groups or social or religious segments often 
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overlapping to each other in terms of kinship relations. The social 

segments viz. Berelvi, Deobandi, mojhab, khanquah, pir, · mureed, 

endogamous jat, status group rats and garib are all situation specific 

development of the Muslim Ummah in Darjeeling town and operates 

within the greater circle or framework of the community. Still 

contextual social values of both Islamic great tradition and little or 

local traditions are acting some roles in building social structure and 

social organization of the Muslim communities living in Darjeeling 

hills. 

· 5.7: Findings 

The Muslim society of Darjeeling town is a best example to 

break the popular believes of monolithic Muslim society though 

theoretically Islam advocates an egalitarian. social order. The Muslim 

society in Darjeeling is thereof divided into a number of segments and 

social groupings. There are both macro and micro units. The first 

major distinction of classification of Muslim population is obviously 
·. 

based on the adherence of religious basics i.e. sect or better to say the 

division of society in Sunni and Shia sects. However, there is no Shia 

Muslim family in Darjeeling town and the Muslims are all belongs to 

· Sunni sect. The Sunni sect is again divided into two sub sects - Berelvi 

and Dobandi which are nothing but the two different schools of 

Islamic theology. The Berelvis are the dominant group in Darjeeling 

town as they incline to accept. the social: and cultural conditions of 

their habitat and past generations witho:ut much criticism. On the 

basis of spiritualism and adherence of sufi orders the society is again 

divided into a number of groups or khanquah orders or silsila. And the 

major distinction is based on ethnic and regional variances. There are 

four types. of Muslim groups in the town namely Nepali Muslims, 

Bihari Muslims, Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri Muslims. The Nepali 

. Muslims are the decedents of early migrant Muslim males married 

with local girls. The group is also highly. heterogeneous in terms of 

occupation and ethnic characters but construct an identity on the 
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basis of marital alliance with the local girls historically. Perhaps they 

are the dominant in their n~erical strengths among the Muslims. The 

· Biharis comes next which are also a migrant group from various 

districts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar but maintains strong relationship 

with their place of migration. Tibetan Muslims came from Tibet after 

Chinese occupation there and the KasbJ.niTis from Kashmir considered 

the smallest Muslim group in the town. However, their social structure 

and organization exhibits some unique characteristics features and 

exhibits the notion of hierarchy or social gradation among themselves 

though purity pollution is not strictly followed by them. But endogamy 

is strictly followed. Social status, traditional occupation and economy 

are no doubt the major reasons for such; stratification or gradation. 
' 

However, there is a gradually decreasing of traditional.jat arrangement 

is seen among the Muslim groups of the town and the traditional jat 

arrangement. or the asraf, ajlaf. and arzal division is observed to be 

replaced by the new type of social stratification of. 'status group' 

among them. The emerging economic mobility of some -families' 

creates a clear social. distinction of the society into two major parts 

with unequal distribution of Muslim families or communities - Rais 

and Carib. But very interestingly the traditional jat system has also a 

shadow on these status groups. 



CHAPTER- 6 

CULTURAL ATTRIBUTES AND IDENTITY 
DYNAMICS OF THE MUSLIM GROUPS 

6.1: Introduction 

Muslim culture in general represents the unification of all the cultures 

influenced by conunon beliefs and practices. The term is primarily 

used to describe the cultural practices common to historically Islamic · 

peoples. As the religion of Islam originated in 7th centliry Arabia, the 

early forms of Muslim culture were predominantly Arab. With the 

rapid expansion of the Islamic empires, Muslim culture has influenced 

and assimilated much from the Persian, Turk, Indian and so ~ailed 

western cultures. The term Muslim culture is itself a contentious -

term. Muslims of the Darjeeling Himalayan region are from various . 

places of inside and out side India and it can be difficult to isolate 

points of cultural unity among diverse Muslim groups, besides their 

adherence to the religion of Islam. Anthropologists nevertheless study 

Islam as an aspect of, and influence on, culture in the :{egions where · 

the religion is predominant. Islamic culture generally includes all the 

practices which have developed around the religion of Islam, including 

Quranic ones and non Quranic- which ate popularly known as the 

textual and contextual issues. 

6.2: Cultural Attributes of Nepali Muslims 

The Nepali Muslims popularly knoWn. as paharia (though the· 

term is generic) Muslims are the hybrid of early Muslim migrants and · 

the indigenous Nepali females. The category itself is more a very 

heterogeneous group. They constitute a small but an important chunk 

of the Muslim community living permanently in the Himalayan town of 

Darjeeling. Their affinal relation with the ethnic Nepalis keep their 

social status low to the overall Muslim community. of the town. Their 
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culture is a rmxture of both Islamic and local traditions. Local culture 

or traditions have effects a great in their food habit and other social 

and cultural matters _which reflects in their daily life way activities. 

6.2.1: Dress and Ornaments 

As these Nepali Muslim families are integrated with the local 

cultures of their habitation, their dress pattern is not different from 

that of their neighbours. Traditionally Kurta-Pajama or Lungi-Punjabi 

was their typical dress pattern for man arid Salwar~Kamij for woman. 

Still now the elderly males wear Kurta-Pajama and also Lungi-Punjabi 

in their locality but always prefer to wear Pantaloons and shirts when 

they are in out for various purposes. Some elderly males always prefer . 
·. 

to wear scalp cap (fez topz) as a symbol of there adherence to Islam. 

The modern youths· prefer to wear modern European dresses. The 

Western culture has always . been a great influence in various 

mountainous pockets of India and the town Darjeeling has no 

exception to this. The youths of these Nepali Muslim families adhere 

this type of dresses from their Nepali and Bhutia neighbours. They 

wear jeans pants, cotton trou~ers, T-sh.ITts, shirts as a symbol of 

modernity. Very recently it is noticed that a considerable number of · 

these youth prefer to wear fez topi as a symbol of their identity and 

also the revival of their cultural traditions. 

The Nepali Muslim families hardly observe the purdha as these 

families are very closely integrated with the traditions of their Nepali 

or Bhutia neighbours. The forefarhers of these families married Nepali 

females and their descendents still now continuing this practice. 

Therefore, the system of veil was gradually disappeared as the Nepali 

caste or tribes have a· history of matriarchal society to patriarchal 

society. Female had a major rol~ in food production and other societal 

responsibilities. Most of these Muslim families have one or two female · 

members from their neighbouring Nepali communities. Consequently, 

the dress pattern is also influenced a lot.· The elderly females always 
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prefer to wear shari and blous.e. Married' females wear salwar-kamij 

and dopatta and unmarried girls prefer to wear modern kurta-kamij, · 

skirts, tops or shirts. But jeans are not popular among these families. 

Married females who prositilysed before marriage wear salwar-kamij . 
'• 

instead of their previous dress patterns. Some elderly married females 

who were basically from Nepali caste b·ackground still wear 

choubandhi to cover the upper p~rtion of her body. 

The majority of these Nepali Muslim families are from low 

income group and the collection of their ornaments i~ also very small. 

Gold is popular but because of its high cost silver is mostly utilized. 

Almost all of the females have some orna:inents made of gold like ear 

rings, gold chain or necklace and finger rings. But these are secretly 

kept for festivals and ceremonies. Only silver ornaments are used day 

to day. Nose pin is popular among them. Elderly females of Nepali . 
·. 

origin still prefer to wear their traditional ornaments like fuli on both 

the sid~s of their nose strills, large ear rings of brass and necklaces 

made of brass. Males prefer to wear wrist watch. Tabiz and amulets 

· are very popular among them. The modern youths has a tendency to 

put a black tabiz and amulets of black doth as a pendent of their 

chain. 

6.2.2: Food and Drinks 

As we · already categories these Muslim famil:Les into three 

categories, there food and beverages are also varies to one another. 

The families of the descendents of migrated Muslims from Bihar and · 

UP have almost an identical food practice of their recent migrated 

Muslim brothers from Bihar and UP. Only some few items are 

incorporated due to the culture· contact or intermarriage with their 

Nepali neighbours. Wheat made roti or chapatti and sabji or vegetables 

are their staple food. While rice is the staple food of both the_ next two 

categories. Beef is very popular among them and because of its low 

price and availability, one item of beef is always present in their daily 
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dietary habit. Peoples who are working in the beef market regularly 

used to come home with chaat (unsold ·pieces of cow flesh). They 

prepare sabji with this by adding potato, rat shaak, onion, garlic and 

ginger. The poor families really fond of it. Besides kabab, bhuna is also 

regularly prepared from beef. All these above said preparations are 

also very popular among them. They always tal<e halal gost (ritually 

slaughtered meat). Due to the cultural contact with their Nepali and . 
·. 

Bhutia neighbours, a large number of hill food . preparations are 

present in their daily dietary habit. These preparations are mainly fast 

food type. Among them momo, thukpa and gundruk (dried rat shak) 

are most popular. During the festivals they prepare various types of 

traditional moglaui dishes like biriyani, korma, kopta, firni etc. Some 

typical dishes of these families are given below -

1. 'Khenama'is a local seed which they' usually take after frying. 

2. 'Simki' is a pickle made of radish. 

3. 'Soljaar' is a liquid drink. It is a mixture of the extraction of 

boiled rice with onion, salt, chili powder and oil. 

4. 'Sindra' is a dried fish pickle made of small putt fish. 

5. 'Sukeko masu' is the dried·beef. They use it in every vegetables 

and daal. 

Drinking alcohol is not popular among them. Though the elite 

Muslim classes believed that these Muslim families ·are fond of 

indigenous country liquor. But we have seen that these degraded 

Muslim families try to observe the · basic religious guidelines and 

banned alcohol as it is strictly against religious scripture. Samaj (local 

council of elderly members) has a great role on the "Qan of selling 

liquor in the basti. Tea is a very popular beverage among them as like 

the other hill peoples. They prepare it with adding salt instead of 

sugar. This tea is popularly known as noon· ki chia. 



6.2.3: Life Cycle Rituals 

6.2.3.1: Birth 
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' 
Birth of a child is a very important phenomenon among the 

Nepali Muslim families. During the time o~ pregnancy, women have to 

observe several restrictions regarcling her daily activities. She almost 

stays as a captive in her husband's house. ;rhese are for the protection 

from evil spirits. Today most of the deliveries are occurred in 0 

government hospitals or private nursing homes, but previously a 

corner of the room was used for the purpose. An experienced lady or 

dhai assist the delivery work When a new baby born, azan is give by a · 

male member of the family. After the birth, a separate room is allowed 

for her, if possible. After the delivery, the mother observes a period of 

pollution for six days. A special ·ceremony is observed in the six day 

which is called I Shatti'. Both mother and child are bathed on this day 

and the head of the child is shaved by hazam. (barber). The child is 

dressed by new cloths and kajal is put on his/her forehead for the 

protection from evil eyes. Neighbouring women are invited to attend 

the ceremony for singing folk songs. The mother of the child takes 

normal diet along with some females. After all this, rice, new cloths 

and money is given to hazam and dhai for their duties. o. Some special · 

guests are fed in this day. A name is also give!l to the child by either 

family members or by a m.oulavi or the local imam. 

After 45 days of the birth. a special ceremony is organized this is 

popularly known as 1Sowamahina'. This is the formal feast and all the 

neighbours and relatives are fed in this day. Both the mother and child 

is bathed and dressed by new cloths. A m.oulavi is called for 

organizing Milad Meahfil. Circumcision or Sunnat ~or m.ussalm.ani or 

khatna is must for the Muslim boys. There is no fixed age or day for 

this. Some people prefer to do this in the day of 1 Sowamahina'. A 

hazam. or nai is invited to do the job. But people to day vsed to prefer · 

it after the birth of the child in hospital by the doctor. Some gifts in a 
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bamboo made basket are given to hazam for his job. The gifts are 

called 'nichawar' and are given as per the economy of the family. 

Name giving ceremony or akika is also a very important 

ceremony for the Muslims. If akika is not observed after the birth, then 

it can be observed in any time even i.li the tinie of Kurbani eid. 

Preferably a domestic animal is sacrificed by a maulavi and the meat 

is distributed to mostly among the fakirs aild neighbours .. 

6.2.3.2: Marriage 

As the basic Islamic teachings are same, the Nepali Muslim 

groups perform their marriages or nikaha according · to the rule of 

Muslim rituals. Local influences are also very prominent among them 

as they are the indigenous converts or a hybrid of the lQcals~ Majority · 

of the marriages are through negotiation but love marriage with Nepali 

girls are frequent a:inong them. Always the marriage proposal goes 

from the groom's house to the ·bride. This practice is very popular 

among them which popularly known as 'mangni bia or _magni saadi'. 

Before the wedding day turmeric paste is applied to the both bride and · 

bridegrooms. The marriage ceremony is observed generally in the day 

time. For this they generally hire the hall of Anjuman-i-Islamia. The 

nikaha is solemnizes by a maulavi according to the Islamic principles. 

Denmohar is compulsory and settled by the kinsmen of both the 

parties but the amount is very low as it is customary. After that a feast . 
•. 

is organized at the house of the bridegroom. Some respectable and 

influential community members along with kinsmen of both the 

parties are invited. Non-Muslim. neighbours are also invited in the 

weeding feast. 

If, the bride is from a Nepali caste or tribe family, then before 

marriage the girl is converted to Islam by a maulavi or by the Imam of 

the mosque. Such case is happened if bo.th of them are fall in love. 

Earlier days the Nepali girls after fall in love with a Muslim boy fled 

away from her house. But presently both of the parents eagerly give 
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their permission to marriage. 1 Dhokbeth' is a special ceremony in this 

kind of intercommunity marriage. The tradition is purely local and 

practiced only by the Nepali Muslim families. If a Muslim boy marries a 

Nepali caste girl, the parents of the Muslim boy send milk, fruits and 

meat along with some other gift items to the girl's hou~e. And if the · 

parents of the girl satisfied or agree to their marriage, accept the gifts 

and invited the boys parents and set the day of the marriage 

ceremony. On .the eve of the c.eremony the parents of the groom come 

to the house of the bride and all the elderly members of both the 

parties bent to touch the feet of each other. The bride and groom also 

do the same. This typical custom is known as I dhokbeth'. After that 

both the parties go to the marriage ceremony hall. Maulavi or imam 

come and proselytized the lady. After that nikaha is done according to 

the Islamic traditions. 

6.2.3.3: Death 

After the death of a person the dead body is buried in the burial 

ground specified for the Darjeeling Muslims. The ground is just below 

the butcher basti and very riear to the slaughter house. The burial 

ground is maintained by Anjuman. After t~e death, the body is washed 

by water and thus purified by spraying cent or ittar. A new white cloth 

is used for covering the body which i~ known as 1kafan'. If the 

deceased person is a female or· mother, all her offspring beg pardon . 

for their limitations to their deceased mother as she during her life 

time feed breast milk. This is called maaf talab or dudh baskna. All 

the kinsmen and community neighbours are then invited to attend the 

Namaaz-e-]anaza. There is a room in the burial ground for ]anaja. But 

people used to prefer this in their home. For dafan places is cleaned 

and dig and the dafan process is observed as per Islamic norms. The 

head of the body is placed to west and the feet to east as the direction 

of the holy city Madina is in the west. At frrst the family members give 

earth to the body and then other relatives _and neighbours covered the 
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body by offering earth. Monajat or a prayer is performed for the peace 

of the departed soul. 

A period of mourning is observed by the family members and 

several rituals are performed though som~ are not sanctioned by the 

traditional Islamic traditions. After three days teza is held. It includes . 

reading of Quran or Quran khani. There is no feast in this day. Only 

some fakirs are invited to feed. After 10 days is called dashma. No 

such customs are observed. After 20 days is called bishm.a. After 40 

days the main programme or kria is. observed. The day is known as 

chalisa. On the eve of the day a m.ilad m.ehfil is performed. Maulavi 

read the Koran. Actually from tlie day of the death, m.aulavi used to 

read the Koran daily and finished the reading in. the 40th day. 

Kinsmen and neighbours are also feed in this day. 

6.3: Cultural Attributes of Bihari Muslims 

Bihari Muslims category includes the families of the descendents 

of the migrants who came to Darjeeling town after during the colonial · 

times and also early independence periods from various districts of 

the Indian state of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. Among them there are so 

many ethnic groups or biratharies or occupational groups. They are 

the dominant Muslim group in the town. both in numeric sence and 

socio-political matters and concentrated mainly in the butcher basti . 

(Dr. Zakir Hussain Basti) area. They claimed higher social position in 

the community hierarchy. The elite Muslim families also belong to this 

group and economically these groups are in much more better 

position. Bihari Muslims are of diverse occupational background. And 

still majority of them trying to maintain their ger;teration wise · 

occupation. And the most striking feature of this group is they still 
. . 

have relation with their place of migration or ancestral place and 

strongly deny adopting local qlltures. 
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6.3.1: Dress and Ornaments 

The dress pattern is almost same as like other communities of 

the hill as because of its cold enVironment. But still the age old person 

continues to wear traditional Muslim dresses like pajama, panjabi, 

jahar coat etc~ Usually the modern youth prefer to wear modern 

European dresses like shirts, jeans, t-shirts, pantaloons. A majority of 

· them used to prefer to put fez topi on. their scalp. Muslim ladies 

usually wear shari-blouse and salwar-kamiz. The ladies observe parda 

but not to wear burkha. They usually wrap a piece of white, black or 

pink chadar around their head so that their head is covered. 
I 

Ornament is popular among them as -like as other females. 

Usually they wear the common ornaments made of gold and silver like 

. ear rings, nose pin, chain etc. They also prefer to wear glass made 

churi and other ornaments made of imitation. They modern boys have 

a latest fashion of wearing black tabiz on neck with either gold or 

silver chain. Wrist watch is popular to them. 

6.3.2: Food and Drinks 

Wheat made roti or chapati is their staple food. They take rice 

only once or twice in a week. Generally they take this with vegetables 
I 

or beef curry. In the morning they tal<e bakery bread or other hand 

made snacks as breakfast along with tea. _In lunch the take hand made 

roti with vegetables. They are f~nd of beef. Almost every day they 

consume beef made preparations. They rriake their food with more 

onion, garlic and spices. In occasions they make birtyani, polouw, 

kabab, korma, fimi etc. Their food items are the mixture of Afgan, 

Arab andlocal traditions. 

They usually take hot as beverages. There is no ·limit of taking 

tea. They prefer to make it with sugar and milk. Alcohol is restricted 

among them. 
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6.3.3.1: Birth 
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The birth of a child is considered one of the happiest occasions 

in their family. The first delivery usually takes ·place in the traditional 

house at Bihar or UP. And the ceremonies related birth usually takes 

places at there. But presently majority of these births takes place at 

Darjeeling. The traditional role of dhai is almost absent as it tal<es 

places at hospital. The news of birth is celebrated by azan and 

distributing sweets to the neighbours. Afrer birth, the mother has to 

observe a six day pollution. After six days . a ceremony takes place 

which is known as chhati. In this very day, the mother takes bathe and 

a feast is organized. Some special foods are delivered to the invitees. 

Sometimes after 10 days a milad mehfil is organized. Generally a · 

maulavi is invited and some close relatives and kinsinen are invited to 

·attend. After finishing religious scripts, sweets and other snacks items 

are distributed. Some times foods are distributed among poor Muslim 

families. After 5-6 month, solid food is given to the child. If the child 

is a boy and first child of their parents, a special ceremony is observed 

to celebrate the day. Iehatna or circumcision is performed at the age of 
' 

5 years to 10 years. The role- of hajam or barbar is replaced by 

modern doctors. Yet, hajam is invited ·and some gifts are given to him. 

Some times. a animal like goat or cow is slaughter as per the economic 

condition of the family. 

6.3.3.2: Marriage 

Marriage customs are similar with other communities residing at 
I 

Bihar. Their diverse caste or jatibackground reflects· is every aspect of 

their custom related to the ceremony. Notwithstanding, the primary 

· rule is observed as per Islamic law. Before marriage, both the boy and 

girl applied turmeric paste in their respective houses. Usually marriage· 

ceremony is observed in Anjuman hall room· as of shortage of space in . 

their houses. Generally hall room is hired by the bride party and the 

whole programme is in the day time. Baraties or the groom parties are 
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accepted by elder and young females with: folk marital songs. Invitees . 

come to join the feast. Maulavi or Imam saheb is invited to perform 

the nikah. · Denmohar is generally fixed before nikah by the elder 

members of both the families. After all these, newly couple is served 

food and all the baraties joined the feast. Next day after .. the marriage, 

the newly couple is taken to the majar sari{ at burial ground and 

fateha is observed by offering flowers and sweets. 

6.3.3.3: Death 

After the death, the body is bathed and covered a white cloth 

(kafan). All the relatives and kinsmen come take the body to the grave 

yard. There us only one grave yard for the Muslims which is · 

maintained by Anjuman. The burial takes place after Namaz-e~janaja. 

But often the offering of janaja is observed at the burial ground. A 

separate room with shade is exclusively for this purpose. The body is 

buried as per Islamic rule. After that rituals are observed which are 

similar to the Muslim umma. Rituals include ·chautha (after 4th day), 

dashm.a (after 10 days), bism.a (after 20 days) and chaliswa (after 40 

days). From burial day up to· the 40th, the successive reading of the 

holy Quran is performed a m.aulavi In c~aliswa a feast is observed. 

Some gifts along with money are given to maulvi for his job. Foods are 

distributed to the poor. 

6.4: Cultural Attributes of Bhote/Bhui:ia or Tibetan · 

Muslims 

The Tibetan Muslims are more culturally identical with their · 

Buddhists coreligionists. They are also treated ~s a refugee community 

from Tibet though all of them got Indian citizenship after migration to 

India. Their social cultural assimilation with the greater Tibetans make 

them isolated with the greater Muslim society of the town. They are a 

very small commUnity and in the jargon of globalization or 

westernization they gradually loss their traditional cultural practices. 
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6.4.1: Dress and Ornaments 

Traditionally Tibetan Muslims wore- 'chupa' alike the Buddhist 

inhabitants which was protected at the waist by a silk thread. The 

dress could cover the whole body from neck to feet and secured them 

from extreme cold. The women wore a blouse called anju and boku · 

over it. Previously both male and female wore boku together but due to 

the influence of west this typical dress pattern was vanished from 

them. Still some aged women continue to wear boku as 'their primary 

dress and the married hang a stripped coloured piece of cloth in the 

front of her waist as the symbol of marriage alik~ their Buddhist 
' 

coreligionists. However, cotton trousers, jeans, t-shirts and shirts are 

most favourable dress among the male, n9w a days. Aged along with 

some modern youths only put Turkish fez topi on their scalp as a 

symbol of their adherence to Islam. Femal~s prefer to wear salwar and . 

kurta or kam.iz and some times a white uma or scarf covered their . 

head as a veil. They do not put burkha~ 

Tibetan Muslim women wear s special type of necklace made of 

precious coloured stone which is known as khu. They never wear nose 

rings. Light year rings are common. Boys never ·put chain on their neck 

but wear tabiz. Armlets and bracelets are also popular. 
' 

6.4.2: Food and Drinks 

From the historic periods, Tibetan Muslims adopt the Tibetan 

food culture which is not replaced even after their migration to India. 
' Still their regular meal is occupied by major Tibetan dishes. As 

vegetables were scanty at Tibet, their food item was· mainly full of 

meat items. Traditionally barley made tsam.pa was the staple food of 

Tibet. And the Tibetan Muslims also adopt this as thei;r staple food. 

But due to the changed climatic condition and also the availability of 

food grains, their staple food at Darjeeling is rice and wheat made roti 

or chapatti. They consume both these two items either day or at night. 

· Thukp (boiled noodles with soup and vegetables) and m.om.o (boiled 
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half moon shaped with meat or vegetables) is also prepared as 

breakfast or evening snacks. Traditionally they take Tibetan bread 

coqu or korkun as breakfast ~hich is replace by modern wheat made 

bread. Meat dishes are likely to be made of beef, mutton and chicken. 

Salan is a special dish of mutton or beef which is similar to curry. 
. . 

Tibetan Muslims take tea with salt but never sugar. Butter tea is 

also popular. They never consume alcohol. 

6.4.3: Life Cycle Rituals 

6.4.3.1: Birth 

At the time of pregnancy several restriction regarding food and · 

physical activities are imposed by the elder members to the mother. 

Birth is considered as a gift of god to them. All the traditional systems 

in delivery are now abolished.· After labour pain, usually the mother is 

shifted to the hospital for delivery. After the birth of a child the 

mother have to observe pollution for seven days. After 7 days, a feast 

is organized and all the kinsmen are invited. In the name giving 

ceremony and akika, a goat is sacrificed. If the child is a boy, then one 

goat is slaughtered. But if the child is girl, two goats are slaughtered 

and the meat is distributed among the kinsmen, neighbours and 

fakirs. Sunnat is performed for the boys at the age of 5-6 years. But · 
I 

presently most of the families do the job at hospitals. 

6.4.3.2: Marriage 
; 

Weeding ceremony is the blend of two traditions. Both the 

Tibetan and Muslim customs are fol).owed. As they are the 

descendents from Kashmir, their rituals are to some extent match with 

Kashmiri · weeding. Previously both th~ groom and bride wore 

traditional Tibetan dresses. But in Darjeeling·. this tradition is vanished. 

Both the boy and girl wear modern weeding dresses. Both the parties 

also wear modern dresses. The weeding ceremony is observed as a 

picnic for 2-3 days. No such mehendi or haldi day is observed. In the 

weeding day the boy with his parents. and other members come to the 
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girl's house. Nikah is performed by the kazi by chanting three times 

Kabul in the presence of witnesses to solemnize the marriage. After 

that weeding feast is attended by all the members of both the parties. 

They usually prefer to fix marriage dates at wrnrer. 

6.4.3.3: Death 

In Darjeeling town, they burry the bodies at the ground selected 

as a burial ground for the Muslims. There is no separate burial ground . 

for Tibetan Muslims. They burry the bodies as per Islamic norms and 

rituals. Nam.az-e-Zanaza is performed by all the community members · 
' 

and kinsmen either at the house or at the burial ground. A period of · 

mourning is observed like other Muslim communities in India. Besides 

all the ceremonies and rituals are identical to the other Muslim 

communities. They always try to follow the customs and traditions 

made by asraf group of people. In chalisa; all the community members 

along with other Muslim families are invited to attend a feast. The day 
I 

is observed by reading of the Holy Quran and giving alms to poor. 

6.5: Cultural Attributes of Kashmiri·MUslims 

Kashmiris are a very small Mus~ community in Darjeeling 
' 

town. They are very religious in their daily lives. They have very rich 

unique cultural traditions which reflected in various social and 

religious festivals. In Darjeeling town except the great Habib Mallick's 

family, all belongs to a same ancestry and hence, contip.uing a same · 

cultural traditions. The indigenous influence is almost nil among this 

Muslim community. · 

6.5.1: Dress and Ornaments 

Traditionally Kashmiri Muslims (botP, men and women) used to 

wear the pheran, a long loose gown hanging down below the knees, for 

a long time. The garments are made of cptton, wool or· embroidered 

silk with the necks closed by a gaily coloured string or jeweled button .. 

A Pashm.ina belt goes around the waist. A Mughal type turban 
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completes the costume for men. The women's pheran are brightly 

coloured and embroidered in . front. The headdress of a Kashmiri 

woman is a brightly coloured scarf. However, due to the contact with . 

the west the there is an abrupt change in the dress patterns. In the 

town Darjeeling the Kashmiri men wear trousers of jeans, shirts and . 
\ 

jackets. Only they wear pheran and poots in their occas.ions and 

festivals. With the passage of time, a significant change has come 

about in the dress pattern of t;he Kashm:lri women. Saris, shalwar

kameez or kurta, churidars are becoming popular. 

The kashmiri Muslim women are very much fond of wearing 

coloured ornaments of gold and silver and brass with precious and 

semi-precious stones, shades such as jade, 'agate, turquoise, rubies and 

the gold stone. The various kinds of ornaments worn by them include 

anklets, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, ornaments of head etc. The 

ornaments of the head include jiggni and tikka, which are worn on the . 
\. 

forehead. All these traditional ornaments are now only seen to wear in 

the festivals and occasions. 

6.5.2: Food and Drinks 

Rice is the staple food of these kashmiri families along with 

cooked meat in various varieties. But during the winter t:iri:les, they 

used to prefer to eat wheat made roti or chapatti or paratha as staple 

food. They are very much fond of beef and mutton. The use of a wide 

variety of spices, e.g., aniseed powder,.turmefic powder, chilly powder, 

ginger powder, black pepper, cardamom, saffron etc., is very common 

among Kashmiris. They prepare vegetable soup with·· tomato, salt, 

ginger and some other fresh vegetables which. they take almost every 

day. The special festive dishes are all meat based. Wazwan is a multi 

course traditional meal among the Kashmiri Muslim families which is 

prepared and served in very special occasions like ·marriage 

ceremonies. Some essential wazwan dishes are -
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• Safed kokur or zafraan kokur. 

• Tabak maaz or fried lamb ribs. 

• Daniwal korma: lamb in a yogurt based gravy. 

• Aab gosht Lamb curry cooked in milk. 

• Sheekh kabab: Barbecued spicy ground lamb on iron road. 

• Gushtaab: Chopped lamb with ·spices cooked in oil, milk and 

curds. 

' Kashmiris are very much fond of tea. They usually take tea with 

salt which is popularly known as noon chat or noon chia. Alcohol is 

restricted among theni. 

6.5.3: Life Cycle Rituals 

6.5.3.1: Birth 

Birth rituals of the kashmiri Muslims are almost same as like as 

the other Muslim communities of Darjeelihg. But some special events 

are observed. Singing folk songs are a very common and popular · 

practice in various ceremonies among them. Visiting shrines, calling 

the aid of saints and pirs, fasting etc, are very common and popular . 
' 

practice. Prior to the delivery, usually the pregnant women go to her 

father's house or her husband's house in Kashmir to give birth the 

child. After delivery, welco~g azan .is shouted and takbir is. 

whispered into the left ear of the child that god is great and death is 

the end of all things. On the seventh day, mother bathes and a barber 

is called to shave the head of the child. A name is given to the child 

according to the month in which he is born. This is a common 

practice. All the neighbours and relativ~s ·are invited to join the · 

ceremony and a feast is celebrated. After 6-8 month, the mother 

returns back to Darjeeling, her husband's house. At the age of 4-5 

years, the male child will be circumcised and the day is c'elebrated like 

a. festival. Previously a barber or Mollah was· called to do this but 

presently sun nat is done by the doctors after the birth of a male child. 
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Usually all these ceremonies are celebrated at their own villages at 

Kashmir with their relatives. 

6.5.3.2: Marriage 

Kashmiri families of the town Darjeeling selects mate only from 

their native land Kashmir and the marriage ceremony is celebrated 

also in Kashmir. Generally negotiation marriage is generally accepted 

rule of marriage. After negotiation and initial talking, a date is fixed if . 

both the elder members accept each other. In the next few days, all the 

members of the weeding party go to Kashmir to attend and perform 

the marriage ceremony. After fixing the weeding date or sometimes 

before, the girl's family sends 'wazwan' food to the boy's house. 

Wazwan is a special meal prepared With exclusive spices which 

consists 40-5 0 dishes of mutton, chicken, lamb and biriyani. The 

wazwan are then distributed to the close relatives by the boy's family. 

The arrival of wazwan to the near relatives announces the engagement 

of the boy. 

Nikah is celebrated on a grand scale which takes over sometimes 

a period of 4-5 days which is celebrated at the house of bride. Singing 

in festivals and occasions is a very common practice among the 

Kashmiris. In the next few days before nikah, the married women 

come to the bridegroom's house for singing and make fun. Young girls 

and friends of the bride apply cosmetics and oil to bride and the day is 

accompanied by good amount of fun and teasing. Before the weeding 

day, a quantity of heena dye or mehendi is sent to the bride's house by 

the boy's family. The bride bathes with turmeric paste applied to her 

whole body and dressed traditional y~llow dresses. · The day is 

celebrated with joy by singing rhardage songs by the married women. 

In the weeding day, barat or the weeding procession along with groom 

comes to the bride's house. All the baraties are served food and 

beverages by the girl's family. The amount of denmohar is fixed by the · 

elders at that time. The nikah is conducted by ~ Maulavi. Men and the 
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women are seated separately with their close relatives and friends. The 

Maulvi reads certain verses from the Holy Quran. Thereafter, 'liab-e- . 

Qubul' that is proposal and acceptance takes place. For the legality of 

the marriage, the mutual consent becomes essential and important in 

Nikaah. The legal document i.e. n.ikahanama is signed by the bride and 

the groom for the marriage to become legalized which consists a set of 

terms and conditions that must be accepted by both the parties. After 

the lavish weeding dinner the bride come to the groom's house. After 

the fourth day of weeding, which is known as chouthi, the bride visits 

her father's house along with groom which :ls customary. The groom's 

party is also welcomed by a lavish reception. 

6.5.3.3: Death 

The ceremonies concerned with death are simple and observed 
. . 

as per Islamic norms which are similar to other Muslim communities. 

After death, the body is laid .on. with the·head towards the north or 

east. Kalma and some other verses from the Quran are pronounced. 

The neighbours and relatives are come to see the body~ Some times 

other commUnity members come with khada which is wrapped over 

the deceased neck. The corpse is bathed and wrapped by a white cloth 

or kafan. The body then carried to the gr'aveyard · and graved. The · 

mourners then return back to the house and a period of mourning is 

observed. Dashma and chalisa is observed according to the norms and . 

alms are given to the fakirs on the name of departed~ 

6.6: Major Religious Practices and Festivals 
' 

The Muslim inhabitants of Darjeeling observed their religious 

practices as per their sacred religious tex~ or traditions· but varied to 

some extent community to community yet the basic religious practices 

are similar. Orthodox religious traditions ~e strictly observed by only 

the Bihari and Kashmiri Muslim 'families. They are very much orthodox . 

in their religious matters. They prefer to wear dresses as per shariat 

and also prefer to keep beard. As there is no religious obligation from 
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their Hindu Nepali neighbours, they freely observed all these 

traditions easily. On the other hand the Tibetan Muslims are also 

religious and observe all the standard religious practices like taking 

five times namaz, observation of Id and other religious festivals. 

Almost all the elderly persons spent their leisure time in ·counting bids 

or tasbi which is very common practice among them. But the practices 

among the Nepali Muslim communities are very interesting. As all the 

families of this category are· the decedents of the mixture of early 

Muslim migrants and indigenous Nepali caste or tribes, a degree of 

non or un-Islamic traditions or practices are observed among them. 

They are .less Islamic according to other .Muslim groups. Even some 
' 

males have not yet circumcision or khatna which is must for a male as 

per shariat. The frequency of taking · nan1az is also very low among 

them. However, since the last ten year a Sunni Muslim religious 

organization named Dawat-E-Islami is taking a major rple to spread · 

standard Islamic religious practices among them. For the last 7-8 years 

the organization successfully converts 7 Nepali Hindu and Christians 

into Muslim. According to .their opinion, before their arrival to 

Darjeeling the choti masjid at Butcher Basti was almost vacant as a 

majority of them were unaware to know· how to take namaz. They 

don't have any clear cut idea about the writings of Quran, Radish and 

Shariat. And it is the Dawat-E-Islami who successfully spread the 

voices of Islam among the Nepali Muslim families and pulls them into 

the greater Muslim society. The organization organizes seminars or 

majlish weekly, popularly known as 'madina mahal', for both males 

and females where Islamic values and individual roles are discussed. 

The members weekly visit door to door and try to understand the 

Muslim-folk not to drink alcohpl, do not quarrel with neighbours, 

observance of pardah and so on. 

However, due to the collective effective effort of both the Dawat

E-Islami and Tabligi jamat, a sense of religious consciousness is 

emerged in ·the mind of the Muslims.' Puring . my field· stay at 
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Darjeeling I saw a large number' of Muslims are going to bart masjid 

and choti masjid of Darogabazar and Butcher basti respectively to 

pray their prayers or namaz. I have seen a large number of Muslim 

youths participated to take namaz. Particularly after the magrib . . 

namaz some of them share their Understanding regarding Islam. Even 

they circulate some translated book on Nepali among themselves for 

proper understanding of Islam. However, the daily prayer schedule of 

the Muslims of Darjeeling town is given below in a tabular form -

Table: 6.1 

Prayer Schedule of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Time Description I 
5.00 am pt time "N amaz" or Fajar 

12.00 pm 2nd time "Namaz" or Zohar. 

4.00pm 3rct time "Namaz" or Aasar. 
.. 

6.30 pm 4thtime "Namaz" or Magrib. 

Late night (Before 5th or last -time "Namaz" or 
sleeping) Isha. 

Muslims of Darjeeling celebrate a number of festivals all round 

the year. All the prominent Muslim festivals are celebrated with great 

religious fervor. The important festivals are Ramadan, Eid-ul-Fitr, Eid

ul-Zoha or Bakri Eid, Shab-e-Barat, Milad~un-Nabi an.d Muharram. In 

addition to the festivals, the days commemorating shrines in India and 

death anniversaries of saints, are also ob~erved with religious fervor. 

The celebrations of the auspicious occasions are marked by special 

prayers offered in mosques and grave y~ards, fasting, · feasting and . 

exchange of wishes. The N epa.l.i and Bhutia ·neighbours are invited to . 

participate as guest. Special foods are prepared and exchanged to the 

kinsmen. 

6.6.1: Ramadan 

The most important Muslim festival is Ramadan, which extends 

through the Islamic month of. the same name. It finds special place in 

the calendar of events. It is the nine month of the Islamic lunar 
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calendar. The third pillar of Islam, which is fasting, is practiced during 

the month of Ramadan. Every day during this· month the Muslims of 

the town spend the daylight hofiTs in a complete ·fast. They abstain 

from food, drink, and other physical needs during the daylight hours. 

Only before sunrise and after sunset they .take any. food. They believe 

that every part of the body must be restrained during the month 

Ramadan. The tongue must be restrained from backbiting and gossip. 

The eyes must restrain themselves from looking at unlawful things. 

The hand must not touch or take anything that does not belong to it. 

The ears must refrain from listening to idle talk or obscene words. The 

feet must refrain from going to sinful places. In such a way, every part 

of the body observes the fast. Therefore, -fasting is not merely 

physical, but is rather the total commitment of the _person's body and 

soul to the spirit of the fast. Ramadan is a time to practice ·self

restraint; a time to cleanse the body and ~oul from impurities and re~ 

focus one's self on the worship of God. 

For the morning 11 Sehn.,,, generally they take cooked food like 

roti, sabji or vegetables and gost or beef. Then the call for prayer is · 

heard from the mosques, and the children and men set · to their 

mosques to offer nam.az. Women stay at their houses and recite the 

Koran. As the sun sets, the call for the Magrib prayers ate heard from 

the mosques and the fast is broken. It is called 11 Iftar" and the fast is 

broken with a sip of water, a piece of bread and some fruits. The food 
. . 

' 
taken in Iftar is called Iftari and most popular special food items are 

ghugni, sweet bread, paratha and kababs 8.!e taken .. 

6.6.2: Eid-ul-Fitr 

Eid-ul-Fitr or the 'festival of fast . breaking' is the most 

celebratory of all Muslim festivals in Darjeeling. It is celebrated after 

the long fasting month of Ramadan. This is the day following the 

appearance of the new moon. On the day of the festival Muslims 
\ 

dressed in new attire gather in large groups at Eid Gah at Butcher basti 
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just below the choti masjid, and offer their prayers or namaz 

collectively. Bart masjid yard at Anjuman is also act as Eid Gah and 

people offer their namaz there. The prayer lasts for a "Yhile followed . 

by a sermon. After the prayer the Imam embraces and wishes Eid 

Mubarak to one another. After coming from the prayer halls of the 

mosque it is a general cust.om to visit· the houses of the family 

· members, friends and relatives. Wish each other Eid Mubarak the 

delightful 'sewai' (a sweet dish) and several varieties of delicious 

dishes made of beef is exchanged with neighbours. People also do a lot 

of charity on this auspicious d~y as a part of the festive rituals. Each 

and every family gives gifts in kind or cash to the needy and poor · 

families as per their capacity. 

The occasion of Eid-ul-Fitr is incomplete withou~ the famous 

dishes, which Muslims cook on the Eid day particularly sweet dishes. 

Females cook all the Eid dishes in bulk as many friends and relatives 

visit home on the Eid day . to, greet. All the females decide the 

preparations and the menu for the Eid beforehand. Some of the most 

famous and common dishes made at all the Muslim houses are sewai, 

chana halua, biriyani, bhuna, kabab, korma and paratha. 

6.6.3: Eid-ul-Zoha 

It is one of the grandest festivals of the Muslims of Darjeeling 

town and it is also called Bakri Eid. It is celebrated from the tenth to 

the twelfth day of Zil Hijja. On this day Muslims sacrifice a goat or 

Bakr (Urdu) to commemorate the sacrifice of. Prophet Ibrahim, who 

willingly agreed to kill his son at the behest of God. Prayers are offered 

in the mosques and the sacrificial meat is then distributed. In 

Darjeeling the day normally starts with men and women dressing in 

the best outfits and approaches to the Eid Gah Maidan just below choti 

masjid or Anjuman for collective prayer. Special 'Dud (prayer) is 
i 

recited for peace and prosperity of their families. It is mandatory to 

sacrifice either individually or collectively if one cannot afford the full 
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price of the animal. The wealthy are expected to sacrifice one animal 

per family and distribute two thirds of the meat among poor. Those . . 

who cannot afford it, one animaJ. per family can be offered. Very poor, . 

seven or seventy families together offer one animal. Followed with the 

food sacrifice and charity to poor Muslims greet each other with "Eid 

Mubarak" and visit the houses of relatives and friends. Special · 

delicacies are prepared and served among family and friends on the 

occasion. Gifts are also exchanged on this auspicious day. Children are 

given Eidi (gifts and cash money).· · 

Eid-ul-Zoha food items mainly cont~ of beef and mutton as it 

is a day of animal sacrifice. The festival is also known as Bakri Eid and 

Bakar or Bakri is a local Urdu term for go~t. The food are always very 

rich, colorful and high in calories and extremely delicious. The most . 

favourite and common dish is polau made· of colourful flavoured rice. 

Meat is cooked in many different ways. A lot of spices are added to the 

meat which gives it an aroma that can be smelled even Jrom a far of · 

distance. The meat is cut in a special way which is known as Halal and 

this increases the ·taste of the meat further.The most popular and 

common meat dishes are murgh mussallam, various kababs, korma, 

haleem, nehari, kima puri etc. The kheer is a sweet dish made with a 

lot of dry fruits added to it with milk. This makes the. dish high in 

calories and stomach filling. A lot of dates and cashew nuts are used 
' 

in the preparation of many dishes.· 

6.6.4: Shab-e-Barat 

The festival of Shab-e-Barat is celebrated with great prompt and 

enthusiasm by Darjeeling Muslims. It is a night of worship and prayers 

for all Muslims irrespective of their sect, sub-sect, ethnic and regional 

variation. According to mythology, Shab-e-Barat festival is celebrated 

. either on the thirteenth or on the fourteenth day of Shahan, the eighth 

month of the Muslim year. This happens tp be fifteen days before the 

beginning of Ramadan. On Shab-e-Barat Allah writes the destinies of 
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all men for the coming year by taking into account the deeds 

committed by them in the past. Skies light up on the night of Shab-e

Barat as the festival is celebrated in the night. Houses and streets are 

also illuminated by candles and strands of electric bUlbs to provide a 

joyful ambiance to the· festival. Fatiha or the blessings are recited over 

the meal in the name of the Prophet, ills daughter Fatima and her 

husband Ali. The Holy Book of Quran is also read to mark the day. 

Sweets are distributed to the neighbours. A special dish is 

prepared among them during this festive celebration wl;lich is known · 

as dusti roti. The item is like a paratha or puri with two pieces joined 

and after fried in ghee or vegetable oil remove each other and takes it 

with beef preparation like kabab and bhuna or curry. 

6.6.5: Milad-un-Nabi 

Milad-un-Nabi is the birth day celebration of · Prophet · 

Muhammad and celebrated as Eid-e-Milad. The birth anniversary of the 

Holy Prophet is remembered on 12th Rabi-ul-Awwal of the Islamic . 

lunar calendar. On the day of m.ilad, the Prophet's teachings are 

repeated, the Quran is read and religious discourses are arranged in 

the mosques. The Muslims invite their friends and relatives for a grand 

feast on this day. Festive dishes like biryani; kofta, haleem. etc are 

prepared and guests are invited. Sweets are also distributed among the 

children and neighbours. 

6.6.6: Muharram 

This is a festival of mourning. Muharram is observed in the first 

month of the Hijri year. The Mu~lim co:mrn:unity in the town celebrates · 

this festival with great enthusiasm but their participation is varied · 

from community to community. Only the Nepali Muslim community 

along with some Bihari Muslim families celebrates the day. And the . 
I 

Kashmiri and Tibetan Muslim families never participates the 

processions or rallies or tazias as only the celebration is common 

among the Shias. Muharram. commemorates the martyrdom of 
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Hussain, the younger grandson of Prophet Mohammed. Communal 

harmony exhibited on the occasion. On this particular' day Muslims 

from various locality or basti come to Darjeeling chack bazaar old taxi 

stand with their effigy looks like a mosque and kept them for the next 
' 

days. The place is turned to karbala maidan and Muslim youth started 

mock war with sword and knife rememb~ring the sad day of Imam 

Hussain's killing. Darjeeling has the unique tradition where many 

Hindu and Buddhist Nepali families joiQ. their Muslim brethren in 

observing fast during Muharram and pray their· offerings by lighting . 

candle and smoke sticks. At the eveniilg peoples from· different creed 

come to the place and pray their offerings to each and every effigy 

carried . by different localities. They offered sweets and take those 

sweets as Prasad. The next day a procession . called · tazia with huge 

arms and other instruments along with . drams and pipes started to 

round the town altogether shouting "hay Hussain" and terminate at 

kakjhora to emerge the effigy. 

The Muslims particularly the Nepali Muslim community · 

prepares a speciai food of flour, dalda or ghee and sugar which is. 

popularly called as malida. After preparing this food they offer special . 

prayers or fatiha and take some malida and sarbat or sweetened water 

to break fast. Malida and sarbat is also offered to guests and 

distributed to the neighbours. 

6. 7: Identity Dynamics and Social Boundaries of the 

Muslim Groups 

The issue of identity is a very complex one. It is because identities are 

not singular but multiple and varied from. region to region within the 

community for all tiine. It changes over time as the actions and 
' 

relationships between groups · or individuals change. Identity has 

fascinated intellectuals for centuries and ·since the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, pioneers such as Charles Horton Cooley (1909), 

George Herbert Mead (1934) and Herbert Blumer (196,9) have been · 
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exploring the relationship ben:veen individual, identity and society. 

Holland (1997), has presented the debate in terms of universalists 

(those who maintain the prominence of nature) versus culturalists 

(those who maintain the prominence of culture). The 'universalists' 

argued that, although in the formation of identity culture might have 

some role, it is subordinated to universal biological and natural 

psychological structures. However, the ·'culturalists' argued the 

opposite, making identity ari exclusive domain of culture. Culture, 

according to the latter shapes a person's. identity as a bottle shapes 

the water it . contains. Although the main anthropological ·focus in 

studying identity has been on culture, the ;majority of anthropologists 

have avoided the universalists and culturalists extreme viewpoints. Yet 

in doing so, they have ignored the relevance that individual identity 

has within societies and the formation of social groups and 

communities (Cohen, 1985). 

Identity is associated mainly With how· a group thinks about 

themselves as people and how this group thinks about other people 
; 

around them. The notion of 'we' and 'they' are very much crucial in the 

context of construction of identity of . a group. Sodologist and 

anthropologist examine the identity of a· group from three major 

perspectives. Firstly, the individual identity i.e. created through people 

with whom they interact. Secon'dly the social identity which is viewed . 

by individuals as having similar characteristics. Thirdly, cultural 

identity that indicates a sense of belonging to a certain ethnic group 

and its culture or sub culture (Mondal, 1988). Scholai's from many 

different academic disciplines have generally categorized ethnic 

identity formation along two main theoretical frameworks - primordial 

versus situational. The primordiaJ. perspective argues tb.at people have 

an innate sense of ethnic identity. It is something that people are born 

with, is instinctive and natural, and is difficult if not impossible to 

change. On the other hand, the situational perspective (also known as 
' 

the constructionist or instrumentalist) states that ethnic identities are 
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socially defined phenomena. That is, the meaning and boundaries of 

ethnic identity are constantly being renegotiated, revised, and 

redefined, depending on specific situations and set of circumstances 

that each individual or ethnic ~roup encounters. However, these two 

categories ultimately represent to charac;te:rtze processes of ethnic · 

identity formation among the Muslim communities in Darjeeling bill 

and are still very useful in framing our analysis of ethnic identity 

among them 

Mus~s in Darjeeling bill is mainly a community migrated from 

the plains. For historical, politic,al, cultural and many other reasons 

identities of the Muslims have been constructed into varied forms 

both by Muslim themselves and also by the non Muslim Nepali 

speaking neighbours. Here culture is taken as a major component in 

constructing identities and look~d as a dynamic thing. But the·problem 

here is what definition we give to being a ,"Muslim"~ ethnic, cultural, · 

religious, or political as some Muslim groups of Darjeeling are quite 

similar to Pahadis (people of Darjeeling bills) in terms of language, 

appearance, and costumes. They claim that their culture' is very much 

mixed with Pahadi (lffibience. Over time, they ·adopted typical Pahadi 

norms in clothes, language and cultural patterns, though not leaving 
' 

their religious customs. Even in the faith that they profess, their. 

knowledge of Islamic principles and culture is meager to some extent 

among some groups, and they do need guidance and direction in this 

respect. Many of them are Muslims in n~e only, but hardly know 

anything else about Islam as well as society. ·On the other; some . 

groups are still maintain their traditions following orthodox religious 

traditions and considered other those Muslims as culturally impure. 

However, the understanding of acculturation and diffusion here 

allows us to better understand what is happening to the Muslim 

society of Darjeeling Himalaya. The indig~rious or local·influences on 

early migrant families are strong and reflected in many aspects of 

their culture. Yet it was not unilateral. and the influence of. the 
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particular experience, iritensely affected the cultural development and 

political identities of the Muslims ·liVing in: Darjeeling bills. The 

emergent ethnic identity on the other han(i; involves the creation of a 
\ 

new form of group identity due to the convergence of some particular 

circumstances among themselves. More specifically, because of 

demographic changes or competition and conflict in Darjeelbig bills, a 

new ethnic identity based on common group solidarity and similarity 

of experiences formed. 

Ethnic identity of the Muslims living in Darjeeling bill is 

inevitably tied to the process of acculturation. The different forms 

of acculturation and the different factors affect 'accUlturation 

outcomes are recognize and these are . the distinction between 

behavioral and structural or socioeconomic acculturation. Behavioral 
; 

acculturation occurred after the migration of the Muslim groups into 

this distant land and later gradually absorption of the cUltural norms, 

values, beliefs, and behavior patterns of the then "host" society or bill 

society or rather say the greater society of the Nepali speaking 

communities. This may also involve learning. common lingua franca of 

the ethnic Nepalis and within this process, Muslims choose to retain 

much of their traditional culture, norms, and behaviors while still 

acquired those of mainstream bill society. The structural or 

socioeconomic acculturation however, refers to when· the Muslims 

entered and · become integrated into the formal social, political, 

economic, and cultural institutions of the Darjeeling bill society i.e., 

when they begin to participate as full members of greater Darjeeling 

hills (usually · in the form of income, occupation, residential 

integration, etc.). However, these processes of undergoing either , 

behavioral or structural/socioec'onomic acculturation usually occurred . 

in a linear or "straight line" manner ·among some Muslim groups in 

which the passage of time and the succession of generations lead to . 

increasing economic, cultural, political, and residential integration into 

Darjeeling hill society. Or it can also. be occurred among some other 
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Muslim groups in a non-linear or circular manner in which Muslims 

revive or retain old cultural traditions, norms, and behaviors and 

choose to remain somewhat isolated from mainstream society or 

alternatively, to combine elements of both traditional Muslim · 

(although they may modify old traditions and values to fit their 

contemporary circumstances) and mainstream popular bill culture. 

The former process is happened 'exclusively among the Nepali Muslim 

groups as because of their bio-cultural/social integration with the 

Nepali speaking communities. 

One of the most important instance of identity among the 

Muslims of Darjeeling is the identity at the level of ·regional . 

background from where they took migrates and the second is at the 

level of their caste and jati or zaat arrangement which is considered 

constructional and primordial in character respectively. The 

peculiarity among these identities among the- Darjeeling Muslim~ is 

that these - two are overlapping to each . other with strong social 

boundaries. The former identity is mostly assimilated on the basis of a 

group's racial affinity or biological admixture with the local habitat 

and the frequency of contact with their native places. On the other 

hand the identity on jati or zaat is m~stly on the basis of their . 

hereditary occupation. The Muslims of Darjeeling is divided into four . 

broad groups on the· basis of their regional background and biological 

affinity with the local habitat. These are Nepali Muslims, Bihari 

Muslims, Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri Muslims. These groups are · 

created and defined both by their. member_s and by how others 

perceive them. Those attitudes, from within and without, influence the 

identities of both the group and its mdividual members. Except 

Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslims, the Nepali and Bihari Muslims are 

divided into diverse jati or zaat which is considered primordial 

character and reflected in their social tra~tions and customs. Identity 

among all these groups also varied. Nepali Muslims, a hybrid of the 

native women and migrated Muslims. are the most peculiar group in 
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comparison to the other Muslims groups in terms of their identity. 

They along with the Tibetan Muslims constitute a uniform cultural 

identity intermingled With the popular hill cultures by adopting their 

life ways. Culture is aiways wrongly interpreted as a static thing. 

People have a popular monolithic believe that the Muslims have a low · 

exposure to the outer world or culture and thus less tolerate to the 

alien traditions. But since last 200 years, Darjeeling Muslims are . 
I 

predominantly living with the dominant Hindu and Buddhist 

environment and thereby largely got integrated with them both 

socially and culturally. 

We know Islam is a religion of equality, but the Muslim society is 

ridden with caste like stratifications where they do not marry outside 

their caste. However, the four Muslim groups of Darjeeling are usually 

placed into three broad categories Viz. Ashraf (khas), Ajlaf (aam) and 

Arzal (raizals) where Asraf includes the Upper class Bihari Muslims, 

Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri Muslims; Ajlaf includes clean 

occupational groups of Bihari Muslim category and the Arzal includes 
I 

unclean occupational groups or more particularly the Nepali Muslims. 

A wide consensus ·of relative positions of each social group or 

segments emerges though it is p. · conflicting claim of both. Among 

these Muslim groups there has developed a two tier hierarchy on the 

basis of their social identity and inherited familial traditions. The 

Asra{s, called themselves sharif]at or ucha jat, includes Muslims who 

belonged to the higher levels in .social hierarchy and also Muslims who 

preserved their traditions by adopting o~thodox religious practices. · 

The lower class, called nicha jat, includes Nepali Muslims from lower 

occupational categories. As in the society, the upper classes do not 

have close social relations with lower classes, the same 'way the ucha 

jat do not normally have close social relations with nicha jat and 

strictly maintain the social boundaries by ·adopting endogamy. Inter . 
jati marriage is· possible only within the groups of same social or 

economic status but only among the Bihari. & Nepali.Muslims. 
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Identity may often seem to be a very personal and individual 

decision and there can be :m,any historical, socioeconomic, and 

sociological factors . that can directly or indirectly influence · this 

decision. The Muslim communities realize their "different-ness" in 

various social contexts and relate to the natives by rethinking their 

own identities and debating ~d negotiating the meanings of their · 

cultural and past experiences. In this case,, ethnic identification arises · 

from specific patterns of their social interaction and their strategies to 

adjust with their habitat. The feeling of being "pahan"'' for all of the 

Muslims was unified and clear in its significance, in certain cases, 

where their pahari ambience seems to be more akin to the dominant 

Nepali speaking ethnic Nepalis. It is precisely the field of conceptual 
i 

and symbolic ethnicity. of the Muslims that enables them constantly to 

reinterpret their symbolic capital aiJ.d transform themselves 

continually as a result of changes in the cultUral domain of the greater 

Darjeeling hill society. Within this context, the Muslims of Darjeeling 

Himalaya act as an "organizational type" 'that allows its members 

improved performance within the wider context in which they interact 

directly where their "pahan"'' identity is to be situational, determined 

partly by interest and partly by embodiment and cultural~association. 

Since 1972-1973, the Muslims of Darjeelihg Himalaya are raising 

their voices for their constitutional reservation as OBC by the 
i 

leadership of Abul Fazal, the then chairman of Kalimpong Anjuman-E-

Islamia. They have their opinion that the Muslims are now an integral . 

part of the greater Darjeeling society and their children are educated 

and aware of their rights and privileges.. as they are all· born and 

brought up in Darjeeling hills. They began to demand equal rights and . 

equal job opportunities, though not equal share in power as they were 

mostly tiny minorities. Their movement gradually spread all the three 

hill subdivisions of the district Darjeeling and ultimately' established a 

strong network with the Muslim inhabitants of the hills. In the 
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meanwhile, in 1994 the government of West Bengal prepared a list of 

backward classes on the basis of occupation with which social and 

economic backwardness is associated and out of 60 OBCs in the state 

there are eight communities which have been identifi~d as Muslim · 

OBCs and the community paharia is enlisted after the successive 

struggle by the Muslims of Darjeeling bills and ultimately in 1999 the 

category paharia is declared as a Muslim OBC group by the Backward 

Classes Welfare Department, Government of West Bengal (notification 

no. 84-BCW /RC dated. 01.03.1999) where all the Muslims born and 

brought up in Darjeeling hills are recognized as paharia Muslims 

irrespective of their caste and regional backgrounds. Only the Tibetan · · 

Muslims are excluded from this fold as they were already enlisted as a · 

scheduled tribe community by the Government of India. 

However, the developments of Muslim organi,zations have 

evolved remarkably over the past few years in. Darjeeling town. Since 

1907, the Nepali speaking ethnic groups of Darjeeling bills were 

agitating politically for a separate administrative setup and after 

independence the demand for separate statehood within the Indian 

Federation· by the hill peoples of Darjeellilg emerged gradually, from 
. ~c---

1986-1988 under the leadership of Subhash Ghising and his Gorkha 

National Liberation Front and later by Bnnal Gurung and his Gorkha 

}ana Mukti Morcha (GJMM) in the later phase of the year 2007. The 

Darjeeling Muslims in both of these two movements blindly supported 

their Nepali coreligionists as because of the prejudice discrimination, 
I 

economic stagnation and deprivation along with negligence over them 

and developed a united cultural identity organized· from the 

sophistication of organizational <;ollectivity where the mentality of the 

perception 'our' culture or 'their' culture never leads to clashes. 

6.8: Findings 

Though Islam advocates an egalitar1an view of social structure, 

yet stratification in diverse forms has shown almost all the spheres of 
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their cultural life. Muslims of the town are divided into four broad 

groups and . each group bears some specific cultural attributes 

associated with them which are the typical marker of their social 

identification. These cultural :rp.arkers often played a great role in 

maintaining their ethnic identity. 

The Muslims of Darjeeling as because of their diverse traditional 

occupations and ethnic backgrounds exhibits a mosaic of diverse 
I 

cultural traditions of both Islamic and local traditions where to some 

extend local influences are strong. Local culture or traditions have 

effects a great in their fooq habit and other social and cultural 

practices of birth, marriage and death rituals which are considered to 

some extent against the text though the primary or basic rituals are 

identical with the greater Muslim ummah. The cordial relationship 

with· neighbouring hill con;nnunities ' helped the subsequent 

generations of the Darjeeling Muslims adjust better with their habitat · 

in contemporary times but varies across the Muslim communities 

living permanently in Darjeeling town. Due to the enculturation across 
I 

their physical and social background, the children of some Muslim 

group have the larger scope of adjustment which is reflected in their 

cultural. life like wearing or offering khada in all social or cultural 
I . 

ceremonies, preparation of typical hill food items of momo and 

thukpa. 

The Muslims observed their socio-religious religious festivals as 

per their sacred religious text but varied from community to 

community in practices yet the basic religious concepts are similar. 

Orthodox religious traditions are strictly observed by only the Bihari 

and Kashmiri Muslim families and they are very much orthodox in . 
I 

their religious matters. But the practices among the Nepali Muslim 

communities are very interesting. As· all the fclmilies of this category 

are the decedents of the mixt,ure of early Muslim migrants and 

indigenous Nepali caste or tribes, a degree of non or un-Islamic 

traditions or practices are observed among them. The understanding 
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I 

of acculturation and diffusion allows us to better understand what is 

happening to the Muslim society· of Darjeeling Himalaya. The 

indigenous or local influences on, early migrant families are strong and 

reflected in many aspects of their culture. Yet it was not unilateral and 

the influence of the particular experience, intensely affected the 

cultural development and political identities of the Muslims. living in 

Darjeeling hills. 



CHAPTER- 7 

ROLE AND STATUS OF MUSLIM WOMEN 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the role and status of Muslim women living in 

Darjeeling hill. There are four major sub-headings in this chapter. In 

the first, an introduction of the topic. is given for the proper 
t 

understanding of the subject. In the second the position of women as 

reflected in spiritual text or ideal role .of women as !slain is given. The 

third broad subheading describes the profile of the Darjeeling Muslim 

women where a portrait of the scenario is drawn and tp.e last one is 

the findings of the chapter. 

The role and status of Women has become a matter of great 

concern in the wake of the importance of Gender Studies or Women 

Studies in a developing country like India. The third world women 

particularly the women in Indian subcontinent are facing. a lot of 

oppression and subjugation in various fon,ns of gender discrimination 
t 

in today's life. And the Muslim societies in particular are the most 

sited examples in India. In his critique of . the inferior position of 

women, particularly the Hindu women, Raja Rammohan Roy, the great 

Bengali social reformer, stressed prime importance of civil liberties 
I 

and individual rights and the need to abolish practices which activelY 

affect the women folk such as female infanticide, polygyny and etc. 

Muslim societies in India are largely a complex diversity of indigenous 

· converts and are not free from such evil practices. There is a 

stereotype a:rilong the peoples mind that the fatal point in Islam was 

the degradation of women status in Muslim society. The practice of 

Purdah, the lack of women edu.cation and their discrimination within 

Muslim law creates a situation to blame .the Muslims to believe the · 

stereotype of their too much attachment to Islam. And this 

misconception has been regularly taken up by the politicians, media . 
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personals and other non Muslim leaders as a stick with which to beat 

Islam and Muslims. Though there are ' certain factors for which 

Muslims have to own responsibility like imposing restrictions to 

women, which are rooted more in social customs and traditions of the 

past but legitimized in the name of Shariat and which have nothing to 
' 

do with Islam (Engineer, 1987, 1997). 

Muslim women in India are suffering from both internal and 

extenial oppression. There are so many ·oppressions which Muslim 

women faces are of social nature and are common to women of all 

religions elsewhere India. All women· face problem of social 

conservatism as they are reduced to lesser sex. The only difference is 
' 

that among other religious communities this. situation is fast changing. 

But situation is not so bright as far as Muslim women· are concerned. 

As because of their rampant illiteracy these sections of society do not 

know what is written in their religious texts which ultimately creates a 
' 

wide gap between text and context. There are two ways of trying to 

understand what Islam and Islamic or Muslim society is all about. One 

is by interpreting it theologically which is the ideal or 'textual Islam' . . 

and another 'contextual Islam' or how actually Muslims practice their 

faith i.e. from the peoples perception (Mondal, 1951). This widening 

gap between text and context has had a disastrous consequences on 

the Muslim society manifesteq in almost all aspects of their life; 

political tyranny and fragmentation, economic backwardness, social · 

injustice, intellectual stagnation and etc. And very interestingly, most 

of the cases they are oppressed not so much by religion as by society. . 

In order to bring about change in the plight of Muslim women it would 

be equally necessary to bring about charige in socio-economic 

conditions of Muslims in India. If Muslims remain poor and illiterate, it 

will be very difficult to improve conditions of Muslim women. 

However, the present study among the Darjeeling Muslims is an 

empirical enquiry which also focused into the dynamics of change in 

the role and status of Muslim women of Darjeeling Hill. The study of 
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Muslim women of Darjeeling hill has one great obstacle and that is the 

difficulty in finding ample historical records and observations. As all 

the previous studies emphasized on the status and role from the 

perspectives of Nepali, Bhutia, and Lepcha ;community. And there were 

hardly any work on Muslim women of Darjeeling Hill. 

7.2 Position of Women in Islam as Reflected in Text 

There are two ways of trying to understand what Islam and 

Muslim society is all about. One is by interpreting it' theologically 

which is the ideal or 'textual Islam' and another 'contextual Islam' or 

what Muslims are supposed to believe in. :The Quaranic verses clearly 
' 

mentioned woman as an independent entity, and thus a fully 

responsible human being. Islam addresses her directly and does not 

approach her through the agency of Muslim males. A woman would 

assume full capacity and liability once s~e has attained maturity and · 

has received the message of Islam. The Quran and Hadis established . 

the fact that a woman is at least as vital to the life and society as man 

himself (Engineer, 1987; Khan, 1990; Mondal, 2005). 

7.2.1 The Spiritual Aspect of Women 

The Quran provides clear cut evidence for her equitable rights 

and responsibilities with man but not necessarily identical with man. 

They are created equals. There is 'no image of their inferior position. In 

terms of religious obligation, such as daily_prayer and pilgrimage, they 

are not different from their male counterparts. Even Islam has given 

some special priVileges or advantages ~>Ver man like women are 

exempted from the daily prayers and fasting periods for certain days . 

after the birth of a child. She can make up her missed fasting days of 

Ramadan whenever she can (Engineer, 1987; Khan, 1990; Mondal, 

2005). 

7.2.2 The Social Aspect of Women 

Family, society and marriage is treated by Islam purely on 

ethical basis. As a child Islam' protects her life to forbid female 

infanticide which considered a crime as like as murder. The Quran 
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effectively ended the cruel pre Islamic practice of female infanticide. 

The Quran went further to rebuke the unwelcoming attitudes among 

some parents upon hearing the news of ·the birth of a baby girl, 
\ 

instead of a baby boy. Parents are duty bound to support and 

show kindness and justice to their daughters. Among the sayings of 

Prophet Muhammad in this regard are following: 

11Whosoever has a daugh,ter and he' does not bury her 

alive, does not insult her, and does. not favor his son 

over her, Allah will enter him into Paradise." (Ibn 

Hanbal, No.l957) 

The Quran clearly indicates that marriage is sharing between the 

two halves ofthe society, and that its objectives, besides perpetuating 

human life, are emotional wdl being and spiritual harmony. To the 

Muslims, marriage is not a religious sacrament, but a secular 

institution mainly based on the theory of contrad. Her consent is 

requisite to the validity of marital contract. As a mother she deserves 

special privileges or good treatments from her society which is 

sanctioned by Quran. 

There is a stereotype that the ideal of Islam prohibits secular 

education and encouraged only the religious education fqr women. But · 

there is no evidence of such in religious texts. According to Islamic 

perceptions, "acquisition of knowledge is compulsory for all Muslim 

men and women" (Mondal, 2005).i 

But the Ulemas, Muslim theologians, position on women was 

based on orthodox medieval Islamic tradition symbolized by the 

notion of women as "fitna" (potential diso;rder). Accordingly, women's 
' 

social interaction with men had to be regulated which in effect 

translated into a control over female· sexUality and female seclusion 

from public place. And from that reason, the observance of Purdha is 

imposed by them as fatwa (Mondal, 1979). 
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7.2.3 The Economic Aspect of Women· 

Islam gave women a variety of rights. Islam ensured women's 

basic rights to property. Ideologically there is no distinction between . 
I 

men and women. The Quran however, established the right of women 

to a share in inheritance. According to Quranic injunctions six persons 

will never be deprived over th~ir rights of inheritance. They are, father, 

mother, husband, wife, son and daughter. She is also free to dispose of 

her property; donate it, rent it, sell it, invest it or in any way she likes 

without consulting any one else. As a mother she is entitled to receive 

one sixth share of her deceas,ed son, as a wife one eighth of the 

properties of her deceased husband _and .as a daughter her share is 

equal to the half of each brother (Mondal, 2005). 

7.2.4 The Political Aspect of Women 

There is a deep rooted stereotype among the peoples mind that 

Islam does not support women's political participation though there is 

no textual evidence of distinctimi between physical and mental power 

of men and women. Theoretically Islam d~es not accept superiority of 

one sex on other and there is no distinction between men and women 

on the issues of leadership and organization (Siddique, 1971; Mondal, . , 

2005). Prophet Muhammad believed that which is mentioned in Hadith 

that a people will not prosper if they let a woman be their leader. 

History of Islam also reveals that Prophet's wife Hazarat Aisha actively 

participated in the battles of Uhud (Mondal, 2005). 

7.3 Muslim Women of Darjeeling Town: A Profile 

Muslims in Darjeeling town are predominately a minority group 
I 

not only in religious sense but also in their numerical strength. They 

are concentrated mainly in a century . old basti (local term for 

habitation) which previous name was Butcher Basti presently as Dr. 

Zakir Hussain Basti. Besides they are also found in Tungsung basti, 

Kaakjhora, Lebong and Darogabazar (near · ]ama masjid). There is a . 

difficulty of finding ample historiCal records regarding Muslim 
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population of Darjeeling as the documents at Darjeeling District 

Magistrate office are not properly stored and very sadly a sudden fire 

burnt the old Darjeeling Municipality buildmg in the year 1996 where 

all the old paper records turned into ashes. However, from some 

previous census records made by 0' Malley and others, we can 

speculate the Muslim population and their women folk as they had . 
I 

written few words for Muslim population of the district Darjeeling as a 

whole. But for the first time, Arthur Jules Dash made a significant out 

line of the Muslim population, of, Darjeeling hills and plains based on 

1941 census records. Later on 1961 and 19671 census also published 

the Muslim population of the district subdivision wise. There is a table 

below (table 7.1), where Muslim population from 1941 to 2001 are 

given. The 2 001 popwation i~ calculated from the 2 001 religious · 

census CD file. 

Table: 7.1 
Muslim population at Darjeeling Town from 1941-2001 censuses 

1941* 1951 1961 1971 2001 
Male J Female Male/ Male Female Male· Female Male Female 

Female 
1041 Not 739 336 717 400 2421 1713 

' available 
(Source: 1

' Dash, 1947 & Census reports) 

For this present . study data were collected from 151 Muslim 

families permanently living in the town stnce three generations back 

The Muslim population of the town has ·diverse ethnic and . 

occupational backgrounds. On the basis of this, the Muslims are 

largely categorized into four broad categories namely - Nepali 

Muslims, Bihari Muslims, Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri 'Muslims. The 

status and role of womenfoll< is also varied from community to 

community even though they shared the basic principles of social

cultural life. Socio-economic ·conditions of the families also mal<e a 

significant role in defining the status and _role of Muslim women. The 

influence of Nepali speaking ethnic groups and their inclination 
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towards the present shifting world presently make a significant role in 

building awareness among the Muslim women for change. 

Conversion has a great role in shaping the status of Muslim 

women in the town as a large number of indigenous women were 

converted into Islam since colonial times. after got married with the 
' . 

migrated Muslim males. According to the Islamic law one who wants 

to marry a Muslim has to convert at least 'in name of Islamic faith. In 

Darjeeling town, generally women are converted to Islam from the 

ethnic Nepali communities which are an age old tradit~on. Since the 

early phase of the town's formation, Muslim. male individuals were 

migrated in search of work. And these non-familial male individuals 

got married with the local ethnic ·girls and ·established their settlement 

as a permanent residence of the town. Particularly the Nepali Muslim 

communities are the decedents of sU:ch mixture. Thus female 

conversion had a great role in shaping Muslim identity at Darjeeling 

hills as their mother land is Darjeeling. There might be some familial 

resistance during conversion, but cultural· similarities to some extent 

never create obstacle in conversion. In general, Darjeeling hill society 

is more secular in case of their religious faith and food consumption. 
' 

Even the Hindu Nepali ethnic communities and the Buddhists Bhutias's 

consume beef which .js tabooed to Hindus. And these ethnic categories 

never took Hindu religion an int~gral part in their society where beef 

consumption is strictly tabooed. That is ·why; there is no tension 

between their past and present after conversion to Islam. 

Consciousness of their Islamic identity and the degree of the intensity 

of their faith and religious a~erence grew later gradually. However, 

self desired conversion of females into Islam is very meager among · 

the other communities in Darjeeling town which is more personal in 

character. 

7.3.1 Population 

For the present study data has been collected from 151 Muslim 

households of the town Darjeeling and ·majority· of these families 
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resides permanently in butcher basti. There are altogether 73 7 

individuals and the female population is 355. The percentage of 

female population is 48.16 which are against the male percentage of 

51.83. Hence, there has been a less of 3.67 percent females against 

total male population. 

Table: 7.2 
Population Structure of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Sex Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 

Male 182 102 73 25 
(50.27%) (52.57%) (53.28%) (56.81%) 

Female 180 92 64 19 
(49.72%) (4 7.42%) (46. 71%) (43 .18%) 

Total 362 194 137 44 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

(Source: Author, Field work) 

Fig: 7.1 

Sex Distribution of Muslim Groups 
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Table number 7.2 shows community wise Muslim male female 

population and their percentage. Among the Nepali Muslims the 

females are total 180 and constitute 49.72 percent. And there has 

been a less of 0.55 of females against Nepali Muslim male population. 

Among the Bihari Muslim communities the females constitute 47.42 

percent and there is a deficiency of 5.1 5 percent females among them. 

The Tibetan Muslim has a female population of 46.71 percent and the 

deficiency of female population is 6. 57 percent among them. Among 

the Kashmiri Muslims the female population is only 19 and the 
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percentage is 43.18 percent and there is a less of 13.63 percent 

females against male population of them. 

Table: 7.3 
Distribution on the Basis of Sex Ratio 

Muslim Groups Male Female Sex Ratio 

Nepali Muslim 182 180 989.01 
Bihari Muslim 102 92 901.96 
Tibetan Muslim 73 64 876.71 
Kashmiri Muslim 25 19 760 
Total 382 355 929.31 

(Source: Author, Field work) 

Fig: 7.2 
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The sex ration of the Muslims of Darjeeling is 929.31 females 

per 1000 males. The sex ration among the Kashmiri Muslims is very 

low which is 760 females per 1000 males. The reason is majority of 

the male members living Darjeeling alone or sends their females in 

Kashmir where they have a separate set up. Among the Tibetan 

Mu slims the sex ratio is 8 76.71 females which is also very low. Higher 

mortality rate among female birth is the main reason behind this. The 

sex ratio is better among the Nepali Muslims compared with other 

Mu slim communities. 

7.3.2 Health and Nutrition 

The neglect of health care of girls and women in general is a common 

feature among the Mu slims of Darjeeling town. The underlying gender 
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discrimination in their families is the main reason for the same. 

However, in the opinion of health workers and medic~ experts the 

maternal under nutrition is a common incidence among the females in 

general and more particularly among the Nepali Muslim females. No 

doubt their economic condition ;is one of the major factor for their 

under nourishment. Often health care is restricted as it is not 

considered necessary by the elderly males. The poor century old 

health infrastructure of Darjeeling town is not sufficient for overall 

development of the females. There shouldlbe an urgent assessment ·of 

their health status. And the priority should he given to the mother and · 

their children. Other wise the future of the community or the pillar of 

hope will be slashed. 

7.3.3 Age at Marriage 

It is a common believe that the fertility of the Muslim women is 

very high. But this fact has no·authentic validation. May be earlier days 

the fertility among the Muslims were high, but present situation does 

not support the fact. It is usual practice that a woman bears 2-3 

children on an average. The modern health care services and education 
I 

has reduced the earlier condition of high_ fertility rate among the . 

Muslims. In contemporary times there has been a large decline in 

fertility in all the religious groups in the town. The process of fertility 

transition is in progress in all communities across India. The recent 

data observed from Muslims (from ejther the NFHS-2 estimate or the 

2001 Census estiniate) cannot be described as 'high fertility', but can 

be referred to as 'moderate fertility'. However, fertility varies among 

Muslims according to their socio-economic characteristics as well as 

on the level of the individual. There are large commm;lity wise 

variations in fertility among the Muslims of the town also. Sometimes 
I 

the relatively high fertility of a section or group among them could be 

on account of various factors. A low age at marriage obviously is 

conducive to high fertility. However, collected data show that the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town does not have a lower age at marriage than -
I 
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average. A point made on the higher fertility of Muslims was that the 

proportion of women married in reproductive ages was relatively high, 

because widow remarriage is well accepted in the Muslim 

communities. 

Table: 7.4 
Age at Marriage of Ever Married Muslim Females 

Age Nepali Bihari Tibetan Kashmiri 
group Muslim Muslim Muslim Muslim 
Below 12 3 - 2 
16 (ll.76%) (5.55%) (16.66%) 

16-20 57 40 30 5 
(55 .88%) (74.07%) (69.76%) (41.66%) 

21-25 30 9 12 5 
(29.41%) (16.66%) (27.90%) (41.66%) 

26-30 3 2 - -

(2.94%) (3.70%) 

31 & - - 1 -

above (2.32%) 

Total 102 54 43 12 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

(Source: Fteld work) 
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Fig: 7.3 

Age at Marriage of the Females 
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The age at menarche has played a crucial role in determining age 

at marriage of the Muslim girls traditionally. In Darj eeling town the 

Muslim girls are married by the age of 16-20 years. A small number 

among them are married before 16 years or more particularly in the 

age of 15 years. Out of total population 25.50 percent females are 
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married. About 62.55 percent females are married in the age ranging 

from 16-20 years. Only 8.05 percent femai~s are married before the 

age of 16 years. Late marriage is not common among the Muslims of 

the town. Only 2.36 percent are married by the age of 26-30 years. 

7 .3.4 Literacy and Education 

The role of education in facilitating . social and economic 

progress is well accepted today. And our constitution committed to 

provided elementary education for all. Regarding the Muslim women 

literacy education status most social researchers found it alarming 

nevertheless a trend of gradual improvement is also observed (Mondal, 

199 7). The religious texts always support the equal position of women 
' 

in pursuit of education and knowledge among the Muslim 

communities. But iii reality it often varies· from region to region and 

group to group. 

There is a Girls Maktab in Darjeeling up to class four exclusively · 

for the Muslim girls was established in the year. 1910 by Khan Bahadur 

Dr. Abdul Aziz Khan, who was a govt. vetenary surgeon in profession. 

During the early days all the· Muslim families usually send their girl 

children to this maktab for learning religious as well as modern 

scientific subjects. But due to familial orthodoxy most of .the girls 

stopped education after finishing their class IV examinations there. 
' 

From the very beginning it was run by Municipal administration and 

later after independence more particularly after the formation of 

DGHC, it goes to the control of hill council. Since then, the 

administrative setup of the maktab is break down a~ there is no · 

permanent teacher due to their complexity. Books are not provided by 

administration. Mead day meal is also stopped for some uncertain 

causes~ And now a day only the' families below poverty line or from 

· low income groups are sending their girl child to the maktab. Those 

who can afford, send their child to some other modern schools for 

learning. 
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In Darjeeling town, the literacy rate among the Muslim 

communities is quite satisfactory in comparison to state and national 

level. The literacy rate is 90.97 percent. Where as the percentage of 

illiteracy is only 9.02 percent. 

Table: 7.5 
literacy Rate of the Muslims of Darjeeling Town 

Sex Illiterate literate Total 
Male 6 369 375 

(9.37%) (57.20%) 
Female 58 276 334 

(90.62%) (42. 79%) 
Total 64 645 709 

(9.02%) (90.9 7%) 

Fig: 7.4 
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From the table number 7.5 it is clearly shown that the rate of illiteracy 

is very high among the females. 90.62 percent females are illiterate 

and the rate is varies from community to community among the 

Muslims. The female illiteracy rate is very low which is 2.77 percent 

among the Nepali Muslim communities in the town. As because of 

their hybrid culture they widely accepted to send their children in 

Girls Maktab at least for elementary education. And this continues as a 

usual practice among them though economically they are lagging 

behind in comparison to other Muslim communities. The female 
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illiteracy rate is high among. · the Bihari and Tibetan Muslim 

communities (see table no. 3.18 and 3.19). This is because of their 

orthodoxy :in familial matters. 

The dropout rate is high among the Muslim families of low 

:income groups. Because sending a girl child·to school is a double loss 

to a poor family as it causes additional· expenses for her and the 

family is deprived from her physical contribution to family. However, 

those who can afford send their child to English medillill, schools. And · 

there aga:in the rate of dropout is high as after. secondary education, a 

large number of them stopped their · education due to familial 

oppression directly linked to orthodoxy. Case studies show that these 

incidents are happened more particularly among the Bihari Muslim 

families. Some . times their economic condition opts for the education 

of boys not for girls after primary or secondary level. 

However, whatever education or schooling. level the women 

received seems to have an impact on ·theii role and status. Education 

influenced their willingness to opt for empowerment. The Muslim 

mothers are now sending their children or more particularly their · 

female children to schools. They are no,w more confident to 

understand the contextual situation of the Muslims, their identity and 

equality. 

7.3.5 Participation in Economy, Family. Finance and Control 

There is a great fate of the Indian women that their participation 

or activities :in familial development is not recognized by official 
I . . 

statistics as productive because these are not measured in terms of . 

money. Traditionally we believe that, if there is no monetary profit :in 

any activity of a person then it should be treated as unproductive. The 

economic participation or contribution in formal sense of Muslim · 

women in Darjeeling is meager or not satisfactory. This is because of 

various reasons like .lack of education of their father or husband; 

economic instability or inequality· of fa.miiies, poor quality of Muslim 
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human resource and to some extent their practical common religious 
I 

believe (viz. practice of purdah among economically elite families). The 

present socio-political tension of Darjeeling bills which starts back 

during eighties of last century was also creates a serious obstacle to 

their economic development as all the opportunities are being enjoyed 

by the dominant Nepali communities. ·No doubt, their economic 

participation is very low but their 'invisible' economic contribution to 

their families and also to their f~al businesses is not to be ignored. 
. . 

Particularly the women ·from Tibetan Muslim and Nepali Muslim · 

families are frequently looking after their businesses. They usually 

handle the customers during the rush hours of festive seasons. There 

are hardly any females from orthodox Bihari and Kashrrriri Muslim 

families in active economic activities· but contribute to their families 

greatly by their endless domestic chores .to sustain their family like 
I 

sewing and fowl keeping. 

However, the world in the twenty first century is creating new 

challenges, opportunities and aspirations for Muslim women, and 

generating forces for change wJ;lich are often uncontrollable. There is 

no employ:p1ent opportunity for women in Darjeeling. Their attitude · 

towards employment is also not satisfactory as they do not fell much 

interest until and unless employment is necessary for their family . 
I 

sustenance. But some modern educated Muslim women of Nepali and 

Tibetan group are seen to be engaged ill active economic opportunities 

like teaching and insurance · or recurring deposit company's viz. 
' 

· Appelline. Mostly they spent their income to maintain the whole 

family's subsistence, yet they do not enjoy the right to manage the 

family's cash income. The concept of Self Help Group (SHG) is not 

common among them and thus there is no; opportunity of home based 

economic activities which circulate their money for reliance. The · 
' . 

families those have bank account are mainly in the name of elder or 

adult male members. The handling of account is also the men's 

privilege. 
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7.3.6 Family, Marriage and Divorce 

The family forms the basic builcling block of the Muslim society 

in Darjeeling. One of the most striking features of these Muslims is the 

importance attached to their family. Traditionally Muslim families in · 

India were joint and extended in structure, often spanning 3 or more 

generations. An extended structure offers many advantages, including 

stability, coherence, and physical arid psychological support, 

particularly in times of necessity~ But such kind of family structure is 

under considerable threat among the . Darjeeling . Muslims as 

nucleariz(ltion of the family is an emerging trend because of various 

socio-economic reasons. There .are two major factors which effect in 
. . 

crumbling the Muslim families. Number one is, as the ancestors of · 

these Muslims were migrated from distant land, migration pattern 

here have resulted in fragmentation of their traditional extended . 
I 

family structure. Where as the second one is, many Muslim women 

who are converted from Nepali speaking ethnic communities have 

grown up in nuclear families, ~ot having first hand familiarity with the 

richness and complexity of living within extended family networks 

which the Muslims generally practiced provoked their husbands to 

stay separate. No doubt economy and shortage of accommodation in 

their households are rigorously pilluenced 'to do so. 

However, in Darjeeling town Nepali ·and Bihari Muslim families 

are numbered much in comparison to Tibetan and Kashmiris. There 

number is very few. Elderly parents are respected on account of their 
I 

life experiences and their hierarchic position within the family unit. 

The marital status of Muslim female population of Darjeeling is 

51.04 percent. Out of total ·population ·19.53 percent females are 

unmarried. It reveals from the present study that . marriage by 

negotiation is mostly practiced among the Darjeeling Muslims. The 

parental influences in acquiring mates are still greatly operating in the 
' 

case of marriage of women and. men. Love marriage is also common 
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but popular and practiced only among the Nepali Muslim 

communities. Mostly it happens when a Muslim boy fall in love with a 

Nepali and Bhutia girl. There is a popular stereotype about the 

polygyny of Muslim men though which has no empirical reality. In 

Darjeeling monogamy is the usual and common practice. Only men 

adopt second marriage after early death of his wife. At the study area 

monogamy is 95.74 percent as against only 4.25 percent of polygamy. 

Table: 7.6 
Marital Status among the Muslim Females of Darjeeling Town 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

Married Unmarried Widow Widower 

188 177 19 15 
(25.50%) (24.01%) (2.57%) (2 .03%) 
188 144 
(25.50%) (19.53%) 

Fig: 7.5 

Pie Chart Showing Marital Status of 
the Muslims 
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Divorce or talaq among the Muslim families is very debatable 

and controversial issue. People from other communities often beat the 

Muslims with this which often have no reality. In the town Darjeeling 

the frequency of talaq is very low. Talaq in popular sense, which is 

pronounced after three times, is not usually practiced for separation 

of conjugal mates. If they want to separate, go to the legal step along 

with the shariat rule. The concept talaq is not popular among the 

Nepali and Tibetan Muslims. If they want to separate, goes to legal way 
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for separation. Where as only the Bihari Muslim females are desired 

talaq as shariat for separation. 

The most significant information in the context of marriage is 
' 

payment or dowry which is not a usual practice among the Muslims in 

Darjeeling. The Nepali Muslim communities, whose economic position 

is the worse in comparison to other Muslims at the town, are strongly 

against of such practice. Tibetans also believe the so. But dowries in . 
I 

the form of kinds are practiced among the Kashmiri and Bihari trading 

families. 

7.3.7 Gender Relations 

The word gender is a social category and stands both for male 

and female. Gender roles are not fixed structures but change over time 

and space and are reinforced and created; by society. There is always 

an effective role of traditions or great traditions on gender relations 

which is finally formed by the society. But the fate of the Muslim 

society is misleaded by some orthodox religious theologians whom the 

people most believe. The trans-cultural environment of Darjeeling · 

town influenced the concept gender among the Muslims living there. 

There are two main factors which greatly . effect in gender relations 

among the Darjeeling Muslims. The one is cultural factors includes 

traditions, values, belief system, habits and acculturation. While the 

others underline the primacy of economy and technological factors 

which are inducing corresponding changes at the level of social 
' 

organization and cultural attitudes. Education is no doubt playing the 

crucial and most visible role there which could lead to societal change. 

If we look into the daily work pattern of the Muslim females, we will 

hardly find any distinction between Muslim women a;nd other hill · 

women as their daily work pattern is highly associated with the 

economic condition of their family and locality where they live. 

The work pattern among the Muslims in Darjeeling is marked by 

gender based division of labour but varie_s between different Muslim 
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' 
groups. The Kashmiri and Bihari Muslim males refuse to entertain any 

thought of changes in the concept of gender and oppress their women 

to believe that what they practic~ is Islamic~ As a result, reciprocity in 

household activities among male and female is almost invisible. 

Whereas the womenfolk of Nepali Muslims- and Tibetan Muslims in the 

hill town are independent to think and work and of course within the 

framework of their popular religious faith and theological adherence. 

Their educational status is also helped. iri. making . healthy social · 

relations with men. If we look into the daily work pattern of Darjeeling 

Muslim women without thinking about their social category, we will 

hardly find any distinction between them as they believed that these 

works are their assigned duties. A general daily routine of Darjeeling 

women is noted below: 

D il R a Ly· outme o or 0 us 
Table: 7.7 

fW k fM lim.W omeno arjee Lg fD . lin T own 
Time Works 
5.00 a.m. Clean and wash household utensils 
6.00 a.m. Prep_are breakfast for hQ_usehold members 
6.45 a.m. Prepare children for school 
8.00 a.m. Wash and clean cloths, water fetching 
10.00 a.m. Go to market for buying vegetables and foods 
12.30 a.m. Prepare lunch for household members 
7.00p.m. Prepare and serve dinner 
8.30 p.m. Go to sleep ' 

The women perform almost all the household work The kitchen 

is always women's terrain. She has complete responsibility of cooking 

food for family members. The women have to shoulder all· the 

activities related to child care. Aged fe~ales do not perform much 

domestic activities. Young and adult women perform the main task of 

the family. Girl childs help their mothers and look after their younger 
' 

brothers and sisters including the aged. Men are usually involved in , 

marketing but women participation in· shopping among. the Nepali and 

Tibetan Muslim community is a common picture at Darjeeling town. 

Nepali Muslim women and Tibetan Muslim women often look after · 

their familial business at Darjeeling market. Whenever I went to any 
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garment or other shops of Tibetan or Nepali Muslims, I found their · 

female members attending customers with their male counterparts. 

A general gender activity profile of Darjeeling Mu~lims is noted . 

below in a tabular form: 

Activities 
Productive Activities: 

a) Fetching water 
b) Cooking foods 
c) Cleaning of 

room & utensils 
d) Washing clothes 
e) Child care 
f) Caring of sick 
g) Marketing 

Social and 
Ceremonial Activities 

a) Arranging 
b) Organizing 
c) Attending 
d) Kinship 

obligation 
Economic Activities 

a) Earning 
b) Saving and 

management 
Political & 
Organizational 
Activities: 

a) Informal 
community 
meetings 

b) Formal 
political 
meetings 

Religious Activities: 
a) At home 
b) Out side 

(M = Male and F = Female) 

Table: 7.8 
Gender Activity Profile 

Male/Female 

F 
F 
F 

,. 

F 
F 
F 
M/F 

F/M ' 

M/F 
F/M 
F/M 

' 

M 
F/M 

M 

M 
i 

M/F ' 

M 

Remarks 
Only young girl child 
assist her mother in 
household activities 

' 

Predominately 
females 

Predominately males 

Females only assists 
' 

Females only assists 
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7.3.8 Nature and Forms of Purdha Practices 

The concept and practice of purdah in popular sense among the 

Muslim communities in Darjeeling varies ac~ording to different social 

groups and class levels. But in general it is· not a common and popular 

practice among the Muslims of Darjeeling hills. The exact meaning of 

the word purdah is curtain but means much more when in applies to . 
' 

Muslim women. It is the practice that includes the seclusion of women 

from public observation by wearing concealing clothing from head to 

toe and ·by the use of high w~s,, curtains,· and screens erected within 

the home. Traditionally in India both the Hindu and Muslim women 

practiced it since the medieval periods but vary according to their 

different class or economic or status levels. But the social situation of 

Darjeeling hills are quite differ~nt as a large chunk of the Darjeeling · 

Muslims are hybrid from ethnic Nepali and Bhutia communities where · 

women had traditionally a dominant role. And after marriage with the 

Muslims, their decedents brought up the liberal traditions of purdah 

constructed in their minds. The origin of the purdah system is not 

actually relevant to. them but its applications do matter because 

whether in a negative or positive light, it stills remains an integral part 
' 

of everyday life for some peoples and marks a part of their culture. 

Veiling through burkah is not popular among the Muslims of 

Darjeeling. Irrespective of their all social segments, Muslim women in 

the upper economic strata are ,more likely to practice all aspects of 

purdah. Majority of them are from Bihru:i and Kashmiri origin and . 

practiced veiling because they have been brought up to do it as 

tradition and have been constructed to do it even after marriage in a . 

distant land. The Bihari and Kashmiri Muslim families have had a 

strong social-cultural bondage with their place of migration and thus 

often import popular Muslim trac;litions as .religious-to women in order 

to upgrade their position in the social hierarchy among the Muslim of 

Darjeeling hills. 
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Muslim women or girls of Nepali and Tibetan group are unique 

in all aspects of purdah practices. In the case of Tibetan Muslims, the 
' 

aged used to prefer to wear traditional Tibetan dresses but observes to 

keep them at home. Veiling in common s.ense is not popular among 

them. Burkah is absent, but due to the influence of· Islamization 

process, the females are now using urna o,r dupatta, a small cotton or 

silk doth, to cover their head and neck as purdah which is a recent . 

change among them. While in case of Nepali Muslim women, the 

picture is almost identical. They hardly use any system of veil while in 

public places or interaction even before a couple of years back Girls 

are allowed to go everywhere without any male partner. They can 

freely interact with t~e outsiders even with a non-Muslim. But purdah 

as an integral part of their Muslim culture never abolished from their 

believe system. It continues its existence in the form. of low voice 

which is known as voice of purdah, restrictions in interaction with 

elderly kins and nonkins etc. A woman is taught to speak in low voice 
' 

since the very date of her enculturation .. It is considered that a 

women's voice reachlng outside the home· is a symbol of bad culture 

which they believe ultimately effect the formation of their personality 

and behaviour pattern. However, due to forces of change or 
I 

modernizing forces, groups of educated female are now interpreting 

the concept of purdah through the light of Quran and other holy 

books. They try to make l1llderstand the women that veiling is 

sanctioned by Quran but there is a misconception to understand it. 

Everybody mix the concept purdah with burkah which is not an Indian 

tradition. They advised Muslim women not to wear any dress which 

provoke men to tease them. Hpwever, th'ese kinds of reform within 

themselves are still persisting in recent times. 

7.3.9 Political Participation and Women Association 

Muslim women in political· matt~rs are almost 'invisible and 

comparatively lesser than the other hill communities in Darjeeling. 

The reason for this is their low level of modern higher education, 
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confinement in the home and less opportunity to interact with the ' 

outside world. However, the situation is now changing due to forces of 

change in their traditional family structure. Muslim women are 
I 

becoming self-sufficient and, in some cases, also decision makers and 

thus express their political thoughts by giving votes often motivated 

by their male family members. P,articuhrrly the Nepali Muslim women 

are seen participating in various rallies of Gorkha ]ana Mukti Morcha 

in support of Gorkhaland movement actively. Their participation is 

passive in character. It seems the winds of change are slowly being felt 

even in Darjeeling town. 

There is no formal association of women particularly for Muslim 

women in Darjeeling. However, few years back, the Muslim women 

particularly of Nepali Muslim category create a group or 'majhlish' to 
I 

carrying the vision of working for women's empowerment and 

eradicating social evils which starts its first step from Butcher basti. 

And now they are organizing e,stema in· various Muslim populated 

areas or more particularly monthly in a house with the support from 

Dawat-e-Islami group. 

7.4 Findings 

In defining the status and role of Muslim women in Darjeeling . 

the Socio-economic conditions of theii families along with their ethnic 

or regional background has a significant role. It was very difficult to 

analyze the position without making reference to the status given to 

them by the Islamic great traditions manifested in religious texts like 

Quran and Hadith. The Muslim population of the town has diverse 

ethnic and occupational backgrounds. On the basis of this, the 

Muslims are largely categorized into four broad categories namely -

Bihari Muslims, Kashmiri Muslims, Nepali Muslims and Tibetan 

Muslims. The status and role of womenfolk is also varied from 

community to community even though . they shared the basic 

principles of social-cultural life. 
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Out of total 73 7 Muslims there are 3 55 females comprising 

48.16 percent of the total Muslim populatipn and the sex ration of the 

Muslims is 929.31 females per 1000 males. The sex ratio is better . 

among the Nepali Muslim groups compared with the three other 

Muslim communities and in case of them it is low as except the 

Tibetan Muslims, the two rest Muslim groups frequently keep their 

female members in their places of origin. _ 

It is a common believe that the fertility of the Muslim women is 
i 

very high. But this fact has no authentic validation in Darjeeling. The 

modern health care services and educati9n has reduced the earlier 

condition of high fertility rate among the Muslims which is reflected 

among the Muslim women in Darjeeling tqwn. However, the neglect of 

health care of girls and women ill general is _a common feature among . 

the Muslims of Darjeeling town. The linderlying gender discrimination 

in their families is the main reason for the same. 

The literacy rate among the Muslim females is 42.79 percent 

which is below the state and national level and a big chunk of this 

percentage have received only the elementary education in the girls 
' 

maktab situated at the butcher basti. The dropout rate is high among 

the poor Nepali and Bihari Muslims beca,use sending a girl child to 

school is a double loss to their family as it causes additional expenses 

for her and the family is deprived from her physical contribution 

(labour) to family. 

There is a popular stereotype about the polygyny of Muslim men 

though which has no empirical reality in Darjeeling where monogamy 

is the usual and common practice. Only men adopt sec'ond marriage 

after early death of bis wife. The most significant information in the 

context of marriage is payment or_ dowry which is not a usual practice 

among the Muslims in Darjeeling. The Nepali Muslim communities, 

whose economic position is the worse in comparison to other Muslims 

at the town, are strongly against of such practice. 
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The work pattern among the Muslims in Darjeeling is marked by 
' 

gender based division of labour but varies between different Muslim 

groups. The women perform almost all. the household works like 

cooking, child raring and caring. Even some Nepali Muslim women and 

Tibetan Muslim women often look after; their familial business at 

Darjeeling market. However, whatever education or schooling level the · 

women received seems to have an impact on their role and status. 

Education influenced their willingness to opt for empowerment. The 

economic participation or contribution in formal sense of Muslim 

women in Darjeeling is meager. Lack of education of their father or 

husband, economic instability or inequality of familj.es, poor quality of 
. . 

i 

Muslim human resource creates a serious obstacle to their economic 

development. No doubt, their economic participation is very low but 

their 'invisible' economic contribution to their families and also to 

their familial businesses is not to be ignored. Particularly the women 

from Tibetan Muslim and Nepali Muslim families are frequently . 

looking after their businesses. 

Veiling through burkah is not popular among the Muslims of 

Darjeeling. Veiling in common sense is not popular among them but 

due to the influence of Islamization process; the females are now 

using urna or dupatta, to cover their head and neck as purdah which 

is a recent change among them. 

The influences · of the multicultural and multilingual 

environment of Darjeeling and it's inclination towards the present 

shifting world presently make a significant role in building awareness 

among the Muslim women for change in the -spheres of their life ways. 

They are now more confident to understand the contextual situation, 

their identity and equality. There is no formal association of women 

particularly for Muslim women in Darjeeling. However, few years back, 

the Muslim women .Particularly of Nepali Muslim category create a 

group or 'majhlish' to carrying the vision of working for women's 

empowerment and eradicating social evils. 



CHAPTER-:8 

MUSLIMS WITHIN THE LARGER SOCIETY OF 
DARJEELING HIMALAYA 

8.1: Introduction 

The present chapter deals with tJ:le multidimensional processes of the 

Muslims adaptation and integration in general with their habitat. It 

also explains some of their determinants like socio-economic 

adaptation, social integration and their participation in inter-ethnic 

associations. Since historical periods Muslims are actively interact with 

other segments of the greater hill society rather than presenting · 

themselves as a minority. Their existence is noticed at various levels in 

the · society though their percentage is low. Their peculiarities in 

cultural tradition never make barrier in relationship and thus remain 

an integral part of the greater society, which· has become a cultural 

mosaic. In the colonial past, Muslims were viewed as the most 

necessary group in an urban Iifeas of their specialized services. They 

were considered as a part and parcel of the urban social life. 

Muslim communities of Darjeeling are all from various 

occupational categories. Their genealogical diagrams authenticate the 

fact. As a gradually developed urban centr~ during the colonial era, the · 

town Darjeeling along needs a large number of special services. To fill 

this shortage, a large number of various skilled and semi skilled 

occupational groups were encouraged to migrate. Their inigration was 

beneficial to both. It allows the Muslims to ·accommodate a major 

centre of European interests in one hand and systematic expansion of 
' 

their trade and business network on the other. The rich cultural 

traditions of the Muslims are also accomm.odate within the greater hill 

society and the Muslims became a dynamic and efficient minority of 

the hills. 
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8.2: Socio-Economic Manifestations- Adaptation, 

Adjustment and Syncretism · 

Muslims in Darjeeling town are of diverse caste and ethnic 

backgrounds. The interaction Within community often plays a vital . 

role in contributing the overall integration towards the greater society 

or the habitat. Stratification within community or sects and sub sects 

often creates barrier in collective unity. Notwithstanding as a distinct · 

religious group they interact with each other through the common 

bond Islamic brotherhood. Religious organizations, mosques and 

Anjuman-E-Islamia have a good tole in integration of diverse Muslim 

groups nevertheless a distinct community identity is being maintained 

through the little traditions exclusive for them. 

On the question of assimilation, ; a plurality of Darjeeling 

Muslims believe that Muslims should adopt the customs and ways of . 

life of the hills, though a significant niinority thinks they should try to 

remain distinct. Muslim population in Darjeeling Himalaya is 

ethnically and linguistically diverse. There are various groups within 

them. Some were come much earlier in comparison to other group and 

their inclination towards the wider integration is much more noticed 

in their life ways activities. The new comers always struggling to find a 

balance between two different cultural traditions. The Muslims born 

and brought up in Darjeeling Himalaya particularly the early migrant 

families are assimilating fully with the hip. life. Majority of the early 

migrant families have and had marital alliance with the native Nepali . 

families as they believe that there is· nothing significant wrong with 

interfaith marriages. 

Due to close association with the hill society and culture, the 

Muslims share many cultural traits of their neighbours. The Muslim 

society and culture of Darjeeling hills. has been shaped by the 
' 

interacting forces of several set of traditions viz. Islamic, Nepali caste 

and tribe, Tibetan and etc. which led ~o propagate a meaningful 
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coexistence of Muslims and non Muslims in the town. The major 

concentrations of the Muslims in Darjeeling are in butcher basti which 

is a multi ethnic in character. Nepalis and Bhutias are the next door 

neighbours presently. Though they are different in religious faith, yet 

the participation of Muslims in their socio-religious programme and 

vice versa are very usual. Marriage alliance is often occurred. Some 

members of these non Muslim. families recent past embraced Islam. 

But communal harmony never breaks . ill their locality for the 

occurrences. This harmonia! coexistence has often enriched the 

secular environment which helped the Muslims in adaptation to the 
'· 

social environment of their habitat. 

Muslims are not much different from their ethnic Nepali and 

Tibetan or Bhutia neighbours :ill respect to language, food, dress 

pattern, occupation, material culture, family organization, habits and 

customs. Their morphological similarities often made other .confused 

in physical identification. Due to constant mixing and breeding with 
' 

the ethnic Nepalis, these paharia Muslims .are almost identical with 

their non Muslim neighbours. Any one can't distinguish the Tibetan 

Buddhists and Tibetan Muslims in respect to language, food, 

traditions, habits and customs. Even the Muslims ofte:r: observe the 

major festivals of popular hill culture. Except some basic principles of 

Islam, the life cycle rituals have a great similarity with the N epalis and 

Bhutias. Many Muslim farniQ.es, respect ·the local deities and pay 

devotional respect along with their next door Nepali neighbours. Due 

to this close association with the dominant hill culture, the Muslims in 

Darjeeling hills are gradually inclined towards the popular local 

traditions. 

Majority of the Muslims in Darjeelihg town are· self employed 

and hereditary occupation. They are either in their traditional 

occupation or engaged in small business entrepreneurs:Qip. Still there · 

are some sections in which Muslims. are dominated or rather expert 
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since colonial times. Examples from Muslim occupational groups 

(Kureshi or butcher, Mansuri or dhunia, Dorji or tailor etc.) may 

authenticate the fact. Peoples are exclusively dependent over them for 

their particular services and they have a monopolistic control over this 

occupation. Say for example, the supply of meat (beef and goat) to the 

town is circulated by the kuresh'i brethren since the British time and 

this tradition is still maintained by this Muslim group. Muslims are 

expert in skilled or semi skilled works like mechanical works, masonry 

work, colouring, plumbing, repairing etc. . 
' 

A large number of services are rendered exclusively by the · 

Muslims in the town. Mechanical and serrii mechanical works are 

largely mon_opolized by the Muslim occupations. Substantial numbers 

are engaged in food production and supply. Several specialized items 

of beautification and ornaments are · manufactured or sold by some 

Muslim occupations. Their pioneering knowledge and experience in 

bakery and confectionary industry by some Muslim families placed the 

town Darjeeling in a place of excellence. They are considered experts 

in such job. 

Muslims of the town are 1?-tegrated greatly to the society by the 

very necessity of their services. Very oftep their specialized services · 

are required to maintain the daily life way activities. From the very 

formation of the town, a particular Muslim occupational category or 

rather say birathari is being supplying the regular meat and fish to the 

town dwellers. Sin~e colonial past ·meat arid fish trade is being 

maintained by them. Meat is almost a regular item in the daily menu of 

the hill people irrespective of their caste and creed. Beef is edible to all 

of them except of some Nepali upper c~stes. Since colonial times, 

Kureshi families are exclusively the seller of beef and goat. A slaughter 

house was established by the Darjeeling ;Municipality after 1850 for 

regular slaughter of cow and goat. A formal fish market was also 

established in the year 1936. All the labours and beef sellers are from 
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kureshi family who migrated much earlier and integrated with the 

local culture by establishing m~ital alliance with Nepali girls. These 

Muslims later formed a separate cultural. identity with in their own · 

social group. And the families later treated as a son of the soil by their 

ethnic neighbours and gradually established their right over their 

habitation. Thus these Muslim families act as stabilizer in conflict 

minimization of the resource utilization between two creeds. 

Bakery industry of the town is also maintaiiied by the Muslims 

since colonial past. During the developing phase of this town, the 

British administrators encouraged Muslims to established bakery as 

they are skilled in such industry. H S Guramia was the first Muslim 

man who started a bakery at the town tHough the famous European 

bakery shop Glanery's was established- much earlier but the · 

confectionary items was manufactured and supplied by small Muslim 

bakery owners. And during the Christmas, these small bakery owners 
'• 

and suppliers circulated printed pamphlets to the dwellers as 

advertisement. Gradually, bakery products ar·e preferred other that 

Europeans and now cake, biscuit~ pastry and bakery bread is almost a 

regular dietary item of the Darjeeling town people. Almost all the 

confectionary shops are owned by Muslims. The famous shop Walis 

has their own bakery. And the other small bakery owners are all 

Muslims. The Muslim association with this particular industry later 

encouraged many non Muslims to open sh~ps for selling confectionary · 

and bakery products which ultimately an opportunity of self 

employment to the hill people. This is a typical example of building 

trade entrepreneurship which authenticates the necessity of Muslim 

occupations. 

The fruit trade of the_ tQwn was -previously in the hand of 

Muslims exclusively. But after partition the trade was transferred in 

the hand of Nepalis. But this fruit trade· of the Muslims opened an 

opportunity to the other hill people a method of self employment. 
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Darjeeling is a land of orange· and presently orange trade is an 

important business of the Nepalis during the winter times. 

A hill dweller must have the need of a man who knows the 

technique of repairing utensils of their qaily life. The most striking 

features of the Darjeeling Muslim occupation is that a relatively high 
0 

share of the Muslims of the town are engaged in the activity of 

repairing utensils though a bulk of them are not the permanent settler 

of Darjeeling. Yet they are continuing their services. The repairing · 

shops at chackbazar and old bus stand area are all owned by Muslims. 

Their services have a great need to the people of the town. All the 

spectacles shops are also owned by Muslims. Watch repairing shops at 

the two sides of chackbazar are all owned by Muslims. But these 

families are not a domiciled permanently at the town though some of 

these families are being here since colonial times. They served the 
' 

town from two to three generations 

Garments industry is also monopolized by the Muslim tailors. 

The regular dress requirements are fulfilled by the Muslim tailors as 

Muslims are skilled in tailoring cloths since colonial past. Some 

emotions are wrapped in peoples mind regarding tailoring. Families of 

some famous tailor masters even now maintaining their traditions and 

keep supplying the garments a's per required necessity. The most 

tailoring shops are at darogabazar region and Muslim tailors from 

Bihar and uP are employed as tailor masters. These shops are all 

owned by Muslim families domiciled permc;mently at Darjeeling. 

Muslims have a great role in tourism industry of Darjeeling. 

Tourism has long been viewed as a tool for economic development not 

only for the people but also for the region or locality. As one of the 

most important hill station of the country, Darjeeling has always been 

attracted by the tourists from with in and with out India. Hotels owned 

by Tibetan Muslims and curio shops owned by both Tibetan and 

kashmiri Muslims influenced a lot in developing tourism in Darjeeling 
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town. The famous Habib Mallik shop at Darjeeling mall attracted a 

bulk of European and American tourists to visit Darjeeling. Darjeeling 

and Habib Mallik's shop almost synonymous to. them. The major 

tourist's attractions are all covered by the chain of curio shops. 

Foreign tourists are really fond of Tibet~ art and culture objects, 

James, jewelryand precious stones. And Darjeeling curio shops are 

very famous for these objects. Hence, ~ectly Muslims has a major 

role in the tourism industry of Darjeeling. _And the economy of the . 

town is also majorely dependent on tourism. The tourists seasons are 

the only peak season of selling garments and commodities. Because 

there is no other alternative way of acquiring money as there is any -

other industry except tea. 

Darjeeling Himalayan town is a blend of diverse ethnic and 
' 

cultural elements. Integration ·between diverse groups would never be 

possible without the spirit of socio-cultural accommodation between 

such diverse communities which ultimately helped them to live 

together in harmoniously under harsh env;ironmental condition of the 

mountain. The people of Darjeeling Himalayan region is an . 

amalgamation of animism, lamaist Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam. As 

a matter of this social-cultural amalgamation, the Muslims of the town 

exhibit a unique cultural matrix which reflected at the various levels of -

their cultural practices. There have been diverse perceptions of social 

relations in the context of inter-ethnic or inter-religious interaction in 

Darjeeling town. Some may -perceive this situation as the face of 

tension and conflict, while the others believe it as the process of 

assimilation or integration. The most important manifestation of 

intercommunity and inter-religious inteJ:action is the attribute of 
' 

syncretism which is an old social fact among the Muslims living in 

Darjeeling town. It refers to the hybridization of two or more cultural 

or religious traditions over time. It's a result of acculturation or 

culture contact. It is a social mechanism to create prot~ctive defense -

around communities in a place and also incorporate the ideas and 
- ' 
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behaviours from different societies living .around them. Members of · 

different communities like Bhutias, Sherpas, Marwaris, Bhojpuris, 

Lepchas etc. frequently participate the festivals of the Muslims with 

joy. 

8.3: Inter-Ethnic Association and the Role of Anjuman-E

lslamia 

Anjuman-E-lslamia is a formal social organization of the Muslims 

of Darjeeling town. It is a non political social organization registered 

under West Bengal Societies Registration· Act. Vide no. S/22403 of 

1978-79. But it was established in 1850 and registered under company 

act in December Sr\ 1909. The primary aim of the institution was to 
' 

maintain mosque and burial ground. But due to the course of time, 

Anjumari mdv~s it primary object to build social harmony by their 

services not only exclusively for, the Muslims but also for the other 

community members as well. Anjuman Guest house is open to all. Any 

body can go there for his temporary stay. Anjuman hall room is open 

to all religious ceremonies. A Nepali or Bhutia can rent the hall for 

their own socio-religious purpo~e. 

The Muslim society of the town. is habituated with the customs 

and traditions of Nepalis. They have adapted themselves gradually to 

the dominant social environment of their habitat. Nepali is a common · 
I 

lingua franca of all the communities residing in the Darjeeling hills. 

Muslims also acquired Nepali as a medium of communication. Even a 

majority of them talked in N~pali at their home. Though there is no 

significant leadership among the Muslims, nevertheless the 

participation of Muslims in the present political matter of separate 

statehood as a consensus citizen of hills is very remarkable. They 

. believe that the ultimate de;m.and of 'state will not fulfill the 

development aspiration of the Muslims as a backward community. But · 
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irrespective of this they firmly support the demarid of a separate as 

because of their integration or inclination towards the dominant hill 

community. Muslims raised separate wing's along with other minority 

community of the town to strongly support the state hood demand of 

Gorkha ]ana Mukti Morcha. They closed their shops and business 

along with their coreligionists as a symbol of demonstration. The 
I 

unique situation of this communal harmony is thereby differing from 

other places of India which enriched the secular environment in polity 

and society of Darjeeling Himalaya. 

8.4: Findings 

Being one of the major centres of European interest during the 

colonial days, Darjeeling encouraged a ; good number Muslims to 

migrate from various parts of inside and outside India whose 

specialized services had an urgent necessity to the urban dwellers of 

Darjeelirig town. Within a couple of years of the development of the 

town Muslims were considered as an integral part of the larger urban 

complex of the Darjeeling Hill society. Even today, quite a number of 

services rendered to the dwellers are m~y by the Muslim groups. 

The presence of a Dhunia (cotton carder), baker, watch repair and very 

often of a butcher is a necessity of the eve~y days life of the town. The 

tailors of daroga bazaar, bakery shop at chack bazaar,· utensils 

repairing shops, fish market etc., have all largely been occupied by the 

diverse Muslim groups though considerable changes have recently . 

occurred which affecting the virtual monopoly of the Muslims in these 

occupations. The functions of a few Muslim groups like the Tibetan 

Muslims and Kashmiri Muslims deserve special consider-ation as their 

traditional occupations of curio, Hotel and handicrafts trade linked the 

development of totirism industry of Darjeeling. 

Despite the religious and ethnic differences with the ethnic 

Nepalis and other hill dwellers, a sense of belonging and functional 

interdependence has emerged due to acculturation and vise versa. 
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The Muslim are now habituated with the customs and traditions of the 

dominant Nepalis and other" bill communities. Even the Nepali is 

considered as mother tongue to some Muslim families exclusively in 

case of Nepali Muslims and in many Muslim occasions or festivals a 

functional interdependence between Hin~u-Buddhist-Christian ethnic 

groups and Muslims are seen which is an example of social-cultural . 

integration. 



CHAPTER-·9 

MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUDING REMARKS, 
PROBLEMS AND ASPIRATIONS OF THE MUSLIMS 

The present study is an ethnographic and exploratory study of the 

Muslims, an obscure community of Darjeeling Himhlaya. In the 

foregoing chapters an effort has been made to sketch an account of 

the economy, society, culture and identity of the Muslims through an 

extensive field work in the Hi.inalayan town Darjeeling, West Bengal. In 

this chapter the major findings of the entire study or rather say the 

summery of major chapters of the present thesis as well concluding 

remarks and some hopes and aspirations regarding their socio

economic crisis are described in the succeeding paragraphs. 

I 

Major Findings 

The formation of the Muslim population in Darjeeling hills is the 

result of historical process and the majority of Muslims consists of 

second and third generation migrants from the plains. The region has 

an inadequate history of Muslims and was· exposed to the outer world 

only after the annexation of the tract by the British East India 

Company during middle of the nineteenth.century. The history reveals 

the fact that the development of Darjeeling town as a sanatorium and 

health resort by the colonial administers during 183 5 to 1850 

attracted many Muslim marginal communities to migrate here to serve . 

the increasing urban necessities of the dwellers. Among them most 

non familial male individuals settled permanently after marriage with 

the native girls and some settled with their families gradually in later. 

There is a popular myth regarding the origin of the Muslim habitation 

in Darjeeling town. The Muslim inhabitants of the town believed that 

they are decedents of the Muslim invaders to Tibet during the early 
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sultanate and Mughal regime. But tbis above said story has no 

authentic bistorical evidences .. The migratory history of the Muslims in 

Darjeeling town only can traceable from the colonial periods and we 

can only speculate that the political intrusion of Mirju-Mullah and 

Hussain Shah into the terai and dooars region might brought some 

Muslim subedars, faujdars, lascars, officials, .intellectuals, artisans and 

other occupational groups to migrate the hill regions of present day 

Darjeeling district. 

After the annexation by the British, the area Darjeeling was 

upgraded to a well established sanatorium for the Europeans and their 

troops. Dr. Campbell devoted himself to the task of developing the 

station, attracting immigrants and other specialized occupational 

groups for their specialized services. The most common occupational 

pursuits of the Muslims are small scale marginal businesses, lather ., 

works, craftwor~s, wage labour, baburchi/khansama (cook), hajam 

(barber), kashai (butcher), and various lower grade services at 

organized and unorganized sectors. Some of these peoples had 

agrarian background but after migration they adopted these above 

said various urban occupations as these specialized ~ervices have 

always been a great necessitY ~o the city dwellers. Some Kashmiri and 

Tibetan Muslim business families were frequently visited this urban 

centre very early but not settled permanently in this soil with their 

whole business or families 

Muslims of Darjeeling town are a heterogeneous community. 

The present study is limited only 151 Mu~lim families who have been 

residing permanently at least three generations in the town. More than 

half of the Muslims of Darjeeling town (58.94%) is found living in 

Butcher basti and the rest are found scattered in various places of the 

town like Lebong, Kakjhora, Tungsung basti and etc. It. is calculated · 

from the studied households that only 32.45. percent Muslims have 

their own accommodation or houses or flats. Where as 67.54 percent 

of Muslims are living in rented houses from generation after 
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generation. Muslims of the town are largely divided into four broad 

categories viz. Nepali Muslims, Bihari Muslims, Bhote or Tibetan 

Muslims and Kashmiri Muslims. Nepali and Bihari Muslims are the 

decedents of the Muslim migrants migrated from various districts of 

Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. The Kashmiri Muslims are all from Indian 

state of Jammu & Kashmir and the Tibrtan Muslims are from Tibet. 

There are total 73 7 individuals under study and among them 382 are 

males and 3 55 are females and the sex ratio of the Muslims of 

Darjeeling is 929.31 females per 1000 males. 

Out of total 737 individuals 51.01 percent are married, 43.55 

percent are unmarried, 2.57 percent are widow, 2.03 percent are . 

widower and only 0.81 percent divorced or separated. Divorce or 

separation is not a ·common practice found among the Muslims in 

Darjeeling. This is again against another stereotype that the frequency 

of talak or separation is high among the Muslims. Monogamy is the 

usual practice among the Muslim communities of Darjeeling town. 

95.74 percent Muslims are prqc~iced monogamy. Only 4.25 percent are 
--~-~ . 

found polygamous but all of them got married twice after the death of 

their first wife or husband. Negotiation marriage is the common · 

practice among the Muslims though love marriage is also practiced 

among them. 86.17 percent are found married by negotiation and only . 

13.82 percent found married by love. Among the Nepali Muslim 
: ·'~ 

families the prevalence of love marriage is better in comparison to 

other Muslim groups and this is .because of their acculturation and 

marital alliance since historical past with the Nepali Hindus. 

The number of nuclear type families (54.30%) is high among the 

Muslims of Darjeeling town. Economic condition and scarcity of space 

for newly constructed rooms is no doubt . the main reason for the 

increasing number of nuclear families. The popular myth of large 

sized families is not a reality in Darjeeling Muslim society as only 

11.92 percent are big families which comprises 7-9 family members 
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and 5.96 percent very big families where 10 and more that 10 number 

of members are found. 

There are only 9.02 percent illiterate found among the Muslims 

and the literacy rate is high as against the state and national level 

which is 90.97 percent. Among the literates 2.79 percent population 

having without any standard of education. 10.54 percent population 

have primary education (class I-N) that means they received 

elementary education from government recognized primary schools or 

educational mstitutions and here very significantly the females are 

much in percent in comparison to the males. There are 13.76 percent 

females and 8.13 percent males who have ·primary education. 42.48 

percent population has the education of middle standard (class V-VITI). 

There are only 6.82 percent population having madrasa education and 

among the males they are 8.67 percent and 4.34 percent among the 

females. There are 12.09 percent HS passed populations and among 

the males there are 13.82' percent HS where as it is 9.78 percent in 

case of females. There are total6'.97 percent graduates and among the 

males it is 8.13 percent and 5.43 percent among the females. There are 

only 1.08 percent professionals who either passed IviBBS, Engineering, 

MCA/IviBA or other professional carrier oriented courses. 
:~·.::~"-;. 

It is to be said that The Mfrslims of Darjeeling Himalaya are a . 

mosaic of diverse ethnic groups and the 'Muslim Society' is made up of 

various elements drawn from diverse origins There were no official 

statistics about the ethnic and cultural backgrounds of. the Muslims 

living in Darjeeling town. But some early writers of gazetteers and 

memoirs mentioned a few words about the Muslims. Hari Mohan 

Sanyal, an overseer of the early (1835) Colonial PWD department, 

wrote a memoir of Darjeeling where he contributed some few words 

for the Muslims living in Darjeeling town. Dozey (1916) also wrote 

about the haat or weekly bazaar of Darjeeling town where Peswari 

businessmen were participate. The Muslim society of Darjeeling town 

is a best example to break the popular believes of monolithic Muslim 
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society though theoretically Islam advocates an egalitarian social 

order. The Muslim society in Darjeeling is thereof divided into a 

number of segments and social groupings, There are both macro and 

micro units. The first major distinction of classification of Muslim . 

population is obviously based on the adherence of religious basics i.e. 

sect or better to say the division of society in Sunni and Shia sects. 

However, there is no Shia Muslim family in Darjeeling town and the 

Muslims are all belongs to Sunni sect. The Sunni sect is again divided 

into two sub sects - Berelvi and Dobandi which are nothing but the 

two different schools of Islaniic theology. The Berelvis are the 

dominant group in Darjeeling town as they incline to accept the social 

and cultural conditions of their habitat and past generations without 

much criticism. On the basis of spiritualism and adherence of sufi 

orders the society is again dlvided into ·a number of groups or 

khanquah orders or silsila. And the major distinction is based on 

ethnic and regional variances. There are four types of Muslim groups 

in the town namely Nepali Muslims, Bihari Muslims, Tibetan Muslims 

and Kashmiri Muslims. The Nepali Muslims are the decedents of early 

migrant Muslim males married with local girls. The group is also 

highly heterogeneous in terms of' occupation and ethnic characters but 

construct an identity on the basis of marital alliance with the local 

girls historically. Perhaps they are the dominant in their numerical 

strengths among the Muslim~.~~Jhe Biharis comes next which are also a 
;?··' • 

migrant group from various districts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar but 

maintains strong relationship with their place of migration. Tibetan 

Muslims came from Tibet after Chinese occupation there and the 

Kashmiris from Kashmir considered the smallest Mus~ group in the 

town. However, their social structure and organization exhibits some 

unique characteristics features and exhibits the notion of hierarchy or 

social gradation among themselves though purity pollution is not 

strictly followed by them. But endogamy is strictly followed. Social 
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status, traditional occupation and economy are no doubt the major 

reasons for such stratification or gradation. 

Their social diversity is perhaps the most powerful 

manifestation of their economic structure." The occupational activities 

of the Muslims of Darjeeling are categories into three broad categories 

viz. business or trading, self. employment and wage labour. The 

businesses are all small scale marginal type except Tibetan and 

Kashmiri Muslim families along with few Bihari Muslim families. The 

majorities of Nepali Muslims are in the occupation of se~ employment 

and wage labour in beef or fish market. They are the most marginal 

section among the · Muslim community. in Darjeeling town. Their 

economic condition is considered them as a low income group. The 

next Bihari Muslims are in small scale petty business activities of self 

employed category. Majority of them have ·grocer shops, utensil shops 

tailoring shops and repair shops. Small portions have some large and 

expended businesses of order supply and 'building construction. They 

are considered as-- an economically moderate group although some 

wage labours also found among themselves. The Tibetan Muslims are 

considered as a trading community as traditionally they are all . 
'· 

businessmen from present Tibet (after the Chinese occupation there). 

In the town they. have hotels, cloth shops and shoe shops. 

Economically they are considered as a high income group. The small 

Kashmiri Muslims are all in the business of curio and handicrafts~ 

Actually, they are the sellers of precious ancient items and handicrafts 

of Tibet and Kashmir. They are economically well off and considered 

as high income group. However, it can thus be said that the 

occupational diversification of the Muslims of Darjeeling town is the 

only reason of social assimilation in broader sense. The economic 

conditions of Nepali Muslims are the worse in comparison to other 

communities. 44.66 percent families of Nepali Muslims h~we a monthly 

income of Rs.2000-Rs.5000 which is not sufficient for their survival in 

a hill station like Darjeeling. And thus the community is considered a 
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low income group. The Bihari Muslims considered a medium income 

group as there is no family whose monthly income is Rs:2000 and it's 

below. The Tibetan and Kashmiri Muslim groups are considered as a 

high income group as all of these families monthly income starts from 

Rs.SOOO to Rs.lOOOO and it's above. 

The Muslims of Darjeeling as because of their diverse traditional 

occupations and ethnic backgrounds exhibits a mosaic of diverse 

cultural traditions of both Islamic and loc(l]_ traditions where to some 

extend local influences are strong. Local culture or traditions have 

effects a great in their food habit and other social and cultural 

practices of birth, marriage and death rituals which are considered to 

some extent against the text though the primary or ba~ic rituals are 

identical with the greater Muslim ummah. The cordial relationship 

with neighbouring · hill communities helped the subsequent 

generations of the Darjeeling Muslims. adjust better with their habitat 

in contemporary times but varies across the Muslim communities 

livin~ permanently in Darjeeling town. Due to the enculturation across 

their physical and social background, the children of some Muslim 

group have the larger scope of .adjustment which is reflected in their 

cultural life like wearing or offering khada in all social or cultural 

ceremonies, preparation of typical hill food items of momo and 

thukpa. 

Quite a good number of services rendered to the town dwellers 

are mainly by the Muslim groups. The presence of a Dhunia (cotton 

carder), baker, watch repair and very often of a butcher is a necessity 

of the every days life of the town. The tailors of daroga bazaar, bakery 

shop at chack bazaar, utensils repairing shops, fish market etc., have 

all largely been . occupied by the diverse Muslim groups though 

considerable changes have recently occillred which affecting the 

virtual monopoly of the Muslims in these ·Occupations. The functions 

of a few Muslim groups like the Tibetan Muslims and Kashmiri 

Muslims deserve special consideration as their traditional occupations . 
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of curio, Hotel and handicrafts trade ijnk.ed the development of 

tourism industry of Darjeeling. Despite the religious and ethnic 

differences with the ethnic N epalis and other hill dwellers, a sense of 

belonging and functional interdependence has emerged due to 

acculturation and vise versa. The Muslim are now habituated with the 

customs and traditions of the dominant Nepalis and other hill 

communities. Even the Nepali is considered as mother tongue to some 

Muslim families exclusively in c'ase of Nepali Muslims and in many 

Muslim occasions or festivals a functional interdependence between 

Hindu-Buddhist-Christian ethnic groups and Muslims are seen which is 

an example of social-cultural integration. 

In defining the status and role of Muslim women in Darjeeling 

the Socio-economic conditions of their families along with their ethnic 

or regional background has a significant role. It was very difficult to 

analyze the position without making reference to the status given to 

them by the Islamict'great traditions manifested in religious texts like 

Quran and Hadith., Out of total 737 Muslims there are 355 females 

comprising 48.16 percent of the' total Muslim population and the sex 

ration of the Muslims is 929.31 females per 1000 males. The sex ratio 

is better among the Nepali Muslim groups compared with the three 

other Muslim communities. The popular believe of high fertility is not 

evidenced among the Muslim women of Darjeeling. The literacy rate 

among the Muslim females is 42.79 percent which is below the state 

and national level and a big chunk of this percentage have received 

only the elementary education in the girls maktab situated at the 

butcher basti. The dropout rate is high among the poor Nepali and 

Bihari Muslims because sending a girl child to school is a double loss 

to their family as it causes additional expenses for her and the family 

is deprived from her physical contribution (labour) to family. However, 

whatever education or schooling level the women received seems to 
/ . 

have an impact on their role and status. Education influenced their 

willingness to opt for empowerment. The economic participation or 
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contribution in formal sense of Muslim women in Darjeeling is meager. 

The work pattern among the Muslims in Darjeeling is marked by 

gender based division of labour but varies between different Muslim 

groups. The women perform ~ost all: the household works like 

cooking, child raring and caring. Veiling through burkah is not popular · 

among the Muslims of Darjeeling. Veiling in common sense is not 

popular among them but due to the influence of Islamization process, 

the females are now using uma or dupatta, to cover their head and 

neck as purdah which is a recent change among them. 

The Muslims of Darjeeling do not· confine themselves to the 

orbit of therr own society; rather they have contact with the other hill 

communities. They incorporated the elements of different systems 

and beliefs of Hindu/Nepali philosophy and mythology which later 

gradually syncretized in their ~digenization. The Muslim society thus 

developed gradually and after a period of more than hundred and half 

years, Muslims became a part and parcel of Darjeeling hill society and 

politic. The facts that they learned the local languages, lived in 

harmony with local people, accepted local wives and adopted various 

professions suited to their genius, and that in their dietary system 

they dependent on materials or foods locally available, bear out that 

they considered Darjeeling as· their homeland. Today, the mosques at 

the town, m.adrasas, Muslim shops and l:;leard man with fez topi in 

public places are all a part of Darjeeling bill society. Their economic 

and social organization and religious ;activities are the clearest 

indicators of Muslim identity at the town. 

Due to close association with the hill society and culture, the 

Muslims share many cultural traits of their neighbours. The Muslim 

society and culture of Darjeeling hills has been shaped by the 

interacting forces of several set of traditions viz. Islamic, Nepali caste 

and tribe, Tibetan and etc. which led to propagate a meaningful 
' 

coexistence of Muslims and non Muslims in the town. The major 

concentrations of the Muslims in Darjeeling are in butcher basti which 
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is a multi ethnic in character. Nepalis and Bhutias are the next door 

neighbours presently. Though they are different in religious faith, yet 

the participation of Muslims .in their socio-religious programme and 

vice versa are very usual. Marriage alliance is often occurred. Some 

members of these non Muslim families recent past embraced Islam. 

But commnnal harmony never breaks in their locality for the 

occurrences. This harmonia! .coexistence has often enriched the 

secular environment which helped the Muslims in adaptation to the 

social environment of their habitat. 

II 

Concluding Remarks 
' 

The present study is an ethnographic study of the Muslims of 

Darjeeling town where a humble attemp~ has taken to explore the 

history of origin of the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya in general and 

Darjeeling town in particular. It is an in d,epth study of the economy, 

society, and culture as well as· identity dynamics of the Muslims of . 

Darjeeling town. The Muslims in Darjeeling Himalayan region is an 

urban population as like as the other parts of India and majority of 

these Muslims are concentrated in Darjeeling town and hence, the · 

present study is confined only in Darjeeling town. The Muslims have a 

very small population in the town and residing most in a basti named 

Butcher basti which is turned·as Dr. Zakir Hussain Basti just a couple 

of years back. Besides they are residing Kakjhora, Lebong, 

Darogabazar and Tunsung basit since very early of time. The Muslims 

of the town is highly diverse in terms . of sect, sub-sect, spiritual 

affiliation and ethnic or jat characteristics. There are four broad 

established Muslim groups in the town namely Nepali Muslims, Bihari 

Muslims, Bhote or Tibetan Muslims and Kashrniri Muslims though the 

rest two groups are very small in numbers. The Nepali Muslims are the 
I 

decedents of those Muslims who settled earlier in this monntain town 

migrated from various districts of Bihar and UP. They mixed up with 
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the local people after marriage with native girls. They don't have any 

linkage or social connection with their forefather's birth place. Where 

as the Bihari Muslims are also a migrated group from Bihar and UP but 

they still have close linkage with their place of-migration. The Tibenat 

Muslims are popularly known as Bhote Muslims and they are in the 

town since 1952. The Kasmiri Muslims are very few in number and 

they are in the town since the very formation of the town as a business 

centre of the then British India. 

Muslims in this pluricultural environment of Himalaya are not 

much different from their non Muslim neighbours in respect of 

language, dress, material aspects, food habits, behaviours, customs 

and family organizations. They even observe the major and popular 

festivals of the hill and the neighbouring communities of. different 

creeds also observe various Muslim festivals and occasions with great 

respect. Even during the Muharram, the neighbouring Buddhists and 

Hindus offer sweets, flowers ·and khada to the martyrdom and .light 

candle as a symbol of worship. In birth, marriage and death 

ceremonies, the offering of khada is almost customary now a day 

among the Muslim groups of the town which was exclusively a popular 
i 

practice by the Nepalis and Bhutias to pay respect. The process of 

cultural integration has been taken place due to the process of 

acculturation among the Muslims and two or more traditions are 

synchronized gradually. And due to this syncretism, the Muslims of 

the town feel an inclination towards the greater hill society and thus 

are largely integrated with the greater Darjeeling Himalayan society. 

Under such a circumstances, .the Muslims· constructed a new identity 

based on their situational demand. However, they raised their voices to 

incorporate them into the cluster of 'Gorkha' identity which is the 

result of structural and behavioural acculturation. Their Ethnic 

identity is inevitably tied to the .process ot' acculturation. The different 

forms of acculturation and the different factors affect acculturation 

outcomes are recognize among themselves and these are the 
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distinction between behavioral and structural or socioeconomic 

acculturation. Behavioral accultl:ITation occurred after the migration of 

the Muslim groups into this distant land and later gradually · 

absorption of the cultural norms, values, beliefs, and behavior 

patterns of the then "host" society or hill society or rather say the 

greater society of the Nepali speaking communities. This may also 

involve learning common lingua franca of the ethnic Nepalis and 

within this process, Muslims choose to retain much .of their traditional 
' 

culture, norms, and behaviors.while still acquired those of mainstream 

hill society. The structural or socioeconQmic acculturation however, 

refers to when the Muslims entered and become integrated into the 

formal social, political, economic, and <;ultural institutions of the 

Darjeeling hill society i.e., when they begin to participate as full . 

members of greater Darjeeling hills (usually in the form of income, 

occupation, residential integration, etc.). However, these processes of 

undergoing either behavioral or structural/socioeconomic 

acculturation usually occurred in a linear or ."straight line" manner 

among some Muslim groups in which the passage of time and the 

succession of generations lead to increasing economic, cultural, 

political, and residential integration into Darjeeling hill society. Or it 

can also be occurred among some other Muslim groups in a non-linear 

or circular manner in which Muslims revive or retain old cultural 

traditions, norms, and behaviors and choose to remain somewhat 

isolated from mainstream society · or alternatively, to combine 

elements of both traditional Muslim (although they may modify old 

traditions and values to fit their contemporary circUJ:Q.stances) and 

mainstream popular hill culture. The former process is happened 

exclusively among the Nepali Muslim groups as because of their bio

cultural/social integration with the Nepali speaking communities. 

However, as an obscure distinct Muslim community or 

amalgamation of diverse Muslim groups, the Muslims of Darjeeling 

town interacts with each other through common bond of Islamic 
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brotherhood. The socio-religious~ fustitutions like Anjuman, madrasa, 

mosque and religious movement like Dawat-E-Islami are operating as 

medium to increase religious as well as miiversal brotherhood among 

the Muslim ummah. The process of Islamization among various 

Muslim groups is the most important process of cultural change which 

strengthens the universal brotherhood and creates religious interests 

among themselves. This also helps them to preserve and maintain 

their identity as a religious group in the mountain town of Darjeeling 
I 

Himalaya. 

III 

Problems and Aspirations of the Muslims 

The present study identified some problems and crisis of the Muslims 

of Darjeeling town. During the field work among the Muslims of the 

town, it was observed that there is a considerable variation in the 

conditions of Muslims and the Community exhibits deficits and · 

deprivation in practically all dimensions of development. The 

problems of Muslims are increasing day by day, because during the 
I 

past few years the authority of the autonomous Hill Council is being 

wielded by certain political forces whose sphere of influence has 

increased because of adoption ~d propagation of such plans and 

policies under which the Muslims of the town have been, and are being 

deprived. The future of Muslim professionals and working class, 

traders etc has been very greatly affected as a large number of non 

Muslims are today encountering in the prafessional fields which were 

exclusively operated by the Muslims since the history past. However, 

in course of the study the people expressed some of their aspirations 

and hope to overcome such deprivation and crisis. The most 

important of them are given below. 

Major Problems and Crisis: 

+ The great problem and handicap for Muslims of the town is their 

religious and mutual differences which are eating into their 
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progress. The truth is that there are great differences among 

themselves on the basis of their social, . economic, educational, 

cultural, linguistic, regional, sectarian and other factors. These 

differences are to a great' extent responsible for their decline 

and backwardness. 

+ They are living in the less focused places of the town where 

modest and basic civic amenities are meager. The 

communication system is also very poor even sometimes their 

houses are deprived from basic infrastructural municipal 

facilities as because of the popular anti-minority feelings by the 

dominant N epalis. The houses of the Muslim localities are facing 

serious water crisis. 

+ The Muslims of the town, are facing economic crisis and this 

situation compelled them to go for earning at a very early age 

which ultimately increased the dropout rate among themselves. 

+ In the educational field also Muslims are very backward whereas 

the building and development of 'any community or society 

depends upon its educational status and standard. The 

condition of religious madrasas is also pitiable in Darjeeling 

though there are two very old modern madrasa operating since 
I 

the British periods. After completing their education form these 

madras as, the. students do not· find themselves fit for any jobs 

nor are they acceptable ~ywhere . else because they are not 

trained for the requirements of modern times like computers, 

engineering, medical courses, . information technology, 

accountancy, shorthand, typing etc. As a result of which the 

Muslim students are found utter , misfits elsewhere in this 

competitive world. 

+ The Muslims of the Darjeeling hill regions are now identified as 

Paharia Muslims by the Government of West Bengal as an OBC 

Muslim group but the issue of OBC certificate is not properly 
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started in the town. The educated youths of the community are 

facing harassment by the government officials when they are 

demanding OBC certificates. 

Aspirations and Hopes: 

+ Considering the issues relating to the Muslim situation in 

Darjeeling town the Musli.J.ns themselves are arguing to day that 

the situation calls for adoption of a wide range affirmative 

action programmes including the reservation of Muslims as a 

backward or weaker section (mino.rity) or as backward class 
I 

whose members mostly comprise historically backward 

occupational groups. They feel that this is the way of inclusion 

of the excluded Muslims who have the development deficit in a 

fast developing state like West Bengal. To them ~t is the high · 

time to take remedial action, at least, partially to minimize the 

inequalities and injustices. Therefore, they are actively 

supported and particip~tes the separate state hood demand of 

Gorkhaland by the dominant Nepali communities. 

+ They believe that economic empowerment can be a. tool for 

betterment of the Muslim community and specific programmes 
I 

for self-employed or home-based workers to provide skill, credit, 

technology and market support Will ultimately bring social 

change among them. These programmes should effectively 

combine modern managerial, technical and design skills with · 

artisanal skills to create effective intervention strategies. 

+ ITis, polytechnics and other institutions that provide skill 

training to non-matriculates need to be constructed where 

reservations for Muslims may be secured. 

+ Alternative mechanisms, including but not confined to micro 

financing bodies, should be identified and charged with the task 

of providing institutional support like.market linkages, skill up-
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gradation and funding of trades 'being run by the Muslim 

artisans. 

But irrespective of all these the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya have 

to introspect themselves. They will have to seriously review and judge 

the performances of their educational and other institutions like 

Anjuman-E-Islamia and its properties, social and economic 

organizations, welfare associations and many others operating in the 

periphery of Darjeeling Muslim society. They should also judge as to 

how far their political, religious \leaders and intellectual have solved 

their problems and creates favourable conditions conductive to the 

growth of peoples self esteem. It has been· examined that the Muslims 

are systematically blocked from the opportunities and resources 
; 

provided by the society and the government bodies at the town. The 

Muslims under study are of the opinion that recent political processes 

of Darjeeling certainly consider the Muslim issues and problems in 

framing their policy programmes for development of t?is bill town. 

Simultaneously it may also not be true that the Muslims are always 

deliberately discriminated by the other hill communities but at the 

same time the responsibility of government bo·dies or dominant 

communities in Darjeeling bill society to assume the rights of this 

backward community can not be ruled out. Under such a context it is 

the high tirrie on the part of the government and non government 

agencies to expedite the . process 'for promoting inclusive 

developmental programmes or policies .on the basis of research · 

findings on the Muslims of Darjeeling Himalaya to ensure equal 

opportunities to Muslims living in Darjeeling. 
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APPENDIX.- I 

GLOSSARY 

Ajan Call for Prayer. 

Allah The name of God among Muslims 

Asraf The Muslims claiming their descent from any of the 
four groups of foreign origin i.e. Sayed, Sekh, Mughal 
and Pathan 

' 
Ajlaf The Indigenous converts from clean occupational 

caste into Islam in India. 

Arzal The Indigenous ~onverts from unclean occupational 
caste into !slain in India. 

Basti Popular term for locality in Darjeeling hills. 

Birathari Unilateral descent group based on kinship among the· 
Hindi speaking Indian Muslims. 

Berelvi A Sunni sub-sect of Indian sub-continent originated at 
the theological school at Bereli, Uttar Pradesh. 

Burkha An enveloping outer garment worn by :tV.t;uslim women · 
for the purpose of biding their body when in public 

Chourasta Meeting place of four roads. 

Deobandi A Sunni sub-sect of Indian sub-continent originated at 
the theological school at Deoband, Uttar Pradesh. 

Dargah Graveyard of Muslim saint or priest. 

Dupatta A small cotton or silk cloth 

Estema Muslim congregation .. 

Fa twa Religious Verdict 

Fitna Arabic word meaning potential disorder 

Carib Social class for poor. 
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Radish A collection of traditions containing sayings of the 
prophet Muhammad 

]at Popular term for occupational caste. 

Jhora A natural body of running water flowing on the earth. 

Khada A silk or synthetiC cloth robe 

Kima Chopped pieces of meat. 

Khanquah Places where the pir cultivate their spiritual practices. 

Maktab Arabic word meaning elementary.schools. 

Madras a Schools for teaching Islamic theology. 
Mureed Followers of the pir. 

Momo A dumpling meatball. •, 

Masjid A place of warship for the followers of Islam. 

Maulavi A man learned in Islamic knowledge. 

Mazar A grave. 

Meheror A sum of money which the husband has to give his 
Mohar wife any time after marriage and in case there is a 

divorce the amo:unt has to be given her immediately. 

Muharram A festival to commemorate the martyrdom of Hassan 
and Hussain - the son of Ali and Fatima. 

Namaz The Islamic form of prayer. 
•, 

Nikah Marriage in Islamic way. 

NikahNama Certificate of Muslim marriage. 

Pahadior Inhabitants of the hill regions 
Paharia 

Pir Spiritual specialists. 
.. 

Purdah Seclusion or veiling of women. 

Qureshi A Muslim occupational group or jat whose traditional 
occupation was animal slaughter. 
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Quran The Holy book of Muslims 

Rarnzan The nine month. of the Isla1ni.c year. 

Roja Fasting for religious cause for the followers of Islam. 

Rais Status group for rich person. 

Sunna The traditional portion of Muslim law based on 
Muhammad's words or acts, accepted as authoritative 
by Muslims and followed particularly by Sunni 
Muslims. 

Sunni One of the two main branches of Islam who practices 
the oral traditions of Muhammad as customary. 

Shia Second main branches of Islam who believe that only 
the decedents of. Mohanimad have the customary 
spiritual and political right to rule over the community . 

Silsila Process of respective spiritual practices. 

Shariat Sacred laws of Islam. 

Sura A division of the Quran often referred to ·as a chapter 

Tajiya Representation of the tomb of Hassan and Hussain 
who lost their life at Karbahi. during Muharram. 

Talak Divorce among the Muslim families 

Thukpa A popular Bhutia dish of noodles with soup. 

Ummah Arabic word meaning Muslim community or people. 

Urn a A small cotton or silk cloth synonymous to dupatta 

Wakf A permanent dedication of movable or immovable 
properties for religious, pious or charit~ble purposes 
as recognized by Muslim Law. 

Zamindar A landowner, especially one who leases his land to 
tenant farmers. 

Zakat Obligatory payment made annually under Islamic law 
on certain kinds of property and used for charitable 
and religious purposes 
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Members of a Nepali Muslim Family 

A Bihari Muslim Couple 

A Tibetan Muslim Couple 



1. Jama Masjid at Daroga Bazar 
3. A Muslim House at Butcher Basti 
5. Girls' Primary Maktab 
7. Beef Market at Dmjeeling Town 
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ESTD ~ f936 
RETAILERS !' WHOLESALE 

2. Choti Masjid at Butcher Basti 
4.Butcher Basti (Dr.Zakir Hussain Basti) 
6. Boys Madrasa 
8. Fish Market at Darjeeling Town 
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Occupational Activities of Nepali Muslims 

1. A Wage Labour at Beef Market 
2. A Wage Labour at Fish Market 
3. Utensils Repairing Shop 
4. A Labour at a Restaurant 
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Occupational Activities of Bihari Muslims 

1. Stationary & Grocery Shop 
2. Brass Metal Shop 
3. Watch & Spectacles Repairing Shop 
4. Bakery & Confectionary 
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Occupational Activities of Kashmiri Muslims 
& Tibetan (Bhote) Muslims 

1. Curio Shop 
2. Researcher with a Curio Shop Owner 
3. A Curio Shop Owner 
4. A Tibetan Muslim Business man 
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Peoples (Muslims & Non-Muslims) of 
Darjeeling Town Participating in Moharram 



1. Marriage Ceremony 
2&3. Akika of a child 
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1. Researcher with an informant 
2. Two Muslim Women 
3. A Muslim Couple (Bihari Husband and Nepali Wife) 
4. Researcher with his key informant 
5. Janab Ali Akhter, one of the key informant at his office 
6. A Darjee (tailor) at work 
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Education: 
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Sex 

Sex: 
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1. Loan 

Amount Source Year Nature Repayment Purpose 
in Cash ins tit Noninst of terms & Use Region Age I Sex Year 

/Kind Security 

' 

3. Generation wise occupation. 4. Disease & Treatment 

Nature of Treatment Procedure 
Generation Occupation 

G. Father 
Diseases Season 

I Modern I 
(Details) 

T raditional Both 

Father I 
I 

Ego 

Present 
I 

Generation 

5. Position of Land. 

Type ! 
• 

Household Cultivable Others 

Darjeeling 
city 

Place of 
origin 
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